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ABSTRACT

This work reports on the electronic and geometric structural studies of xanthine
oxidoreductase (XO), S-ribosylhomocysteinase (LuxS) and inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) active sites resulting from the joint applications of electronic
absorption, electron paramagnetic resonance and magnetic circular dichroism
spectroscopic methods.

XO catalyzes formal oxygen atom insertion into a substrate C-H bond, but differs
from monooxygenase enzymes in that the inserted oxygen atom derives from
metal activated water and reducing equivalents are generated rather than
consumed. Studies on aldehyde “inhibited” XO (a paramagnetic form observed
during XO catalysis), analyzed in terms of the relationships between the g-,
95,97

Mo hyperfine, and the

13

C hyperfine tensors have provided structural insights

into the nature of substrate/product bound at the Mo active site. The results

vii
indicate that aldehyde “inhibited” is a tetrahedral analogue of the calculated
transition state in XO catalytic mechanism.

S-ribocylhomocysteinase (LuxS) catalyzes the non-redox cleavage of a stable
thioether

bond,

a

difficult

reaction

from

chemist’s

perspective.

This

metalloenzyme plays a key role in quorum sensing which makes its investigation
an attractive target for inhibition and development of novel antibacterial agents.
This study utilized Co(II)-d7 substituted tetrahedral LuxS. Thus, analysis for g-,
59

Co hyperfine and zfs (D and E) tensors of wild-type, mutants (C84A and C84D)

and relevant small molecule analogues, (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS have
provided a detailed description of LuxS active site. The results indicate that the
LuxS active site is a distorted tetrahedral with approximate C3V geometry and the
catalytic reaction begins by the substrate displacing water.

The iNOS catalyzes the oxidation of L-arginine to a signaling molecule, NO and
L-citrulline with NADPH and O2 as cosubstrates. The emerging evidence
suggests that the production of NO is facilitated by the interdomain electron
transfer from the FMN to the catalytic heme site. This work reports a comparative
spectroscopic study of wild-type and mutant proteins of a human iNOS bidomain
oxygenase/FMN construct. The results indicate notable effects of mutations in
the adjacent FMN domain on the heme structure suggesting that the conserved
surface residues in the FMN domain (E546 and E603) play key roles in
facilitating a productive alignment of the FMN and heme domains in iNOS.
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Chapter 1
Spectroscopic Methodologies
1.1

Introduction
1.1.1 Spectroscopy and Mechanisms of Metalloenzymes

A metalloenzyme catalytic mechanism is a step by step sequence of elementary
reactions by which an overall chemical transformation of a substrate into a
product occurs. This transformation occurs at the active site (a region where
substrates bind and undergo chemical transformations to products) of a
metalloenzyme yielding intermediates and transition states depicting which
bonds are broken and which are formed to give product(s). However,
understanding or formulating a particular reaction mechanism requires the
proper knowledge of the electronic and geometrical structures of the reactants
(metalloenzymes active sites and substrates), intermediates, transition states
and products, particularly the chemical changes occurring at transition metal
centers that are involved in redox chemistry. Spectroscopic methods such as
electronic absorption (EA) coupled with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
and magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) have been proven to be very powerful in
developing a comprehensive electronic structure description of metalloenzymes
active sites and the results have given a detailed insight to the reactions they
catalyze 1-11. In particular, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy
is unique in its ability to selectively probe the electronic structure of
paramagnetic molecules including those involving transition metal ions

12-19

. On

the other hand, MCD and EA provide the same set of electronic information but

2
with MCD being a much higher resolution technique than EA. However, MCD in
combination with the variable temperature variable field (VTVH-MCD) provide a
detailed description of the d orbitals (ligand field and zero-field splitting
parameters) which contains information on the geometric and electronic
structure of metalloenzymes active sites

20-23

. Altogether, these methodologies

were intensively applied in probing the active sites of metalloenzymes, xanthine
oxidase (XO), S-ribocylhomocysteinase (luxS) and inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS). The results have been used either to establish new reaction
mechanisms or evaluate the previously proposed catalytic mechanisms. In
particular, the results have given new and detailed information in terms of
substrate reactivity pathway for XO, the nature of the catalytic geometry at the
active site of luxS and the nature of interdomain electron transfer between FMN
and catalytic heme site of iNOS. Below is the theoretical description of these
spectroscopic methods used for the investigation and analysis of this work.

1.1.2 Spectroscopic Methodologies
1.1.2.1

Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy

This technique refers to the absorption of the electromagnetic radiation by the
sample which is recorded as a function of the wavelength.

The relationship

between the absorption of electromagnetic radiation to the properties of the
material through which this radiation is traveling is expressed by Beer’s law
(equation 1.1) 24-26.

3
I
A = log10  0  = εcl ………………………………………………………….(1.1)
 I 

Where A is the absorbance, I 0 is the intensity of the incident light, I is the
intensity of the transmitted light, ε is the molar extinction coefficient at the
wavelength of the investigation, c is the molar concentration of the sample and
l is the pathlength in centimeters. Equation 1.1 is the basis formula for the

majority of applications of spectrophotometry. However, the absorbance A is
increased if the pathlength l is increased because the longer the pathlength the
greater the reduction in the intensity of light. The absorbance also increases if
the concentration c is increased. The molar extinction coefficient ε measured in
M −1cm −1 is an intrinsic property of the species which measures how strongly a

chemical species absorbs light at a given wavelength. This parameter is unique
for a particular compound at a particular wavelength.

However, as the sample absorbs energy in form of photons from the radiating
source electrons are excited to a higher energy level. The energy level from
which the electron is coming from is called the ground state (occupied energy
level) and the higher level to which it is going is called the excited state
(unoccupied or partially occupied energy level) and this migration is called an
electronic transition. However, electronic transitions in metal complexes can
either be from an orbital to an orbital within the same molecule (intramolecular
charge transfer) or involving an electron from an orbital in one molecule to an
orbital in another molecule which is referred to as intermolecular charge transfer.

4
In transitional metal complexes encountered in metalloenzymes, Intramolecular
charge transfer transitions are generally ligand field or d-d transitions, ligand to
metal charge transfer transitions (LMCT) and metal to ligand charge transfer
transitions (MLCT) 1 summarized in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: A summary of the ligand field and charge transfer transitions
observed in a tetrahedral complex.

Charge transfer transitions from the ligand to metal (LMCT) are observed in
complexes where the metal is at a high oxidation state and the ligands contain
lone pairs of electrons whereas the metal to ligand charge transfer transitions
(MLCT) are observed in complexes having ligands with low lying π* orbitals like
CN-, CO and aromatic ligands

27

. Charge transfer transitions are generally more

intense than the ligand field or d-d transitions. In general, the intensity of a
transition (distributed over a band with a finite width) is given by the

5
dimensionless quantity, oscillator strength fψ eψ g in equation (1.2), where ε is the
_

molar absorptivity and ν is the frequency in wavenumbers.
_

_

fψ eψ g = 4.32 x 10 −9 ∫ ε (ν )d ν ………………………………………………….(1.2)
However, the intensity of a transition given by oscillator strength fψ eψ g in equation
1.2 above, is proportional to the square of the transition dipole moment which
measures the strength of coupling between the excited state and the ground
state wavefunctions

27,28

. This relationship is given by equation (1.4) referred to

as the transition moment integral.

µ eg

=

〈ψ e µ ψ g 〉 ………………………………………...………………………(1.3)

fψ eψ g =

(

2me
Eψ e − Eψ g
h2

)ψ

e

µψ g

2

................................................... (1.4)

Where equation (1.3) is the expression for the transition dipole moment, ψ e is the
excited state wavefunction and ψ g is the ground state wave function, me is the
mass of an electron, h is the reduced Planck constant, Eψ e and Eψ g are the
excited and ground states wavefunction energies respectively, µ is the electric
dipole moment operator which transforms as x , y and z . If the symmetry of a
transition dipole moment integral (equation 1.3) spans the totally symmetric
representation of the point group to which the molecule belongs then its value is
nonzero (that is, an integral is nonzero if the direct product of the integrand
contains a totally symmetric representation, A1 ) and the transition is allowed and

6
if the integral is zero (does not equal or contain A1 ), the transition is forbidden

24-

26

. However, in order to have an allowed transition at least one of the following

integrals (1.5) to (1.7) must be non-zero.

µ eg = 〈ψ e µ x ψ g 〉 ………………………………………………………………..(1.5)
µ eg = 〈ψ e µ y ψ g 〉 …………………………………..……………………………(1.6)
µ eg = 〈ψ e µ z ψ g 〉 ………………………………..………………………………(1.7)
If all of the above integrals are zero, then the transition is forbidden. Spin-orbit
and vibronic coupling may introduce some allowedness to these forbidden
transitions.

1.1.3.1

Selection Rules

There are two selection rules governing transitions between electronic energy
levels in transitional metal complexes;

1. The orbital rule (laporte), ∆l = ±1 .
If the molecule has the center of symmetry ( g for gerade or u for ungerade),
electronic transitions conserving either symmetry or asymmetry with respect to
an inversion center are forbidden. That is g → g or u → u are forbidden,
whereas g → u or u → g are allowed. d and s orbitals are g whereas p
orbitals are u . However, ligand field transitions in a strict Oh symmetry are

7
forbidden and are therefore weak. In contrast, tetrahedral complexes lack the
center of symmetry and therefore the electronic transitions become allowed.

2. The spin rule, ∆S = 0 .
Transitions between states of different multiplicity are spin-forbidden. Therefore,
allowed transitions must involve the promotion of electrons without a change in
their spins. Thus singlets to triplets or triplets to singlets transitions are forbidden
or very weakly allowed.

These rules can relax due to vibronic (the interaction between electronic and
vibrational modes) and spin orbit coupling as well as low symmetry mixing of
states leading to complicated spectra. When the molecule vibrates, the center of
symmetry is removed. Ligands around the central metal ion can also disrupt or
lower its perfect symmetry and the laporte selection rule is not applied rigorously
leading to allowedness of forbidden transitions. However, laporte and spin
forbidden

bands

are

more

intense

in

transition

metal

complexes

of

metalloproteins due to larger spin orbit coupling and low symmetry distortions
which result into mixing of the states. In general forbidden transitions are much
weaker than the allowed transitions (see Table 1.1) 27.

Table 1.1: Allowed and forbidden transitions.
Band type
Spin forbidden
Laporte forbidden

ε (M-1cm-1)
<1
100 – 200

8
Larporte allowed

Ca. 500

Symmetry allowed

1.1.2.4

1000 - 50000

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(EPR)

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is one of the most
important experimental techniques of studying compounds containing unpaired
electrons which include organic radicals, inorganic radicals and triplet states.
EPR has been used to investigate kinetics, mechanisms and structures of
paramagnetic species. Typical applications encompass biological systems,
paramagnetic defects in extended solids, transition metal complexes, or simple
organic radicals (e.g., in zeolites)
explained elsewhere

29

. The theory of EPR spectroscopy is well

24,26,30-35

. In EPR spectroscopy, a fixed radiation of

microwave frequency (υ) (≈ 9 GHz for X-band and 35 GHz for Q-band) is
absorbed by molecules, ions, or atoms possessing electrons with unpaired spins
(EPR samples can be single crystals, solutions, powders and frozen solutions).
The total spin is then perturbed by the application of an external magnetic field H
that produces a Zeeman splitting equal to gβH. When the scanning magnetic
field results in a Zeeman splitting equal to the fixed microwave energy,
absorption occurs (Equation 1.8 and Figure 1.2).

gβH = hυ …………………………………………………………………. (1.8)
In equation 1.8 above, g is the quantity of experimental and theoretical interest
called the g-value (or g-tensor or g-factor) (for a free electron, g has the value

9
2.0023193) that characterizes the position of a resonance signal, β is a constant
called the Bohr magneton equal to 4.67 x 10-5 cm-1/gauss, H is the applied
magnetic field, h is the planck’s constant (6.626 x 10-34 Js-1); hυ = 0.30 cm-1 for
X-band and 1.16 cm-1 for Q-band. For S = ½ spin system, the magnetic
components are ms = +1/2 and ms = -1/2.

Figure 1.2: Increasing Zeeman splitting with increasing magnetic field for S = ½
system for fixed input microwave frequency (hυ).

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the electron’s magnetic moment
aligns itself either parallel (ms = -1/2) or anti-parallel (ms = +1/2) to the field, each
alignment having its specific energy. The parallel alignment corresponds to the
lower energy state and the anti-parallel alignment to the higher energy state and
these two are separated by gβH (Figure 1.2).

10
The g-tensor. The knowledge of the g-tensor can give information about a
paramagnetic center’s electronic structure. This parameter is characteristic of the
sample and is something to be determined experimentally

31

. When the

paramagnetic species exhibits anisotropy, the spatial dependence of the gtensor is represented by a 3x3 matrix referred to as a g-matrix. It is normally
represented by three diagonal principle values, gx, gy and gz of the general
coordinate system, (x, y, z) or g ⊥ and g || in which the off-diagonal terms of the gmatrix are zero.

gx
g= 0
0

0
gy
0

0
g⊥
0 or g = 0
gz
0

0
g⊥
0

0
0 …………………………………………….(1.9)
g ||

For spherical or cubic symmetries, the paramagnetic center under consideration
results into isotropic spectra (gx = gy = gz). For paramagnetic centers with lower
symmetry (as it is the case in these investigations for Mo, Co and Fe in xanthine
oxidase, luxS and iNOS enzymes respectively), anisotropic effects in g-values
are manifested in the frozen solutions spectra (gx = gy ≠ gz for axial distortions
and gx ≠ gy ≠ gz for rhombic distortions). However, for these lower symmetry
systems, the solution spectra appear as isotropic because the anisotropic effects
are averaged to zero because of the rapid rotation of the molecules. All these
have general forms of the Zeeman spin Hamiltonian in the magnetic field as
given by equations (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) for cubic, axial and rhombic
symmetries respectively if only the g-tensor is the contribution to the total
Hamiltonian.

11
→

H z = βH .g . S ……………………………………………….…………...……..(1.10)
→

→

→

H z = g|| βH z S z + g ⊥ β ( H x S x + H y S y ) …………………………………………(1.11)
→

→

→

H z = β ( g x H x S x + g y H y S y + g z H z S z ) ……..……………………………..…..(1.12)

In general, experimentally determined g values commonly deviate from g for a
free electron (ge) primarily due to coupling of the spin angular momentum and
orbital angular momentum termed as spin-orbit coupling. This effect is much
greater in many transition metal ion complexes than in organic free radicals. The
spin orbital angular momentum is oriented with the field H whereas the orbital
angular momentum which is associated with the electrons moving in the
molecular orbitals is locked to the molecular wavefunction. For spherical
symmetry (an isolated atom) when the orbital and spin angular momenta are
good quantum numbers, the magnetic moment of the atom is given by the
ground state expectation value of the magnetic moment operator;
→

→

→

µ = − β (ψ g L+ g e S ψ g ) …………………………………………… (1.13)
where β is the Bohr magneton and g e ≈ 2, the electronic g-factor. However,
molecules that have odd number of electrons which include transition metals
such as Mo(V), tetrahedral-Co(II) and Fe(III) that have unpaired d or f electrons
have a permanent magnetic moment. In the presence of a magnetic field, the
degenerate ground state splits according to the Zeeman Hamiltonian;
→

→

H z = µ . H ……………..……………….…………………………… (1.14)

12
Combining equations (1.13) and (1.14) gives a Zeeman operator which is a
→

function of the total orbital angular momentum operator L

and the total spin

→

angular momentum operator S (equation 1.15) both operating on the ground
state wavefunction (ψ g ).
→

→

H Z = βH ψ g L + g e S ψ g ……………………………………… (1.15)
However, if the ground state of the molecule has no orbital angular momentum
associated with it, field induced mixing in of an excited state that does have
→ →

orbital angular momentum can lead to g anisotropy via spin-orbit operator λ L . S .
The Hamiltonian for the system with spin-orbit coupling in a magnetic field is
given by;
→

→

→ →

H = βH ψ g L + g e S ψ g + λ L . S ………………..………………... (1.16)
Where the first term is the Zeeman Hamiltonian, the second term is the spin orbit
coupling term ( λ is the spin orbit coupling constant for a particular shell in a
particular atom = ± ξ

2S

; λ = +ξ

2S

for a shell that is less than half-filled whereas

λ = − ξ 2 S for a shell that is more than half filled, S is the spin system of the
transition metal ion and the symbol ξ represents the one electron spin-orbit
coupling and is dependent upon the effective nuclear charge and the average
distance of the electron from the nucleus (equation 1.17)) 26,30,31.

13

ξ=

Z eff e 2
2m 2 c 2 . r 3

………………………………………………………….(1.17)

→ →

Consider the spin-orbit coupling operator λ L. S . Since the electron spin of the
ground state and the excited state must be the same, then, the two states will
mix via spin-orbit coupling if the integral;
→

→

I = ∫ψ ground L .ψ excited dΤ ≠ 0 (or I = ψ ground L ψ excited ≠ 0 )…………..(1.18)
→

→

→

→

However, in group theory, the operator L(= Lx + L y + Lz ) possesses the symmetry
properties of rotations about the three Cartesian axes. If its irreducible
representation is ΓRx , y ,z , then equation (1.18) may be written as;
I = Γψ ground .ΓRx , y ,z .Γψexcited ……………………………………………….(1.19)

The integral I is non zero only if the direct product Γψ ground .ΓRx , y ,z .Γψexcited includes ΓA1 ,
a totally symmetric representation of the group to which the molecule belongs.

The amount of orbital mixing for a single electron in a non-degenerate d orbital (S
= ½) along any direction, x, y or z depends on both the spin-orbit coupling
constant ξ and the energy gap ∆ = E (0) − E (n) between the ground state and the
“mixed in” excited state arising from the first order perturbation theory, equations
(1.20);

→ →

+ = 0, α + ∑
n

n ξ L . S | 0, α
E ( 0) − E ( n )

→ →

n and − = 0, β + ∑
n

n ξ L . S | 0, β
E ( 0) − E ( n )

n ……… (1.20)
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Where 0 indicates the ground state whereas α and β designate ms = +1/2 and 1/2 and n is the number of the excited states

30

. These wavefunctions are then

used to calculate the matrix elements of the Zeeman Hamiltonian in equation
((1.16), the first term) and then compared with the corresponding matrix elements
→

of the spin Hamiltonian, H s = βH .g. S for evaluation of the principle components
of the effective g-tensor. When the shell is more than half filled (that is,

λ = − ξ 2 S ), the spin-orbit coupling effects result into g-values > ge (equation
1.21) whereas g-values < ge (equation 1.22) results from spin-orbit coupling
effects on the shell which is less than half filled ( λ = + ξ

2S

).

g = g e + n.ξ

∆

………………………………………………………. (1.21)

g = g e − n.ξ

∆

……………………..……………………..…………..(1.22)

Where n is the orbital mixing number that depends on which of the d orbitals mix
according to the magic pentagon (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: The “magic pentagon” for evaluating n of equations (1.18) and (1.19)
which is the number on the line linking the orbitals which mix by spin-orbit
coupling.

The mixing of the ground state with other excited state orbitals by means of spinorbit coupling depends on the orientation of the molecule with respect to the
applied magnetic field H . However, different g-values are observed in different
directions in frozen solutions EPR spectra. However, the above treatment is from
a perturbation assumption (first order perturbation theory) and is valid only when

nξ

∆

is small compared to the diagonal Zeeman elements. However, a term

2
proportional to ξ

pertinent.

∆E 2

is added when second order perturbation theory is

16
When an electron is residing in a dxy ground state orbital, only electron circulation
into a dx2-y2 orbital would give orbital angular momentum along the z-axis, thus
the quantity gz (equation 1.23) has contributions only from dxy and dx2-y2. The
“magic pentagon” connects these two orbitals by n equal to 8;

g z = ge +

8ξ
………………………………………………(1.23)
Exy − Ex 2 − y 2

gx and gy have non zero matrix elements only when ground state 0 and the
excited state n differ by ∆ml = 1 which gives;
g x = ge +

2ξ
E xy − E xz

g y = ge +

2ξ
……………...………………………………..(1.25)
E xy − E yz

………………………………………………(1.24)

The formulae in equations (1.23) to (1.25) tell us what orbitals permit electron
circulations about the respective axes; that is dx2-y2 and dxy about z, dxy and dxz
about x and dxy and dyz about y 12,26.

For transitional metal complexes that have delocalized systems, the above
treatment which considered only the free ion and then took account of spin-orbit
coupling is inadequate. However, the effects of covalent bonding in these
delocalized complexes have been taken into account and the g-tensor
contribution analyzed within the framework of crystal field by taking into account
the spin-orbit coupling as;

17

g αβ = g eδ αβ +

2λ d 0 lα d n d n l β d 0
E ( 0) − E ( n )

……………………………(1.26)

Where d 0 is the singly occupied orbital in the ground state configuration, as
determined by the crystal field whereas d n is one of the other d-orbitals which
may be empty or full in the ground configuration. Evaluation of the matrix
elements in equation (1.26) has been shown to give rise to a simple numerical
factor, aαβ and reduces equation (1.26) to
g αβ = g eδ αβ +

2λaαβ
∆ 0, n

………………………………..……………(1.27)

However, one can use the value of ∆ 0, n observed in the electronic absorption
spectrum of the transition metal ion in the “assumed” crystal field and the
observed values of the elements of the g-tensor to compute the value of λ and
then compare this value with the value obtained from the spectrum of the free ion
31

.

Hyperfine tensor Describe the magnetic interactions of electrons and the nucleus
characterized by the hyperfine coupling constant A measured in MHz or cm-1. For
one magnetic nucleus, the Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interaction can be
written as
→

H hf = I . A. S ………………………………………………………………..(1.28)
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The A-tensor is centered from g-tensor, however, for any molecule with an axis
of trigonal or higher symmetry, the A-tensor can as well be written in diagonal
form as
A⊥

0

0

A⊥

0 ………………………..…………………………………..(1.29)

0

A||

A= 0
0

And the Hamiltonian as;
→

→

→

H hf = A|| S z I z + A⊥ ( S x I x + S y I y ) …………………………………………….(1.30)
The 3x3 hyperfine tensor can be separated into its isotropic ( Aiso ) and anisotropic
( Adip ) components (equation 1.31).
A⊥
A= 0
0

0

0

A⊥

0

0

A||

Aiso

=

0

0

0

Aiso

0

0

0

Aiso

− Adip 0

+

0

0 − Adip 0
0

……. (1.31)

0 + 2 Adip

The isotropic part (Aiso) which is also called the Fermi contact term reflects the
spin density at the magnetic nucleus to which only the s electrons significantly
contribute. The anisotropic part or dipolar (Adip), that occurs for p, d electrons,
yields additional information about the local environment of the paramagnetic
center. The hyperfine structure for Aiso if it is the only contribution is given by;

Aiso =

8π
2
g e β g N β N ψ (0) ……………………………………………….(1.32)
3h
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Here β is the Bohr magneton, β N is the nuclear magneton, g N is the g value of
the nucleus and ψ (0) is the spin density at the nucleus expressed in units of cm2

3

or a.u-3. On the other hand, the hyperfine structure for Adip

26

as the only

contribution to the ligand hyperfine interaction is given by;
Adip =

g e g N ββ N
……………………………………………………….(1.33)
a3

Here, a is the metal ligand distance derived by considering metal-ligand distance
is large compared to the metal nucleus-electron distance. However, if the tensor
axes are mutually parallel and one axis on each are coincident, we have;
Adip ||=

2 g N ββ N g||

Adip ⊥= −

a3

…………………………………………………….(1.34)

g N ββ N g ⊥
……………………………………………..…..(1.35)
a3

However, experimentally, Aiso may be obtained from solution EPR measurements
or calculated from the average of anisotropic hyperfine tensor observed in frozen
EPR measurements. From Aiso and the observed Aaniso, the Adip can be
computed. The p or d and s character of the orbital on the ligand with which the
unpaired electron is interacting may give information about the hybridization of
the ligand orbital.

Generally, the hyperfine tensor is controlled by the nature of the ground state
wave function. In contrast, the g-tensor reflects also energies and character of
the excited states. Both of these are sensitive to the local metal coordination

32

.
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However, if only the g- and A-tensors contribute to the total Hamiltonian, then the
Hamiltonian for the axial symmetry that comprises the Zeeman and the hyperfine
is given by;
→

→

→

→

→

→

H = g|| βH z S z + g ⊥ β ( H x S x + H y S y ) + A|| S z I z + A⊥ ( S x I x + S y I y ) ….…………… (1.36)

Zero-field splitting (D and E tensors) Zero-field splitting (zfs) is the removal of
spin microstate degeneracy for paramagnetic systems with S > 1/2 in the
absence of an applied field. In transition metals, the spin degeneracy is removed
as a consequence of dipolar interactions (spin-spin interactions), spin-orbit
coupling and/or a low symmetry crystal field

26

. Zero-field splitting appears as a

small energy gap of a few cm-1 between the spin doublets ( ± ms ) energy levels of
the ground state (Figure 1.4). For odd electron systems where an EPR spectrum
should be obtainable (For example; S = 3

2

and S = 5

2

with ms = [± 1 , ± 3 ]
2
2

and ms = [± 1 , ± 3 , ± 5 ] respectively, which are degenerate), axial zfs (the “D”
2
2
2
zfs parameter) removes the microstate degeneracy of ms and produces Kramer’s
doublets. Rhombic zfs (the “E” zfs parameter) splits the Kramer’s doublets. The
energy barrier separating the Kramer’s doublets ± ms

is equal to S 2 D .

For S = 3 , the Kramer’s doublets ms = ± 1 and ms = ± 3 are separated by
2
2
2
2 D whereas for S = 5 , the Kramer’s doublets ms = ± 1 and ms = ± 5 are
2
2
2

separated by 6 D which means the separation between Kramer’s doublets
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ms = ± 3 and ms = ± 5 is 4 D . These energy spacings between these Kramer’s
2
2

doublets are depicted in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Energy level spacing showing spin systems for S = 3

2

and

S = 5 which have D > 0 . However, for systems with D < 0 , the spin microstates
2

± ms are reversed.

Molecules which have zero field splitting have an additional component (equation
1.37) which is added to the spin Hamiltonian of S = 1 molecules to describe it.
2
→

→

H D = S .D. S ………………………………………….……………………..(1.37)

In equation (1.37), the D tensor arises from spin-spin interaction on a single
paramagnetic center and has been shown to be a symmetric traceless tensor
(that is, Dxx + D yy + Dzz = 0 ). If the principle axes of the D and g tensors coincide,
then the off diagonal tensor elements in equation (1.37) are zero which implies;
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→
2

→

→
2

H D = Dxx S x + D yy S y + D zz S z ………………………..…..…………………(1.38)
2

The zfs parameters D and E are have also been defined by equations (1.39) and
(1.40)

D = Dzz − 1 ( Dxx + D yy ) ……………………………………………………...(1.39)
2
E = 1 ( Dxx − D yy ) ………………………………….………………………..(1.40)
2

Equations (1.39) and (1.40) clearly show that, E

D

≤ 1 . Substitution of
3

equations (1.39) and (1.40) into (1.38) gives equation (1.41);
→
2

→
2

→

→

H D = D S z + E ( S x − S y ) + 1 ( Dxx + D yy ) S 2 ……………………………(1.41)
2
2

→

The last term in S 2 shifts all the energy levels equally and can be omitted since
we are interested in the energy difference. This term is normally replaced by its
eigen value, − 1 DS ( S + 1) which reduces the Hamiltonian to;
3
→
→
 →

2
2
H D = D S 2 z − 1 S ( S + 1) + E ( S x − S y ) ………………….………………(1.42)
3



Equation (1.42) can be written by using raising and lowering operators (shift
operators (1.43) and (1.44)) to give 1.45.
S + = S x + iS y …………………………………………………….………..(1.43)
S − = S x − iS y …………………………………………………………………(1.44)
→
→
 →

2
2
H D = D S 2 z − 1 S ( S + 1) + 1 E ( S + − S − ) ……………………….…….(1.45)
3
2
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However, the Hamiltonian in equation (1.45) can be solved to give the matrix
elements in the S, M s basis for S > 1
field energies

2

and obtain the eigen values for the zero

30,31

. The experimental D and E for transition metals contain the

effects of spin-spin interaction, spin-orbit coupling and low symmetry crystal field
in the total Hamiltonian (equation 1.46) that comprises the Zeeman, the hyperfine
and the zero-field splitting terms. For all g-, A- and D-tensors’ contributions, then
the Hamiltonian is;
→

→

→

→

→

→

H = g|| βH z S z + g ⊥ β ( H x S x + H y S y ) + A|| S z I z + A⊥ ( S x I x + S y I y ) +
→
→
→

2
2
D S 2 z − 1 S ( S + 1) + E ( S x − S y )
3



……..(1.46)

The spin Hamiltonian parameters g, A, D and E are easily obtained by computer
simulations. Figure 1.5 illustrates the Hamiltonian associated with these terms for
D > hυ. Spin-orbit coupling and ligand field distortion are paramount in giving rise
to zero field splitting compared to spin-spin interaction in transition metals. The
spin-orbit coupling giving rise to zfs can either be in-state, originating from the
symmetry of the ground state wavefunction or out-of state arising from spin-orbit
mixing of certain excites states into the ground state. In cases where the ground
state wavefunction is totally symmetric (For example 3A2g in Oh-d8), spin-orbit
coupling alone does not break the spin degeneracy of the ground state
wavefunction (no zfs) as it results into a T2g state which is also degenerate.
However, ligand field distortion and spin orbit mixing of the excited state into the
ground state breaks the degeneracy of the ground state resulting into zfs. The
details of this, is discussed in chapter 3 for tetrahedral Co(II)-d7.
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Figure 1.5: Splitting of the ground state energy levels for Co(II)-d7 in a magnetic
field ( D > hυ ).Selection rules are ∆ms = ± 1 and ∆mI = 0. Thus for I =7/2, each ms
has mI = 2I + 1 = 8 hyperfine lines. These are mI = -7/2, -5/2, -3/2, -1/2, 1/2, 3/2,
5/2 and 7/2 hyperfine lines.

1.1.2.3

Magnetic Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy (MCD)

Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy measures the difference in
absorption between left and right circularly polarized light (measured as the
difference in extinction coefficients ∆ε = ε LCP − ε RCP ) induced in a sample by strong
magnetic field oriented parallel to the direction of light propagation. This
spectroscopic method has been proven to be extremely powerful in the analysis
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of the geometric and electronic structures of paramagnetic sites in biological
systems, especially when coupled to electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
3,4,6,36-39

. However, it differs from EPR in the sense that EPR is based on

resonance between spin states whereas MCD is based on wavelength
dependent absorption of circularly polarized light to form excited electronic
states. On the other hand, MCD and UV-vis absorption spectra of a molecular
complex contain the same set of spectral bands, but bands shapes are different
due to the effect of applied magnetic field and the use of differential absorbance
intensity from the CD spectrometer which is used for measurement and this
makes MCD a higher resolution technique than UV-vis absorption. The major
applications have been in the field of transition metal ion cofactors of
metalloproteins such as hemes, iron–sulfur clusters, cobalt and molybdenum
. The MCD selection rules are ∆m J = ±1 . However, for right circular polarized

1,36,40

(RCP) light the selection rule is ∆m J = −1 , whereas for left circular polarized
(LCP) light it is ∆m J = +1 and J is the total angular momentum. The total MCD
intensity for a sample of randomly oriented molecules
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can be written in the

linear limit as;

_


_
_
∆ε ε LCP − ε RCP
1 ALCP − ARCP
∂
f
(
E
)
C
0
=
=
= γβH (−
) A1 + ( B 0 +
) f ( E ) …….(1.47)


E
E
dc
E
∂E
kT



Where E = hυ is the energy of the incident radiation, d is the path length, c is the
concentration of the molecular species considered, γ is a collection of constants,

β is the Bohr magneton, H is the magnetic flux density, f (E ) is a line shape
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function. Equation (1.47) shows that the MCD intensity is proportional to three
_

_

different contributions, A1 , B0 and

_

C0 which are called Faraday terms
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,

commonly designated as MCD A, B and C terms.

Figure 1.6: The origin of A term MCD intensity. The absorption of circularly
polarized light is based on a transition from an orbitally non-degenerate ground
state to an orbitally degenerate excited state within a magnetic field applied
parallel to the axis of light propagation. However, when the field is zero (H = 0),
the RCP and LCP light absorptions cancel each other resulting to no absorption.
In the presence of an applied magnetic field (H ≠ 0), A derivative-shaped A term
(right-top in Figure 1.8) is observed due to the Zeeman splitting of states and the
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associated energy separation of bands absorbing RCP and LCP light based on
the mJ = ±1 selection rule.

Analysis of the MCD spectra is based on an estimation of the magnitudes of
these terms in equation (1.47) with the basic information derived from the
Zeeman splitting of the absorption bands for LCP and RCP light for A term, the
field-induced mixing of zero-field states for B term and the Zeeman splitting
based ground state population adjustment for C term. However, the A-term
corresponds to a signal with a derivative band shape whereas B and C terms
both show an absorption band shape in MCD. The MCD C-term intensity is
temperature dependent whereas the A and B terms are temperature
independent. The origins of the A, B and C term mechanisms are illustrated by
Figures 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8.

From Figure 1.6 above, the A term MCD intensity arises from a Zeeman splitting
of an orbitally degenerate excited state resulting into a distinctive first derivative
shaped band originating from the energy separation of the individual RCP and
LCP transitions. It has also been shown that the A term intensity is based on the
relative magnitudes of both the spin and orbital angular momenta of electrons
within the ground (ψ g ) and excited (ψ e ) states, described by equation (1.48)
36,37,41

.

A=

1
dψ g

→

→

→

→

ψ
∑ β (ψ e L+ g e S ψ e ) − β (ψ g L+ g e S ψ g )([m−1

gψ e

ψ gψ e 2

]2 − [m+1

] ………..(1.48)
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ψ gψ e

Where dψ g relates the degree of degeneracy of the excited states, m−1
ψ gψ e

m+1

and

are the electric dipoles elements associated with the absorption of LCP

and RCP light respectively.

Figure 1.7: The origin of B term MCD intensity. The splitting of the negative and
positive Gaussian shaped MCD signals is determined by the energy separation
of the RCP and LCP light absorption bands that arise within the applied field due
to field induced mixing of states via a magnetic dipole transition moment.
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The Gaussian shaped, B term arises from second order effects where the
magnetic field induced mixing of the excited state ψ e with an energetically close
intermediate state ψ K occurs. As the energy gap between the excited state ψ e
and the intermediate state ψ K decreases, the B term signal gains intensity and an
A term, which is a derivative shaped absorption signal is generated. Alternatively,
field induced mixing is also possible between the ground state ψ g and an
intermediate stateψ K which results into a temperature dependent B term (Figure
1.7). B term signals dominate the MCD spectrum when there is no three fold or
higher rotation axis, since there are no orbitally degenerate states that can be
split due to the Zeeman effect. They are also present in high symmetry
complexes’ spectra but bear considerably less intensity than the A and C terms
due to energy gap dependence between ψ e and ψ K ( ∆Eψ eψ K ). The B term
intensity in the absence of significant field induced mixing between the ground
and excited states are given by equation (1.49) 41.
→

→

β (ψ e L + g e S ψ K )
2
ψ ψ
ψ ψ
ψ ψ
ψ ψ
B=
ℜe∑
([m−1 g e ][m+1 K g ] − [m+1 g e ][m−1 K g ]) …….(1.49)
dψ g
∆Eψ Kψ e

The most important mechanism for paramagnetic ions is the temperature
dependent C-term. The MCD C-term intensity arises from a Boltzmann
population of the degenerate ground state, which is split in the magnetic field due
to the Zeeman effect and therefore shows a strong 1

kT

temperature dependence

(Equation 1.47), distinguishable from the B term temperature dependence.
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Generally, degenerate ground states are due to spin degeneracy and hence, only
paramagnetic compounds exhibit MCD C-term signals.

Figure 1.8: The origin of C term MCD intensity. The C term MCD signal arises
due to a transition from an orbitally degenerate ground state to an orbitally nondegenerate excited state within a magnetic field applied parallel to the axis of
light propagation.

At very low temperatures and high applied magnetic fields a more intense
symmetric Gaussian shaped C term signal is observed and the total MCD signal
intensity is attributed to the Boltzmann population of the lowest Zeeman split
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state (~ 100% population). At higher temperatures, higher energy ms states are
populated and the measured C term intensity decreases. At very high
temperatures, when the ms components of the ground state become equally
populated, an A-term like derivative-shaped band is observed (Figure 1.8).
Closely spaced and oppositely signed B or C terms can also result into a
derivative shaped band commonly designated as “pseuso A term”. Pseudo A
terms arising from oppositely signed C terms are encountered for transitions
originating from a Zeeman split ground state to spin-orbit split components of an
orbitally degenerate excited state. These can also be distinguished from the
“pseudo A terms” arising from B terms by their 1

kT

temperature dependence.

Temperature dependent B terms have a linear dependence on the magnetic field
under conditions where the C terms exhibit magnetic saturation
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. The C term

intensity is given by equation (1.50).
C=

1
dψ g

∑ β (ψ

→
g

→

ψ gψ e 2

L + g e S ψ g )([m−1

ψ gψ e 2

] − [m+1

] ………………….…..(1.50)

In general, the basis for the observation of either an A or a C term signal in MCD
spectra is the presence of orbital degeneracy either at the excited state or ground
state respectively. However, for metal centers in low symmetry complexes, which
are commonly encountered in biological environments, there is no orbital
degeneracy since this requires at least a three fold symmetry axis. In this case,
the spin-orbit coupling in low symmetry transition metal complexes is sufficiently
large enough to mix states and thereby provide a mechanism for MCD intensity.
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A typical example for this is explained in chapter 3 for the Co(II) substituted site
in d7 in LuxS.

Variable temperature variable field MCD(VTVH-MCD) This technique provides
details of the ground state of paramagnetic centers in small molecule and
metalloenzyme active sites.

The technique yields information about the

electronic and geometric structure in terms of g values, zero field splittings (D
and E parameters) and transition polarizations

8,21,42,43

. It involves monitoring the

magnetic saturation properties of discrete C term MCD bands as a function of
temperature and magnetic field. In general, for a given C term MCD band, one
varies the field between 0-7 Tesla at a fixed temperature and records the
saturation magnetization data at that temperature. Additional scans are collected,
in the same manner for at least four different temperatures in order to obtain a
set of saturation curves. From equation (1.47) above, the C term MCD intensity
is a function of H

T

. However, this only holds if the Zeeman splitting ( gβH ) is

<< kT , since the absorption of RCP and LCP light for C term MCD is a direct

consequence of the Boltzmann population distribution over the Zeeman split
sublevels of the ground state wavefunction. However, as H increases and/or
T decreases, the MCD intensity eventually becomes H

T

independent (no linear

dependence) because the lowest Zeeman split component is dominantly
populated and the C term intensity levels off to its saturation limit (system
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becomes fully saturated). Stephans
isotropic S = 1

2

has shown that the MCD signal for

ground state system ( mS = ± 1 ) varies with H as;
2
T

∆ε
 gβ H 
= Asat lim tanh 
 f ( E ) ………………………………………………..(1.51)
E
 2kT 

Where Asat lim is an MCD intensity scaling factor 43. Thus, the ground state g value
can be determined from a plot of MCD intensity versus the dimensionless
variable β H

2kT

at fixed wavelength which is termed as the saturation or

magnetization curve. However, complete analysis of the magnetization data for

S > 1 systems is complicated.
2

A simulation program, which is based on the

use of a standard spin Hamiltonian (equation 1.52), was developed by Neese
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and was used in all the VTVH simulations reported in these investigations.
→
→
→
→
→
 →

2
2
H = g || βH z S z + g ⊥ β ( H x S x + H y S y ) + D S 2 z − 1 S ( S + 1) + E ( S x − S y ) …….(1.52)
3



Here, the reference coordinate system diagonalizes the D tensor and leads to
0≤ E

D

≤ 1 . The principle coordinate system of the g matrix for S = 1 systems
3
2

is taken as a reference since there is no zero field splitting. However, the correct
g values can be obtained from an EPR experiment and the zero field splitting
parameters for D > hυ obtained from VTVH MCD simulations. The C term MCD
intensity expression (equation 1.50) can be expanded to yield a relationship for
transition polarizations and g values

44

. These are connected by the vector triple

product in equation (1.53).
C α g x M y M z + g y M z M x + g z M x M y …………………………………………….(1.53)
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Equation (1.53) requires two mutually orthogonal transition dipoles that are in
turn orthogonal to the magnetic field direction in order to observe C term MCD
intensity.
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Chapter 2
Spectroscopic and Electronic Structure Studies Probing the Reaction
Coordinate of Xanthine Oxidase
2.1

Introduction
2.1.1 Xanthine Oxidase Family

Xanthine oxidase family comprises molybdenum-containing hydroxylases that
catalyze the hydroxylation of carbon centers using oxygen derived from water,
rather than from molecular oxygen, as the source of the oxygen atom
incorporated into the product and generate rather than consume two reducing
equivalents in the course of substrate hydroxylation (equations i and ii) 45-50.
RH + H2O → ROH + 2H+ + 2e- …………………………………………….. (i)
CO + H2O → CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- …………….………..……………………... (ii)

The members of this family include aldehyde oxidoreductase (AO), xanthine
oxidoreductase (XO) and carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH). This family
is spread out within prokaryotic, eukaryotic and archaea organisms

47,51,52

. Both

XO and AO have unusually broad range of substrate specificity ranging from
purines to aromatic and aliphatic aldehydes. However, purines such as
hypoxanthine and xanthine are catalyzed more efficiently by XO than AO. On the
other hand, AO catalyzes more efficiently aldehydes than purines

53

. Unlike

carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) that catalyzes the oxidation of carbon
monoxide to carbon dioxide without cleavage of C-H bond (equation ii), aldehyde
oxidoreductase and xanthine oxidoreductase catalyze the reaction that involves

36
C-H bond cleavage at the site of the substrate to be hydroxylated. However,
CODH is included in the hydroxylase family even though the oxidation of CO to
CO2 does not represent a hydroxylation. This classification is based on its
structural similarity with other members of the hydroxylase family. Full catalytic
reactions for the enzymes in this family are depicted in equations (iii) to (vi).
XO; xanthine + H2O + O2 → Uric acid + H2O2/O2•…………………..….…….. (iii)
XDH; xanthine + H2O + NAD+ → Uric acid + NADH………………………….. (iv)
AO; Aldehyde + H2O + O2 → Carboxylic acid + H2O2/O2•………...…..……... (v)
CODH; CO + H2O + NAD+ → CO2 + NADH……..............…………………….. (vi)

AO enzyme is the oldest and most thoroughly studied but very little is known
about the pathophysiological relevance of this enzyme todate

51

. However, its

several substrates are of pharmacological and toxicological interests

51,54,55

.

These include toxic metabolite of ethanol, acetaldehyde as well as antineoplastic
and antiviral agents such as methotrexate, 6-mercaptopurine and famcyclovir
51,55

. AO oxidase also uses molecular oxygen as the final electron acceptor with

the production of superoxide and/or hydrogen peroxide (equation (v)).

Xanthine oxidoreductase (XO) is the key enzyme involved in the catabolism of
purines oxidizing hypoxanthine to xanthine and finally to uric acid. Under normal
physiological

conditions the enzyme is thought to be present

as

a

dehydrogenase (XDH) but can be readily converted to an oxidase (XO) either
reversibly by the oxidation of sulfhydryl residues which may easily occur during
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purification or irreversibly by limited proteolysis

45,52,56

. In the first case, the

electrons deriving from the oxidation of the substrate reduce NAD+ to NADH
(equation (iv)) whereas in the second case, electrons are transferred directly to
molecular oxygen with the production of superoxide and/or hydrogen peroxide
(equation (iii))

56

. In humans, xanthine oxidoreductase (XO) has been implicated

in hyperuricemia and its activity has been proposed to play a role in post
ischemic or reperfusion damage in tissues which include intestine, heart, kidney,
liver and brain

57

. However, the inhibition of this enzyme becomes a target of

drug design, and understanding the mechanism of this enzyme is the key in the
design process.

The easy conversion of mammalian XDH to XO during purification has also been
hindering the direct mechanistic probe of physiological XDH and this problem has
paved way to studies leading to the isolation of the similar dehydrogenase form
of the enzyme from bacterial species. Recently, the isolation of XDH from R.
capsulatus enabled detailed crystallographic and mechanistic understandings of
the dehydrogenase form of xanthine oxidoreductase

58-60

. This enzyme has

similar folds as mammalian XDH and is isolated purely as a dehydrogenase form
and can not be converted to an oxidase form. This harbors its importance for
understanding the physiological human dehydrogenase form that easily converts
to an oxidase form during purification. Furthermore, mammalian XO has been
extensively studied in terms of catalysis and enzyme inhibition by various
substrates including aldehydes by EPR spectroscopy whereas no known
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inhibition EPR studies have been done on the bacterial XDH. In these
investigations, we have done detailed inhibitory spectroscopic and computational
studies of bovine XO and XDH from R. capsulatus and we have proposed new
mechanistic insights for the formation of the xanthine oxidoreductase inhibited
complex. Mutation studies of bacterial XDH have been done using EPR
spectroscopy and have given the first spectroscopic probe of the second
coordination sphere of xanthine oxidoreductase active site. Differences between
the spectra of the wild type XDH and the mutant (E232A) suggest the
participation of the amino acid residues at the active site with regard to the
orientation and/or stability of the substrate in the binding pocket.

2.1.2 Crystal Structures of Xanthine Oxidase Family Enzymes
Four crystal structures in the molybdenum hydroxylases family have been
reported: aldehyde oxidoreductase from Desulfovibrio gigas
oxidoreductase from Bos taurus
capsulatus

58,59

61

, xanthine

62

, xanthine dehydrogenase from Rhodobacter

and CO dehydrogenase from Oligotropha carboxidovorans

63,64

.

These structures exist as dimmers with the monomers acting as independent
subunits. Each subunit contains a Mo atom coordinated to a pyranopterine ring
(Moco), two iron sulfur cluster centers (FeS(I) and FeS(II)) that are distinguished
by EPR and an FAD cofactor (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: A (Top) represents the XDH dimmer isolated from bovine milk with
the cofactors labeled (The structure was downloaded from PDB 1FO4. B
(bottom) represents the geometrical structures of cofactors in the xanthine
oxidase family 62. Electrons flow from Moco via FeSI and FeSII to the FAD where
the oxidative half reaction takes place. The FAD is on the surface of the protein
where the Moco is buried deep in the protein.
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Unlike AO from D. gigas that lacks the FAD cofactor 61, all the other cofactors are
embodied in a polypeptide chain that has a similar fold in all the four crystallized
enzymes. However, there are differences in the subunit composition among
these crystal structures. All the cofactors of the bovine milk enzyme (XO/XDH)
are bound within a continuous single polypeptide chain referred to as (α)2
structure. By contrast, R. capsulatus XDH is an (αβ)2 heterotetramer with each
(αβ) representing one half of the active molecule. The subunit α binds the two
2Fe/2S centers and the FAD cofactor, while subunit β contains the Molybdenum
cofactor

59

. In the case of CODH, the two 2Fe/2S centers are in CoxS subunit

(α), FAD is in the second CoxM subunit (β) and molybdenum cofactor in the third
CoxL subunit (γ) , such that the overall structure represents a dimer of trimers
65

63-

Figure (2.2).

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the homologies that exist in xanthine
oxidase family. The aldehyde oxidoreductase from D. gigas does not have an
FAD domain. In the R. capsulatus xanthine dehydrogenase the iron–sulfur and
flavin-binding portions of the protein constitute one subunit (XdhA), and the
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molybdenum-binding portion a second (XdhB). In the O. carboxydovorans CO
dehydrogenase, the iron–sulfur centers are together in one subunit (CoxS), the
flavin in a second (CoxM) and the molybdenum in a third (CoxL).

2.1.3 The Active Site of Xanthine Oxidase
The active site (Figure 2.3) possesses a catalytically labile Mo-OH group that is
transferred to the substrate in the course of the hydroxylation reaction. The
coordination geometry is best described as a square-pyramidal, with Mo=S, MoOH, and pyranopterin in the equatorial plane and Mo=O in the apical position
62,66

.
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Figure 2.3: Represents the active site for bovine xanthine oxidase downloaded
from the PDB file with a code 1FIQ, (in parentheses is the numbering convention
for the R. capsulatus XDH): The structure on the left (in the box) represents the
orientation for the substrate channel. (i) Represents the active site for Moco, (ii)
is the oxidized form at oxidation state of (VI) at the metal center and (iii) is the
reduced form at an oxidation state of (IV) at the metal center.

The amino acids that have been shown to participate in substrate recognition and
in the substrate tunnel leading to the molybdenum cofactor are listed in Table
2.1.

Table 2.1: Amino acids for substrates recognition.
Enzyme

Substrate recognition
amino acids

Glu-802
BovineXO/XDH
R. capsulatus Glu-232
XDH

Substrate channel amino acids

Arg-880

Glu-1261

Leu-873

Ser-876

Phe-914

Phe-1009

Arg-310

Glu-730

Leu-303

Pro-306

Phe-344

Phe-459

2.1.4 The Reductive Half Reaction of Xanthine Oxidase
2.1.4.1

Hydride Transfer Mechanism

The available evidence favors a mechanism (Scheme 2.2) which begins by an
active site base (proposed to be a conserved glutamate residue) abstracting the
proton from the Mo activated OH–, initiating nucleophilic attack on substrate at C8 position for xanthine

49,57

. This yields a tetrahedral transition state that breaks

down by hydride transfer to the terminal sulfido resulting into a MoIVO(SH)(OR)
product bound species where OR represents product coordinated to the metal
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via the newly introduced hydroxyl group. This first observable intermediate in the
reaction subsequently breaks down by electron transfer to other redox-active
centers in the enzyme and displacement of product by hydroxide from solvent.

Scheme 2.1

Theoretical studies using formaldehyde and formamide as substrates confirmed
this process to be a concerted reaction and occur through a tetrahedral
arrangement around C8 of xanthine and the carbonyl carbon of the aldehyde and
amide substrates

68

. Oxidation of the Mo(IV) reduced state, of the enzyme

proceeds through two one-electron processes. An intermediate Mo(V) species,
designated “very rapid” because of its short lifetime, has been detected by EPR,
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and has been shown to be a Mo-OR product bound species and the existence of
the signal is usually taken as evidence of a reduced enzyme-product complex 66.
The Mo-OR product bound species has also been studied by electronic
absorption spectroscopy with lumazine as a substrate whereby the formation of
the charge transfer band at 650 nm at anaerobic conditions has been taken as
evidence for the formation of the reduced Mo(IV) violapterine (oxidized lumazine)
complex

69

. This charge transfer band decays upon oxygenation of the complex

and this is taken as evidence for the release of the violapterine as a product and
the resting state of the enzyme is regenerated (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.4: The charge transfer complex (band at 650 nm) formed between
dithionite reduced xanthine oxidase with violapterine isolated from the aerobic
reaction of lumazine and xanthine oxidase. The solid line (─) in blue represents
oxidized enzyme at its resting state, the dashed line (-·-) in red represents the
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spectrum of the violapterin and dithionite reduced enzyme with a charge transfer
band at 650 nm. The dotted line (…) represents the re-oxidized enzyme from the
dithionite reduced XO. Note that, the charge transfer band at 650 nm decays
quickly upon exposure of the enzyme to oxygen.

Another paramagnetic enzyme form named “Inhibited” which is a dead end
Mo(V) complex has also been detected by EPR from reaction of enzyme with
aldehydes and is the center of this part of the investigation report. Examples of
substrates and types of paramagnetic species formed in the course of catalytic
reaction with xanthine oxidoreductase enzyme are illustrated in scheme 2.1.

Scheme 2.2: The proposed hydride transfer mechanism for the reductive half
reaction of xanthine oxidase.
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2.1.4.2

Proton Transfer Mechanism

The proton transfer mechanism was proposed based upon the results of the
density functional calculations 48 that amended the hydride transfer mechanism in
the hydride transfer step. However, in the hydride transfer mechanism (a charge
controlled process) the calculations showed that the sulfido possesses a small
net negative charge prior to the hydride transfer. This would reduce the driving
force for the hydride transfer to the sulfido dxyπ* orbital which accepts two
electrons.

Scheme 2.3: The proposed proton transfer mechanism for the reductive half
reaction of xanthine oxidase.

Secondly the attack of the metal bound hydroxide group to the purine carbon or
aldehydic carbon of the substrate should lead to immediate deprotonation of the
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hydroxide proton with a concomitant proton transfer to the sulfido resulting into
the formation of Mo-OR intermediate (Scheme 2.3). However, the charge transfer
mechanism leading to Mo(IV)-OR intermediate was alternatively described as the
inner sphere mediated by Mo-OR. The reduction of the molybdenum center by
this mechanism increases the neucleophilicity of the sulfido for the proton
abstraction.

2.1.5 XO “Inhibited”
The xanthine oxidase “Inhibited” is the product of the inhibitory side reaction of
the oxidized enzyme with small reducing substrates such as aldehydes,
formamide and methanol which is obtained upon incubation under aerobic
conditions. The “inhibited” signal has been observed using EPR spectroscopy
from mammalian XO and differs from other Mo(V) species observed in the
reductive half reaction of XO in that, it is stable in air. For this reason the species
has been the subject to extensive kinetic and spectroscopic studies but still little
is known about this inhibitory reaction

70-74

. This signal develops progressively

while the enzyme is turning over under steady state conditions. Studies have
shown that the development of the inhibited signal is accompanied by the loss of
enzyme activity and reactivation by a variety of methods including either by
dithionite or ferricyanide leads to reversal inhibition presumably converting Mo(V)
species to Mo(IV) or Mo(VI) respectively
these methods ranged from 40 to 50%

70,75

70

. However, the activity recovered by

while quantitative recovery of xanthine

oxidase activity (about 95%) was achieved by gel filtration on sephadex

75

. XO
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“inhibited” is important in that, along with “very rapid”, is a key paramagnetic
enzyme form with substrate/product bound at the Mo site. Although XO “Very
Rapid” represents a true catalytic intermediate with certain substrates, “inhibited”
is a dead-end Mo(V) complex. This complex lacks the electronic and structural
information despite the various forms of the “Inhibited” structures (Figure 2.5) that
have been proposed by numerous researchers based on EPR/ENDOR
spectroscopic and computational studies 16,72,73,76.

Figure 2.5: Proposed structures for xanthine oxidase “inhibited”.

However, in these investigations, we have performed detailed spectroscopic
studies using EPR on the “inhibited” species generated from the reaction of
mammalian XO and XDH from R. capsulatus with aldehyde substrates and
determined the spin Hamiltonian parameters by computer simulations. We have
also performed detailed computational studies using spin unrestricted DFT
formalism for geometry optimizations, spin densities calculations and calculated
theoretical spin Hamiltonian parameters using ORCA. The evaluation of
computational results from experimentally determined parameters enabled the
determination of new

95,97

Mo hyperfine tensor,

13

C hyperfine tensor and their

orientations with respect to the g tensor leading to the structural elucidation of the
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“inhibited” species. We have also proposed new mechanisms for the generation
of the “inhibited” based on the spectroscopically and computationally derived
structure.

2.2

Statement of the Research Problem

Although various structures of xanthine oxidase “inhibited” have been postulated
by numerous researchers, the structure of XO “inhibited” is still unknown. The
mechanistic sequence by which XO “inhibited” is formed is also unknown. It is
not known whether XO “inhibited” is a Mo(V) substrate or Mo(V) product
complex. It is also not known whether the amino acids that surround the active
site play any role on the formation of XO “inhibited”. XO “inhibited” may represent
an analog of the Michaelis complex or the calculated transition state in the
reductive half reaction of xanthine XO.

Determining the structure of XO

“inhibited” will provide deeper mechanistic insight into the reductive half reaction
of XO.

2.3

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that XO “inhibited” represents a tetrahedral product or reactant
molecule bound at the active site and that this binding mode results in a four
member chelate ring supported via Mo-O-C and Mo-S-C linkages (Figure 2.5 (i)).
We further suggest that this tetrahedral species in XO “inhibited” does not
represent a highly stable geometry for heterocyclic substrates, and this is why
they do not usually result in the formation of “inhibited” species. Furthermore, the
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tetrahedral geometry proposed for XO “inhibited” with aldehydes may mimic a
tetrahedral intermediate or perhaps a tetrahedral transition state in the course of
heterocyclic substrate oxidation, although without the strong C-S bond.

2.4

Materials and Methods

Xanthine oxidase and xanthine dehydrogenase from R.capsulatus enzymes.
Most of bovine xanthine oxidase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and some
was isolated and purified in our laboratory from unpasteurized cow’s milk by the
method of Massey and co-workers

77

. On the other hand wild type xanthine

dehydrogenase (XDH) and E232N-XDH mutant from R. capsulatus were
obtained from our collaborator Silke LeimkÜhler, University of Potsdam, Institute
of Biochemistry and Biology, 14476 Potsdam, Germany. Both commercial and
isolated XO samples had A280/A450 ratio of about 11.7 in bicine/NaOH buffer, pH
8.2 and had an activity to flavin ratio (AFR) of 200. (Fully functional enzyme
reported by Massey et al, had an AFR of 210 and an A280/A450 ratio of about 5.3
to 5.8) whereas XDH from R.capsulatus had A280/A450 ratio of 11.5 and an AFR of
190. Enzyme concentration was determined from the absorbance at 450 nm by
using the value of 37800 M-1cm-1 as the molar absorptivity of the enzyme bound
FAD.

Preparation of xanthine oxidase “inhibited”. The “inhibited” enzyme form was
generated using the reducing substrates formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 2pyridinecarboxaldehyde and 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde purchased from Sigma
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Aldrich. The XO enzyme was dialyzed against 50 mM-Bicine/NaOH buffer at pH
8.2. Samples of xanthine oxidase (0.07 to 0.1 mM) were placed in EPR tubes
followed by the addition of a large excess of the substrate (0.03 to 0.06 M). The
mixture was then bubbled gently with oxygen gas and with frequent shaking to
ensure aerobiosis. The reaction mixture was then incubated for times that ranged
from minutes to hours depending on the substrate and then samples were frozen
for EPR measurements after appropriate incubation times.

Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy.

Electronic absorption spectra were

collected using a Hitachi U-3501 UV–Vis–NIR dual-beam spectrometer capable
of scanning a wavelength region between 185 and 3200 nm.

XO and XDH

samples (≈ 5 µM) with substrates (1mM) were prepared in 50 mM-Bicine/NaOH
buffer solution at pH 8.2, and the electronic absorption spectra were measured in
a 1-cm pathlength, 150 µL, black-masked, quartz cuvette (Starna Cells, Inc.)
equipped with a Teflon stopper. All electronic absorption spectra were collected
at room temperature.

EPR spectroscopy. EPR spectra of the frozen samples were recorded on a
Bruker model EMX spectrometer operating at X-band (~9.4 GHz). A microwave
power of 20 dB was used for all the inhibited experiments and spectra were
collected at 40 and 100 K using an Oxford instruments liquid helium flow
cryostat. Computer simulations were done using X-Sophe and the matlab toolbox
EasySpin software programs.
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Computational Methods. Geometry optimizations for the inhibited structures were
carried out at the B3LYP level of DFT in spin-unrestricted mode using the
Gaussian 03, version B.03 software package. The tetrahedral computational
models of the “inhibited” structures were those originally proposed by Howes and
co-workers in 1990 and 1994

16,72

, Figure 2.5. Input files were prepared using

GaussView and calculations were carried out using the 6-31G* split valence
basis set with added polarization functions for O, S, N, C and H and LANL2DZ
basis set for Mo to probe the effective core potential. EPR parameters were
calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP/ZORA level using ORCA 2.7.0

78,79

. Relativistic

corrections were incorporated self-consistently in the ORCA calculations with the
ZORA scalar relativistic Hamiltonian 80,81.

2.5

Results and Analysis
2.5.1 Reduction of Mammalian XO and Bacterial XDH Enzymes by
Substrates

Electronic absorption spectroscopy was used to study the reactivity of XO and
XDH enzymes with substrates and use the results to calibrate EPR experiments.
The electronic absorption spectra of the oxidized XO and XDH enzymes upon
anaerobic reduction by the substrates are shown in figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9.
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Figure 2.6: Reaction of oxidized XO/XDH with acetaldehyde

Figure 2.7: Anaerobic reaction of oxidized XO/XDH with formaldehyde

Figure

2.8:

Anaerobic

pyridinecarboxaldehyde

reaction

of

oxidized

XO/XDH

with

2-
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Figure

2.9:

Anaerobic

reaction

of

oxidized

XO/XDH

with

3-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde

The reactions were carried out using 5 µM of the XO/XDH enzyme and 1 mM of
the substrate and the spectra were taken within 1 to 15 minutes after mixing with
substrates. The results indicated a rate dependence on the substrates as
measured by change in absorbance between the oxidized and the reduced
enzyme at 450 nm. Thus acetaldehyde is the fastest reducing substrate whereas
2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde is the slowest reducing substrate. The results also
indicate an enzyme dependence on the rate of the reaction, with XDH being
more quickly reduced by substrates than XO.

2.5.2 Inhibited Signals and 95,97Mo Hyperfine Analysis
The EPR spectra obtained from the reaction of bovine xanthine oxidase and
xanthine dehydrogenase from R. capsulatus with various aldehydes are shown in
figures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively. Experiment with formaldehyde and 3-
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pyridinecarboxaldehyde display well resolved

95,97

Mo hyperfine splitting due to

the I = 5/2 nucleii.

Figure 2.10: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals for various
aldehydes at 9.41 GHz during reaction with xanthine oxidase (0.07 mM) in 50
mM Bicine/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2. The aldehydes used for spectra (a), (b), (c) and
(d) are respectively formaldehyde (0.20 M), 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03 M),
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03 M) and acetaldehyde (0.50 M). Their incubation
times with xanthine oxidase are 6, 0.5, 1.5 and 0.12 hours respectively. The
black spectra (upper) represent data whereas the red spectra (below) are their
corresponding simulations.
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Figure 2.11: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals for various
aldehydes at 9.42 GHz during reaction with XDH (0.07mM) in 50 mM
Bicine/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2. The aldehydes used for spectra (a), (b) and (c) are
respectively formaldehyde (0.20 M), 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03M) and 3pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03 M). Their incubation times with xanthine oxidase
are 0.25, 0.50 and 0.17 hours respectively. The black spectra (upper) represent
data whereas the red spectra (below) are their corresponding simulations.

The spin Hamiltonian parameters for various aldehydes upon reactions with
mammalian XO and XDH from R. capsulatus are summarized in tables 2.2 and
2.3 respectively. Both enzymes give identical spectra. However, the incubation
times for the formation of the “inhibited” species differ markedly between the
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mammalian XO and bacterial XDH enzymes. The bacterial XDH forms “inhibited”
much faster than the mammalian XO.

The rhombic nature of the g tensor anisotropy for the “inhibited” spectra is
characteristic of the lower symmetry ligand field distortions at the molybdenum
center. However, there are slight differences in values of the EPR parameters of
the “inhibited” signal which is a function of the chemical nature of the aldehyde
group (R) forming the inhibited species (Tables 2.2 and 2.3).

Table 2.2: EPR Parameters for XO Inhibited (bovine)
Axis
Parameters

z

y

Average
x

Euler Angles
α

β

γ

86.75

138.59

8.28

90.00

69.15

56.58

9.51

102.89

81.87

69.00

137.00

17.62

72.00

140.00

12.00

Formaldehyde
g

2.0002

1.9856

1.9610

1.9823

59.50

23.00

22.50

35.00

A(13C) x 10-4 cm-1

12.33

16.67

16.00

A(1H) x 10-4 cm-1

5.00

3.33

3.33

A(

95,97

-4

Mo) x 10
cm-1

15.00
3.89

2-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
g

2.0025

1.9878

1.9614

1.9839

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

57.00

22.33

21.67

33.67

3-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
g

2.0048

1.9872

1.9626

1.9849

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

56.33

20.67

20.67

32.56
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Table 2.3: EPR Parameters for XDH Inhibited (R. capsulatus)
Axis
Parameters

z

y

Average
x

Euler Angles
α

β

γ

Formaldehyde
g

1.9995

1.9854

1.9614

1.9821

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

59.33

23.00

22.67

35.00

86.75

138.59

8.28

A(13C) x 10-4 cm-1

12.33

15.00

16.67

14.67

90.00

69.15

56.58

A(1H) x 10-4 cm-1

5.00

3.33

3.33

3.89

9.51

102.89

81.87

69.00

137.00

17.62

72.00

140.00

10.00

2-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
g
95,97

-4

A(
Mo) x 10
cm-1

2.0039

1.9867

1.9614

1.9840

57.67

23.33

21.00

34.00

3-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
g

2.0068

1.9878

1.9629

1.9858

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

57.00

20.67

20.67

32.78

Table 2.4: EPR Parameters for E232A-XDH Inhibited (R. capsulatus)
Axis
Parameters

z

y

Average
x

Euler Angles
α

β

γ

72.00

140.00

10.00

3-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
g

2.0050

1.9863

1.9621

1.9845

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

58.67

22.00

20.67

33.78

In particular, this depends on the electron density at the aldehydic carbon of the
substrate which is a result of either the donating or withdrawing effects of the R
group (Figure 2.5). If the carbon is more positive, there is spin delocalization into
it resulting into greater Mo-C covalency and higher values of g in the z-direction
(magnetic field direction) are obtained and vice versa. The formaldehyde
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“inhibited” EPR spectrum shows evidence for 1H coupling to the molybdenum
center that results in increased spectral line broadening (R = H in Figure 2.5 (i)
and (iv)). This proton (I = ½) splits the molybdenum peak signals into doublets.
The doublet splitting was clearly observed after three hours incubation of enzyme
and formaldehyde substrate and disappeared upon longer incubation times due
to increased intensities (Figure 2.12). This strongly coupled proton is not evident
in the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde spectra, and this
indicates that the aldehydic R group is oriented upwards in the Mo≡O direction.
The EPR experiments for the wt-XDH and E232A-XDH strongly suggest that the
R group of 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde is oriented in the up direction such that it
can potentially interact with the carboxylate side chain of the glutamate 802/232
(Figure 2.3). The difference between the formaldehyde spectra obtained after 1
hour and 6 hours incubation times (Figure 2.12) resulted into the ‘rapid type’
signal. In general, the generation of the “inhibited” signal is always preceded by
the ‘rapid type’ signal formation which disappears upon further oxygenation of the
sample. Additionally, the formaldehyde Inhibited EPR spectrum displays wellresolved

13

C (I=1/2) hyperfine splitting when using H13COH. The magnitude and

nature of the

13

C tensor (Figure 2.13 and Table 2.3) is consistent with the

delocalization of unpaired spin from the Mo center to the C atom that derives
from the carbonyl carbon of the aldehyde substrate. This also suggests a unique
orientation of the carbon sp hybrid orbital with respect to the molybdenum d
orbital.
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Figure 2.12: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals at 9.41GHz during
reaction of xanthine oxidase (0.07 mM) with formaldehyde (0.20 M) in 50 mM
Bicine/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2. At intervals, samples were bubbled with oxygen in
the EPR tubes and frozen for EPR measurement. Reaction times for (1), (2) and
(3) were respectively 1, 3 and 6 hours. Spectrum (4) represents a ‘rapid type’
signal which is the difference spectrum obtained from subtracting (1) from (3).
The insert in (2) shows the proton splitting at gx at lower concentrations of the
“inhibited” species.
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Figure 2.13: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal at ≈ 9.4 GHz during
reaction of 0.07 mM XO (top) and 0.07 mM XDH (bottom) with

13

C-labeled

formaldehyde (0.20 M) in 50 mM Bicine/NaOH buffer pH 8.2 and its
corresponding simulation. The reaction mixture was bubbled with oxygen in an
EPR tube for 15 minutes and then frozen for EPR measurement. The black
spectrum (upper) is the data whereas the red spectrum (below) is the simulation
in each set.
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Furthermore,

an

EPR

spectrum

of

XDH

mutant

(E232A)

with

3-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde substrate was collected and is the first spectroscopic
probe of the catalytic role of the active site residues in the secondary
coordination sphere at the active site (Figure 2.14). A comparison with the wtXDH 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde “inhibited” spin-Hamiltonian parameters indicates
that the E232A mutant possesses slightly larger A tensor and slightly smaller g1
values when compared to the wt enzyme, and this is consistent with a structural
perturbation that results in a reduced covalency at the Mo site (Figure 2.15 and
Table 2.4).

Figure 2.14: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals at 9.41GHz during
reactions of 0.07 mM wild type xanthine dehydrogenase from R. capsulatus
(black spectrum - below) and 0.07 mM of E232A-xanthine dehydrogenase (red
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spectrum – upper) with 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03 M) in 50 mM
Bicine/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2. Note; the E232A-XDH (red spectrum) is relatively
shifted to higher field compared with the wild type XDH (black spectrum).

Figure 2.15: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal at 9.439 GHz during
reaction

of

E232A-xanthine

dehydrogenase

(0.07

mM)

with

3-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.03 M) in 50 mM Bicine/NaOH buffer pH 8.2 and its
corresponding simulation. The reaction mixture was incubated in an open EPR
tube for 10 minutes and then frozen for EPR measurement. The black spectrum
(upper) is the data whereas the red spectrum (below) is the simulation.

A previous EPR study of XO “inhibited” utilized an EPR spectrum from

95

Mo

isotope enrichment to obtain the hyperfine parameters Aiso = 42.72 x 10-4 cm-1
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and Adip = [+9.83, -19.67, +9.83] x 10-4 cm-1 70. The anisotropy in the dipolar term
Adip is unusual, and indicative of a Modz 2 singly occupied molecular orbital

(SOMO) ground state wave function. In order to better understand the nature of
the ground state wave function we carried out computational calculations which
also facilitated structural determination of the “inhibited” signal giving species in
xanthine oxidase.

2.5.3 Structural Insights of the “Inhibited” Species
Four structures were considered for investigation of the structure of the
“inhibited” signal giving species (Figure 2.5). While this study was ongoing, a 1,2H
pulsed ENDOR studies on formaldehyde “inhibited” XO appeared in the literature
and provided evidence for structure (iv) in Figure 2.5

18

. This recent ENDOR

study did not explicitly exclude the possibility of structure (i) particularly if this
geometry is present in 1:1 mixture of R and S configurations with respect to the
chiral carbon atom derived from the carbonyl of other substrates besides
formaldehyde. Computational analysis of both structures (i) and (iv) indicate very
similar electronic properties (Table 2.5) which suggests that either one could be
the structure. Structure (i) is consistent with the accepted proposed XO
mechanism which results into a product bound species whereas structure (iv)
represents a Michael’s complex. Furthermore, the EPR catalytic events observed
for purines are very similar to those leading to the formation of the “inhibited”
signal indicating that the substrate is turning over to product. Thus, structure (i)
can be hypothesized to represent a more stable geometry of the “inhibited”
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species than structure (iv) and hence its consideration for further analysis against
the two other structures (ii) and (iii). However, structures (i) to (iii) were optimized
as formaldehyde “inhibited” (R = H) using a spin unrestricted DFT formalism and
their spin densities calculated (Figure 2.16). Structure (i) has about 97% of its
spin density distributed on molybdenum and about 2% distributed on
formaldehyde carbon. The calculated s and p spin densities for the R
configuration are 0.43% and 1.74% respectively whereas the calculated s spin
density for S configuration is about 0.78% and the calculated p spin density is
about 1.11%.

Table 2.5: Comparison between “inhibited” proposed structures (i) and (iv).
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Structures (ii) and (iii) yielded very similar electronic structure properties and both
have about 9% of the spin density distributed on molybdenum and 72%
distributed on the formaldehyde carbon. They both give an s spin density of
about 10.33% and p spin density of about 61.60%. However, the p orbital (2px)
that is interacting with the molybdenum orbital in structure (i) is in the equatorial
plane of the molecule whereas for structures (ii) and (iii) the orbital (2pz) is
oriented perpendicular to this plane and parallel with Mo≡O bond. Bond order
calculations reveal no Mo-C bond formation in all the proposed structures (Figure
2.16).

Figure 2.16: Proposed xanthine oxidase structures and their spin density maps
(R = H). The numbers between the atoms are Mayer bond orders. Notice,
Structure (i) has its spin density localized on molybdenum whereas structures (ii)
and (iii) are identical and have their spin densities mostly localized on the
aldehydic carbon. Secondly, there is no Mo-C bond order calculated in all the
proposed structures.
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Calculated spin Hamiltonian parameters for both the R and S configurations of
structure (i) indicate strong agreement with the experimentally determined spin
Hamiltonian parameters. However, the two differ markedly in the calculated
proton hyperfine values (Tables 2.6 and 2.7). The proton hyperfine values
predicted from the R configuration are in a very good agreement with the
observed values (Table 2.3) which suggests that the alkyl group (R) is in the “up”
orientation parallel to the Mo≡O group. This is also consistent with the observed
results for E232A-XDH.

Figure 2.17: The energy level diagram for the proposed “inhibited” structure (i)
showing the presence of unpaired electron in the Mo-dxy orbital (SOMO).
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Table 2.6: Theoretical spin Hamiltonian parameters for “inhibited” species (Sconfiguration)

Table 2.7: Theoretical spin Hamiltonian parameters for “inhibited” species (Rconfiguration)

Molecular orbital analysis indicates the presence of the unpaired electron being
located in a Mo dxy orbital (SOMO). DFT calculations using a spin restricted
open shell formalism show that this orbital is separated by about 22,400 cm-1
from the nearly degenerate and empty Mo-dxz/dyz orbitals (Figure 2.17).
Consequently, the g shift, ∆g = ge – gobs is relatively small (Table 2.8) with gobs <
ge

82

.

The experimental EPR spectrum, which is highly rhombic, strongly
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indicates the presence of a unpaired electron in an orbital which is metal
character consistent with the theoretical calculations (Figure 2.19; experimental
vs. theoretical (i)).

The 1H,

17

O and

33

S hyperfine tensors were also calculated (Tables 2.6 and 2.7)

for formaldehyde generated “inhibited” species for comparison with either
reported or observed results. Except for

33

S, these also gave a good agreement

with the observed/reported hyperfine tensors (Table 2.8).

Table 2.8: Formaldehyde “inhibited” present data vs. reported.

The spin Hamiltonian parameters calculated for structures (ii) and (iii) showed
very poor agreement with the observed values (Table 2.9). Analysis of the singly
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) wavefunction using restricted open shell DFT
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for these proposed structures indicate the presence of unpaired electron in a
substrate carbon orbital (organic radical). Thus, the Mo(V) center has been
reduced by one electron to a Mo(IV) state and the formaldehyde carbon has
been oxidized by one electron (Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.18: The energy level diagram for the proposed “inhibited” structures (ii)
and (iii) showing the presence of unpaired electron in the carbon 2pz orbital
(SOMO).

However, for most organic radicals, the ground state has zero orbital angular
momentum and the g-factors are very close to the free electron value (ge =
2.0023). The g shift, ∆g = gobs - ge is consequently small. The calculated higher g
values (Table 2.9) of the “inhibited” structures (ii) and (iii) is presumably due to
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mixing of the SOMO (singly occupied orbital (Cpz)) and the next orbital of different
symmetry which is closest in energy

83

. The SOMO for structure (ii) or (iii) is

separated from the next higher lying orbitals Mo-dxz/dyz by approximately 25,000
cm-1 suggesting a significant reduction of mixing between the Cpz and the Modxz/yz orbitals. However, this SOMO is separated by only 5300 cm-1 from HOMO-1
(Mo-dxy) which suggests a significant interaction between these two orbitals. It
has been shown that for free radicals, the mixing of the singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO) with an orbital of lower energy leads to gobs > ge and
mixing with an orbital of higher energy leads to gobs < ge as illustrated by equation
(vii) which holds true under the conditions ζ A << ∆E A 83.
g obs − g e = ∑ ρ Aζ A

∆E A …………………………..……………..(vii)

A

Where summation is over all the atoms A in the radical, ρ A is the spin density on
atom A, ζ A is the spin orbit coupling constant for atom A and ∆E A is the energy
difference between a SOMO and the next orbital of different symmetry closest in
energy. Figure 2.19 shows poor agreement between the experimental and
theoretical EPR spectra ((ii) and (iii)) of these proposed structures.

Table 2.9: Theoretical EPR parameters for Mo(V) proposed “inhibited” structures
Axis
Parameters

z

y

Average
x

Euler Angles
α

β

γ

Proposed structure (i) (charge = -1)
g

1.9972

1.9802

1.9525

1.9766

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

54.14

18.45

17.97

30.19

70.74

139.53

-3.27

14.72

11.69

11.34

12.58

90.00

69.15

56.58

13

-4

A( C) x 10 cm

-1

72
A(1H) x 10-4 cm-1

5.84

3.97

3.65

4.49

9.51

102.89

81.87

Proposed structure (ii) (charge = -2)
g

2.0128

2.0046

1.9708

1.9960

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

5.91

-2.09

1.75

1.86

12.64

57.25

39.86

A(13C) x 10-4 cm-1

102.72

45.70

45.46

64.63

23.28

20.28

19.38

A(1H) x 10-4 cm-1

18.11

6.34

-0.55

7.97

53.95

56.43

1.17

Proposed structure (iii) (charge = -2)
g

2.0128

2.0046

1.9708

1.9961

A(95,97Mo) x 10-4
cm-1

5.90

-2.10

1.76

1.85

12.82

57.45

40.02

A(13C) x 10-4 cm-1

102.75

45.73

45.49

64.66

23.10

20.28

19.20

A(1H) x 10-4 cm-1

18.12

6.35

-0.53

7.98

53.19

56.29

1.17
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of the theoretical formaldehyde (R = H) “inhibited” EPR
spectra of the proposed xanthine oxidase structures with the observed
formaldehyde generated xanthine dehydrogenase “inhibited” spectrum. Notice;
structure (i) is in a very good agreement with the observed EPR spectrum
whereas structures (ii) and (iii) (organic radicals) are identical and do not agree
with the experimental spectrum. The little rhombicity for structures (ii) and (iii)
indicates reduction of metal character and increase in ligand character. The
splitting at gx is due to a formaldehyde proton (R = H).

Figure 2.20 shows the comparison between theoretical and experimental EPR
spectra of isotopically labeled

13

C-formaldehyde, 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde, 2-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde and acetaldehyde generated xanthine oxidase “inhibited”
for structure (i). There is also a good agreement between the calculated and
observed spectra for all these substrates. However, in this “inhibited” structure,
the aldehyde is bound in a tetrahedral fashion stabilized by C-S bond formation
and excludes the assertion that there is Mo-C bond in the “inhibited” species.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of the theoretical with the observed “inhibited” spectra
for

(a)

13

C-formaldehyde

(b)

3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde,

(c)

2-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde and (d) acetaldehyde generated XO/XDH. (a’), (b’), (c’)
and (d’) are their corresponding theoretical spectra respectively.

2.5.4 Molecular Orbital Description of XO/XDH Derived “Inhibited”
Structure
2.5.4.1

Ligand Field Splitting and Nature of the β-LUMO

The density functional theory calculations using spin unrestricted formalism for
the “inhibited” species shows a splitting of the t2g sublevel that results in the
isolation of the lowest unoccupied Mo-dxy orbital (LUMO) which is separated by ~
14000 cm-1 from the higher lying dyz/dxz orbitals (Figure 2.21).

28000 cm-1
dz2
dx2-y2
14000 cm-1

dxz
dyz

00000 cm-1 dxy
Formaldehyde

3-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde

2-Pyridinecarboxaldehyde
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Figure 2.21: calculated ligand field molecular orbital energies for formaldehyde,
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde XO/XDH “inhibited”
structures. The molecular orbital energies have been normalized to Mo-dxy orbital
(LUMO).

This splitting of the t2g sublevel originates primarily from the strong interactions of
the apical oxo ligand with the Mo-dxz and dyz orbitals. Further separation of the
Mo-dxy redox orbital from Mo-dxz and dyz orbitals in “inhibited” species is
consistent with stabilization of the Mo-dxy at a Mo(IV) state of XO enzyme during
its turnover. At this state, the orbital interacts with thiol leading to a stabilization
of about 7.4 kcal/mol relative to Mo(VI) state which strongly π interacts with a
sulfido (Figure 2.32). However, during enzyme turnover the sulfido is converted
to sulfurhydryl when the enzyme is reduced to Mo(IV). The ligand field splitting
depicting the position of the redox orbital for different substrates is presented in
Figure 2.21. Its orbital composition is proportional to the amount of its spin
density. Comparison of the LUMO and spin density maps for formaldehyde, 3pyridinecarboxaldehyde, 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and acetaldehyde “inhibited
structures are summarized in Tables 2.10 and 2.11 respectively.
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Table 2.10: Mo dxy (β – LUMO) composition for the “inhibited” species

Table 2.11: Spin density composition for the “inhibited” species

Formaldehyde generated XO/XDH “inhibited” has the largest spin population on
Mo, and this directly correlates with the magnitude of the observed hyperfine
tensor (Tables 2.2 and 2.3). Formaldehyde also shows the smallest spin
delocalization to thiol S and C atoms compared to the other substrates, which
directly correlates to the reduced covalency to these atomic orbitals.
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Consequently, the g tensor for formaldehyde generated “inhibited” is comparably
smaller whereas the A tensor is comparably larger.

2.5.4.2

The Magnitude and Orientations of the g and Hyperfine
95,97

Mo,

Tensors for

13

C, 1H,

17

O and 33S of the “Inhibited”

Structure
All g- and A-tensor calculations have been performed for the following cartesian
coordinate system defined as the molecular frame: The vector along the Mo=O
bond defines the Z direction. The X and Y axes lie along the plane perpendicular
to the Z axis with X axis bisecting the dithiolenes (Figure 2.22 and 2.23). The
orientations of the g- and A-tensors relative to this molecular frame were
calculated using using the program EasySpin 204 which utilizes a ZYZ convention.
The results are presented in Figures 2.22 and 2.23. The calculated g and
hyperfine tensors for

95,97

Mo,

13

C, 1H,

17

O and

33

S of the “inhibited” derived

structure are tabulated in Table 2.7. The orientations of g- and A-tensors with
respect to the molecular frame are depicted in Figures 2.22 (top view), 2.23 (side
view) drawn from ORCA output files in Figure 2.24. Figure 2.22 shows that, the
structure of “inhibited” possesses a pseudo mirror plane (XZ) that bisects the
dithiolene sulfur donors and contains the Mo≡O unit. The orientation of the gtensor (gx gy gz) from the calculation is such that gx ≠ gy ≠ gz. The ZYZ convention
indicates rotations of about α = 650, β = 1370 and γ = -880 relative to the
molecular frame (X Y Z) (Figures 2.22 and 2.23). The g-tensor is also rotated off
the A-tensor by α = 70.74, β = 139.53, γ = -3. These larger rotations of the g-
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tensor relative to the A-tensor have previously been shown to result from
increased Mo-ligand covalency 84-86.

Figure 2.22: Schematic representation of the top view (Z coming out of the
plane) of the molecular frame (X Y Z) relative to the laboratory frames for g (gx gy
gz) and A (Ax Ay Az) tensors as drawn from the orientation matrices in ORCA
output files. The g-tensor is highly rotated from the symmetry axes (X Y Z) of the
“inhibited” complex compared to the A-tensor. Using the ZXZ convention, the
largest value of the A- tensor is rotated 4.750 away from Z direction (Mo=O)
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whereas the largest value of the g-tensor (gz) that has the smallest ∆g shift is
rotated 1370 from Z-direction (Mo=O).

Figure 2.23: Schematic representation of the side view of the molecular frame (X
Y Z) relative to the laboratory frames for g (gx gy gz) and A (Ax Ay Az) tensors as
drawn from the orientation matrices in ORCA output files.
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Figure 2.24: Part of ORCA output files showing the orientation of the g-tensor (in
a box) and the largest component of the hyperfine tensors relative to the
molecular frame for 95,97Mo, 13C, 1H, 17O and 33S isotopes. The numbers circled in
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blue on the A (Tot) and in the orientation matrix represent the largest hyperfine
component and its orientation coordinate respectively. When the hyperfine tensor
is perfectly oriented along either X or Y or Z coordinated then its value is a unit.

The

95,97

Mo hyperfine tensor components are axial and all positive, with the

largest component of the

95,97

Mo hyperfine tensor (Az) oriented 4.750 away from

Mo≡O bond. The A-tensor yields Aiso = 30.25 x 10-4 cm-1 and Adip: Az = 23.89 x
10-4 cm-1, Ay = -11.61 x 10-4 cm-1, Ax = -12.28 x 10-4 cm-1. The anisotropy in the
dipolar term, Adip, is indicative of a Mod xy type singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) wave function. The analysis of

13

C hyperfine tensor also yields an axial

pattern with all signs of the hyperfine tensor components being positive. The
largest

13

C hyperfine tensor component is oriented along the X direction of the

molecular frame such that one lobe of the Mod xy orbital, which bisects the
dithiolene sulfurs, points in the direction of the tetrahedral C spx hybrid orbital.
These Mod xy and C spx orbitals are aligned for a potential net pseudo-sigma
bonding interaction, although, the calculated Mo-C Mayer bond order is zero.
This explains the nature of the

13

C hyperfine tensor. The isotropic value (Aiso) is

12.58 x 10-4 cm-1 whereas the anisotropic values (Adipolar) are Az = 2.14 x 10-4 cm, Ay = -0.89 x 10-4 cm-1, Ax = -1.24 x 10-4 cm-1. The calculated 1H hyperfine

1

tensor has all positive components of the tensor with the major component
oriented along X direction of the molecular frame and yields Aiso = 4.49 x 10-4 cm1

and Adipolar: Az = 1.35 x 10-4 cm-1, Ay = -0.52 x 10-4 cm-1, Ax = -0.84 x 10-4 cm-1.

The

17

O analysis yielded all negative hyperfine tensor components (Az,Ay,Ax) = (-
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5.88,-2.63,-1.67) which give Aiso = -3.39 x 10-4 cm-1 and Adipolar: Az = -2.49 x 10-4
cm-1, Ay = -0.76 x 10-4 cm-1, Ax = -1.72 x 10-4 cm-1. On the other hand the

33

S

isotope yielded the smallest values of the hyperfine tensor components,
(Az,Ay,Ax) = (2.76,1.08,-0.38) which are rhombic with a negative component
along the X direction (Ax). However, the major component of the hyperfine tensor
lies along the Z direction. Further analysis of this tensor indicated a larger
contribution from the anisotropic part, Adipolar: Az = 1.61 x 10-4 cm-1, Ay = -0.07 x
10-4 cm-1, Ax = -1.53 x 10-4 cm-1 than the isotropic contribution, Aiso = 1.15 x 10-4
cm-1.

2.6

Discussion
2.6.1 The Structure of XO/XDH “Inhibited” Signal Giving Species

The origin of the derived structure lies on earlier work done by Howes et al, 1990
16

who proposed it based on 1H-ENDOR with incorporation of ideas from the

basic structure deduced by Bray et al, 1988
95,97

Mo,

17

EPR), to

O,

15

(hyperfine coupling tensors of

33

S of the ‘very rapid’ and ‘rapid’ type species from multifrequency

17

O hyperfine coupling

87

and

33

S hyperfine coupling

74

of the “inhibited”

species. However, later in 1994 and 1996, this structure was excluded and a
different structure involving a Mo-C bond formation in “inhibited” species was
proposed

72,73

(Figure 2.5 (ii)). This was based on strong

13

C hyperfine coupling

tensors (A1 = 17.50 x 10-4 cm-1, A2 = 13.53 x 10-4 cm-1, A3 = 13.53 x 10-4 cm-1;
Aiso = 14.83 x 10-4 cm-1) of the formaldehyde carbon to the molybdenum spin
observed from

13

C-ENDOR. His analysis of the dipolar coupling components of
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this tensor indicated Mo-C distances of about 1.9Å and hence the proposal of
structure (ii) in Figure 2.5. Deeth and co-workers

76

performed calculations on

various “inhibited” models with Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program
and a local density approximation functional (LDA) for geometry optimizations.
He compared his results with the short Mo-C distance estimated from Howes and
his co-workers and thus proposed structure (iii) in Figure 2.5. He obtained a
relatively short Mo-C bond length of about 2.2 Å for structure (iii) and also
strongly suggested the existence of Mo-C bond formation. However, Manikandan
et al, 2001

88

criticized the method used by Howes et al, to estimate the short

Mo-C bond length and consequently the existence of Mo-C bond in the “inhibited”
species.

Manikandan and his co-workers employed the same, point dipolar

model used by Howes et al, for approximation of the distance r of a given
nucleus located at a distance r from a dipole but considered a different point of
view

88

. In their analysis, they accounted for the local contribution from spin

density on carbon which gives rise to both isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine
coupling as opposed to Howes et al who considered anisotropic contribution for
estimation of Mo-C distance as entirely arising from nonlocal interaction between
the unpaired spin density on Mo and the

13

C. The information extracted from his

analysis based on the magnitudes of the

13

C hyperfine tensor observed by

Howes et al, indicated unrealistic sp hybridization of

13

C for a Mo-C distance of

1.95Å. The reasonable sp2 hybridization indicated a Mo-C bond distance of about
2.4Å whereas the sp3 hybridization indicated a Mo-C distance greater than 4Å.
However, in this work, geometry optimization for the “inhibited” derived structure
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at the B3LYP level of DFT in spin-unrestricted mode reveal a Mo-C bond length
of about 2.75Å and a Mayer’s bond order of zero between Mo and C. The s and
p spin densities calculations at 13C nucleus indicate an approximately sp2 and sp3
hybridization for S and R geometries respectively at 13C reasonably consistent to
Manikandan et al work and therefore strongly suggests the absence of the Mo-C
bond formation in the “inhibited” species. However, analyses of the Mo-C overlap
integral for the β-LUMO (that has a direct correlation to the spin density) using
overlap population density of states (OPDOS) indicates strong anti-bonding
character between Mo-dxy and the C-p orbitals (Figure 2.25).

Figure 2.25: Overlap population density of states (OPDOS) plot showing the
magnitude and nature of anti-bonding between Mo and C atoms. This overlap is
indicated by the solid line in blue and is the strongest interaction in the β-LUMO.
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Hence, these calculations indicate that the observed large value of the hyperfine
tensor comes from the orientation of the 13C hyperfine tensor principle axis which
lies along the plane of the molecule perpendicular to the Mo=O (Z direction) and
points directly to the Mo-dxy orbital. Secondly, the

13

C hyperfine tensor is a

direct result of a large isotropic Fermi contact term that originates from direct C sorbital character being admixed into the β-LUMO/α-SOMO wavefunction
consistent with the work done by Shanmugan and co-workers 18.

Figure 2.26: Schematic representation of the side view (left) and top view (right)
showing the orientation of the

13

C hyperfine tensor (Ax, Ay, Az) relative to

molecular frame (X, Y, Z) drawn from the orientation matrices in ORCA output
files. The largest

13

C hyperfine tensor component Az lies along the XY plane and

interacts in the anti-bonding fashion with the Mo-dxy orbital.
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2.6.2 The Stability and Oxygen Dependence of XO/XDH “Inhibited”
Species
There is an oxygen requirement for the formation of the “inhibited” species. This
indicates that one electron reoxidation of the initially formed two electron reduced
enzyme is necessary before the “inhibited” signal appears. The intensity of the
“inhibited” signal with well resolved

95,97

Mo hyperfine structure was found to

increase with increasing time of exposure to oxygen/air. However, Morpeth and
Bray

75

reported the formation of the “inhibited” species for some substrates

under anaerobic conditions and in the presence of sodium dithionite.

Figure 2.27: Electronic absorption spectra representing anaerobic incubation of
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde

with

xanthine

dehydrogenase

(XDH)

from

R.

88
capsulatus. The inserts are the corresponding EPR spectra obtained for XDH +
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde at anaerobic conditions (black: ─···─) and then adding
oxygen to XDH + 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde kept at anaerobic conditions that
immediately forms the “inhibited” spectrum (blue: ─). The band at 620 nm (shown
by an arrow) has been confirmed to represent the absorption for a flavin
semiquinone (The black (─···─) EPR spectrum).

Attempts to form the “inhibited” species under anaerobic conditions using 3pyridinecarboxaldehyde as a substrate resulted into a dominant flavin
semiquinone and a trace of the rapid type 1 EPR signal (Figure 2.27). Attempts
to also form the “inhibited” signal at anaerobic conditions in the presence of 1mM
sodium dithionite also resulted into the flavin semiquinone EPR spectrum (Figure
2.28). It is well known that dithionite fully reduces the enzyme. However,
dithionite in the presence of 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde resulted in a partial
reduction of the enzyme (Figure 2.28) suggesting the presence of both the
oxidized and the reduced forms of enzyme cofactors. There is strong evidence
for the presence of either Mo(VI) or Mo(IV) “inhibited” species from the work
done by Morpeth and Bray

75

on this inhibitory reaction under anaerobic

conditions. Attempts to investigate the presence of these Mo(VI) and Mo(IV)
species in this work by a difference technique using electronic absorption
spectroscopy proved difficult due to the dominant absorptions of the two 2Fe-2S
clusters and FAD (absorbances at 420, 470 and 550 nm are for 2Fe-2S clusters
whereas absorbances at 360 and 450 nm are for FAD (Figures 2.27 and 2.28)).
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Unfortunately, these species are diamagnetic and can’t be detected by EPR
spectroscopy. Upon oxygenation of the anaerobic 3-pyridinecarboxaldehydeXDH enzyme complex (Figure 2.27, black spectrum), the flavin semiquinone
signal disappeared and the “inhibited” signal quickly appeared indicating the
conversion of Mo(IV) to the Mo(V) “inhibited” species. Once the “inhibited”
species is formed, it is stable for several hours as long as it is kept under cold
conditions (40C) to avoid protein degradation. Four substrates, formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde were
investigated with regard to the formation of the “inhibited” species under aerobic
conditions. However, formaldehyde and 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde easily formed
the “inhibited” species and gave cleaner EPR spectra with nicely resolved
molybdenum

hyperfine

when

compared

with

acetaldehyde

and

2-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde. The stability of these “inhibited” species with regard to
the formation of a strong covalent C-S bond was theoretically investigated by
performing geometry optimizations of the inhibited structure followed by single
point energy calculations. Mayer’s bond order analysis between C and S atoms
shows a bond order of ~ 1 for aldehyde substrates and a bond order of zero for
purine (xanthine) and pterine (lumazine) (Table 2.12) indicating that xanthine and
lumazine substrates are unstable with respect to the formation of a strong C-S
bond under these conditions. However, there is kinetic evidence for the
breakdown

of

formaldehyde,

pyridinecarboxaldehyde

and

acetaldehyde,
other

“inhibited”

reappearance of xanthine oxidase activity

75

2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde,
species

accompanied

3by

. The results of Morpeth et al,

90
indicated a strikingly fast rate of breakdown for 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (k = 5.2
h-1)

compared

with

3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde

(k

=

0.8

h-1)

and

4-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde (k = 0.7 h-1). Their results could not be explained by our
computational results. However, we attribute the observed differences in stability
between these substrates as being due to solubility factors in the protein
environment. These include hydrogen bonding between the substrate and the
secondary coordination sphere at the active site, presence of nitrogen atoms and
their respective positions in the R group of the aldehyde, which results in different
interactions with the protein second coordination sphere (For example, 2 and 3
nitrogen

positions

in

pyridinecarboxaldehyde

substrates).

The

3-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde inhibited EPR results for the E232A-XDH mutant (Figure
2.14) confirmed these interactions with the secondary coordination sphere.

Table 2.12: Calculated Mayer C-S bond order for various XO substrates.
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The extension of the theoretical study to include purine and pterine substrates
such as xanthine and lumazine respectively (Table 2.12) has confirmed that
these substrates are not potential candidates for the formation of the “inhibited”.
That is why purines, exemplified by xanthine are not known to form any
“inhibited” species whereas pterine substrates such as lumazine are known to
form stable Mo(IV) product bound species 69,89,90.

Figure 2.28: Electronic absorption spectra representing anaerobic incubation of
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde

with

xanthine

dehydrogenase

(XDH)

from

R.

capsulatus in and without the presence of 1mM dithionite. The insert is the
corresponding EPR spectrum obtained for XDH + 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde at
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anaerobic conditions with and without 1mM dithionite which are represented by
red (─) and black (─···─) spectra respectively.

Studies on the stability of “inhibited” species included also pH dependency.
These indicated increasing magnitudes of signal intensities on going from pH 8 to
12 (Figure 2.29). We implicated these results to the presence of the ionizable
group(s) in the immediate vicinity of the molybdenum site whose ionization is
intimately associated with the reduction of the molybdenum center. Previously,
pH dependent studies associated with the reduction of the enzyme at the active
site were reported by Ryan and co-workers

91

who also observed an increase in

the overall magnitude of the molybdenum absorption on going from pH 6 to 10.
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Figure 2.29: EPR pH dependent studies for 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde generated
xanthine dehydrogenase “inhibited” from R. capsulatus. The EPR intensity
increases from pH 8 to pH 12. Notice; from pH 9 to pH 10, there is a dramatic
increase in intensity. However, pH 8 and pH 9 are close in signal intensities and
on the other hand pH 10 and pH 12 are close with higher intensities than pH 8
and pH 9.

The results of Ryan agree very well with our EPR pH dependent studies.
However, the results pose a question as to which ionizable amino acid groups
are involved in the molybdenum center reduction. Nonetheless, if the structure of
the inhibited is that of a product bound species, these results exclude ionization
of the bound carboxylic acid at the active site as this would break down the
“inhibited” resulting to the disappearance of the signal.

2.6.3 Mechanistic Insights for the Generation of XO “Inhibited”
Species
The catalytic sequence of XO/XDH enzymes begin at the molybdenum site
where electrons are introduced by the substrate into the molybdenum cofactor,
which is reduced from Mo(VI) to Mo(IV)

92

. Electrons are then transferred one at

a time to the more proximal of the two 2Fe-2S clusters, positioned approximately
15 Å away. Each electron then moves approximately 12 Å to the second cluster,
and finally each is passed 8 Å to the FAD, forming FADH• and then FADH2 prior
to reaction with an electron acceptor, which is oxygen for XO and either oxygen

94
or NAD+ for XDH

65,93

. However, in the absence of an electron acceptor, total

reduction of the enzyme requires 6 electrons; 2 for the molybdenum center, 2 for
the two 2Fe-2S clusters and 2 for FAD (Scheme 2.4). Scheme 2.5 depicts the
various oxidation states for the FAD and the two 2Fe-2S clusters. The oxidized
2Fe-2S cluster form has a singlet spin electronic structure (S = 0) resulting from
anti-ferromagnetic coupling of two Fe(III) ions with a spin quantum number S =
5/2 94-96 whereas the reduced 2Fe-2S is low spin with S = ½ 97.

Scheme 2.5

EPR and electronic absorption results for anaerobic incubation of XDH with 3pyridinecarboxaldehyde (Figure 2.28 and 2.30) indicate a partial reduction of the
enzyme signifying a mixture of Mo(VI),Mo(IV) and Mo(V) at the molybdenum
center and a mixture of reduced and oxidized 2Fe-2S clusters and FAD. There is
a Mo(V) signal in the EPR spectrum (Figure 2.30) at around 3420G which is a
‘rapid’ type signal as this is always formed prior to the formation of the “inhibited”
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species and disappears upon oxygenation of the sample.

Figure 2.30 (solid

black spectrum and the insert) also shows reduced FeSI and dominant FADH•
signals. There could also be an FeSII signal, but this is usually observed at 15K.
In general, the catalytic events taking place during the reaction of XO/XDH
enzyme with aldehydes giving the “inhibited” signal are closely related to the
catalytic events taking place upon the reaction of XO enzyme with purine and
pteridine substrates such as xanthine and 2-amino-4-hydroxy-6- formylpteridine
which give the ‘very rapid’ and ‘rapid’ signals 71,74,98-100.

Figure 2.30: Low temperature EPR spectra for anaerobic incubation of XDH with
3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde at 9.436 GHz and 40K. Solid black spectrum is the
data whereas the dashed red spectrum is the simulation. The g-values for FADH•
derived from EPR simulation are gx= gy = gz = 2.0170. The g-values for FeSI and
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FeSII were adapted from Leimkuhler et al, 2003 101 which are gx = gy = 1.9217, gz
= 2.0222 for FeSI and gx = 1.8964, gy = 1.9711, gz = 2.0730 for FeSII. These (gvalues for FeSI and FeSII) were obtained from a reduction of XDH by sodium
dithionite at anaerobic conditions.

This observation suggests a very similar catalytic pathway for purines and
aldehyde species. With purines, the ‘rapid’ signal can be generated prior to
substantial accumulation of the ‘very rapid’ signal (scheme 2.5) whereas in
aldehydes, the “inhibited” signal appears after the ‘rapid’ signal (scheme 2.6).

Scheme 2.5
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EPR and ENDOR spectroscopic methods have confirmed the ‘very rapid’ is the
Mo(V)-product bound species

10,88,102

whereas the ‘rapid’ type signal has been

suggested to arise from the complex of unreacted substrate with a partially
reduced enzyme that possesses a Mo(V) center 103 (Scheme 2.5).

Scheme 2.6
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Figure 2.31: EPR spectra showing the presence and absence of the 2Fe-2S
clusters and FADH• obtained upon exposure to oxygen at different times. The
INITIAL spectra (7 minutes incubation) contain all spin states for the three
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cofactors whereas the FINAL spectra (further 5 minutes incubation) contain only
the molybdenum cofactor after further oxygenation of the sample.

However, computational and EPR spectroscopic studies from this work also
support an “inhibited” species that is a Mo(V)-product bound species, and
spectral observations have enabled us to propose new scheme 2.6 for the
reaction of xanthine oxidase with excess aldehyde substrate generating the
“inhibited” species. In the proposed catalytic scheme 2.6, “inhibited” is formed
when the enzyme is operating by shuttling six electrons, 2 in fully reduced 2Fe2S clusters, 2 in fully reduced FAD and 2 in a Mo(VI) substrate complex in the
presence of oxygen as an electron acceptor. However, an electron becomes
transferred from a Mo(IV)-product bound species to a nearby oxidized 2Fe-2S
cluster while the other 2Fe-2S cluster and an FAD remain almost fully reduced.
These processes slow down product release (Scheme 2.6) and thus provide an
opportunity for the formation the “inhibited” species. The EPR spectrum collected
after the initial aerobic incubation is composed of a mixture of the spin states
from molybdenum center (“inhibited” signal and sometimes a trace of ‘rapid’ type
I), FADH• and the 2Fe-2S clusters. However, the FADH• and the 2Fe-2S cluster
signals disappear after further oxygenation of the sample and the “inhibited”
signal appears and gains intensity as more oxygen is bubbled into the sample
(Figures 2.31). We could not obtain, however, any trace of the “inhibited” signal
at stoichiometric conditions of enzyme and substrate suggesting that all
substrates are converted to products resulting to no inhibition under these
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conditions. This suggests that substrate inhibition giving the “inhibited” signal
occurs only under those circumstances when the enzyme is over-reduced
leading to slow release of the product and thus supports the proposed scheme
2.6. These findings agree well with the observations of Morpeth F.F, 1983

71

on

substrate inhibition seen at high substrate concentration which cause the enzyme
to operate less effectively.

Scheme 2.7
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Scheme 2.8

On the basis of the “inhibited” derived structure, we have also proposed two new
possible mechanisms (Schemes 2.7 and 2.8) for the generation of the “inhibited”
species which are directly related to the proposed catalytic mechanisms for the
reductive half reaction of xanthine oxidase depicted on schemes 2.2 and 2.3 for
the hydride and proton transfer respectively. These mechanisms account for the
existence of two forms, aldehyde functional group (scheme 2.2) and the gem-diol
(scheme 2.3) obtained when an aldehyde is dissolved in water/buffer.
Formaldehyde exists almost exclusively (99.9%) as a gem-diol in water whereas

102
58 % of acetaldehyde is a gem-diol

104

. Both mechanisms can be related to the

proposed catalytic mechanism for the reductive half reaction of xanthine oxidase.
They both involve a reaction in which the initial molybdenum bound water
molecule is converted into OH- by proton transfer to Glu 1261/730 near the
molybdenum active site. The second step is a nucleophilic attack on the
substrate-aldehydic carbon by metal-coordinated OH- and a hydride/proton
transfer from the substrate to the metal sulfido giving the Mo(IV)-product bound
species.

Figure 2.32: 1.09Å crystal structure of n-butylisocyanide “inhibited” CODH. The
molybdenum center is at the oxidation state of (IV). Notice, both XO (schemes
2.7 and 2.8) and CODH “inhibited” form Mo-S-C and Mo-O-C bonds, however,
substrate C in XO “inhibited” complex is tetrahedral whereas in CODH is a
trigonal planar.
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Thermodynamic properties from quantum mechanical calculations indicated that
the formation of the “inhibited” derived structure is uphill. Attempts to include the
participation of amino acid residues (Glu 1261 and 802), which are in the vicinity
of the active site, proved difficult due to the electrostatic repulsion between
oxygen atoms. These repulsive forces can be overcome by QM-MM methods,
which have become popular alternatives for the study of enzymatic reactions at
an affordable computational cost and reasonable accuracy. Recently, QM-MM
calculations have provided theoretical mechanistic insights on xanthine oxidase
and aldehyde oxidase catalytic mechanisms by including the effects of protein or
solvent environments. These methods have accounted for the participation of the
glutamates 1261 and 802 for xanthine oxidase and glutamate 869 for aldehyde
oxidase and have provided a theoretical support to the proposed catalytic
mechanisms of xanthine and aldehyde oxidase

104,106

. Thus, we suggest that

these protein or solvent effects from the bulky of the protein structure also play
some role during this inhibitory reaction and favor stabilization of the “inhibited”
derived structure. Thus, a QM-MM study is worth doing in the future in order to
delineate between the proposed mechanisms. There is crystal structure evidence
for the formation of Mo-S-C and Mo-O-C bonds in CO dehydrogenase (which is
also a member of xanthine oxidase family) upon reaction with the inhibitor nbutylisocyanide 64 (Figure 2.32).
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2.6.4 Relationship

between

“Inhibited”

and

the

Calculated

Transition State in the Proposed XO Catalytic Mechanism
XO “inhibited” possesses structural features that are common to the putative
tetrahedral intermediate calculated for aldehydes (IM in Scheme 2.9) and other
heterocyclic aromatic substrates, which include pterine and purine substrates
along the reaction coordinate (Schemes 2.2 and 2.3).

These include the

presence of Mo-S-R(H) ligation in place of a terminal sulfido (Mo=S), an Mo-O-R
linkage, and a tetrahedral carbon center that derives from the substrate. Linear
transit calculations with formaldehyde as a substrate indicate an electronic
structural similarity between formaldehyde “inhibited” and active site structures
that evolve along the IM→P reaction coordinate, particularly those evolving
between TS→P (Scheme 2.9 and Figure 2.33). Along this reaction coordinate
(Scheme 2.9), the Mo atom is reduced formally from oxidation state VI to IV,
while the formaldehyde substrate is oxidized. Thus, XO “inhibited” can be thought
to represent a paramagnetic analogue of enzyme structures found between the
TS and P (Figure 2.33). The calculated IM→TS activation energy, ∆E, is found
to be 14.77 kcal/mol. The IM→P reaction profile is represented as a function of
formaldehyde C-H distance in Figure 2.33. The transition state TS was verified
by the observation of a single large negative eigenvalue, -1062.5 cm-1 in the
frequency calculation which corresponded to the C-H stretching mode. Similar
results were obtained with acetaldehyde as a substrate. This gave an eigenvalue
of -572 cm-1 in the frequency calculation and IM→TS activation energy, ∆E of
12.6 kcal/mol 107.
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Scheme 2.9

Mulliken atomic charges. The characterization of the charge flow along the
reaction coordinate for the reduction of Mo center (from IM→TS→P) and
oxidation of formaldehyde is presented in Figure 2.34. The Mo center becomes
less positive as the reaction proceeds from IM to TS and eventually to P
indicating a reduction to a Mo(IV) center. This reduction is concomitant with the
migration of H from C to the sulfido (S). However, the hydrogen (H) becomes
more negative and reaches climax at the TS. At this point (TS), the sulfido (S) is
most positive indicating strong attraction between S and H centers and becomes
negative as the reaction proceeds to the P state indicating charge neutralization

106
leading to the formation of the S-H bond. On the other hand, the C becomes
more positive as the reaction proceeds to the P state. The “inhibited” carries also
a positive charge at the carbon center comparable to that observed in geometric
structures found between the transition state and the product.

Figure 2.33: The reaction profile for formaldehyde substrate as a function of C-H
bond distance.
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Figure 2.34: Mulliken charge distributions along formaldehyde pathway at the
IM, TS and P.

2.7

Conclusion

These investigations provide considerable new information on the nature of the
inhibitory reaction between aldehydes and the molybdenum center of xanthine
oxidase (XO) and xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH). The derived structure (Figure
2.5 (i)) represents a transition state analogue proposed in schemes 2.2 and 2.3
by which an oxidized substrate is bound at the active site. This has allowed for
an evaluation of the proposal that metal activated water undergoes nucleophilic
attack at a substrate carbon to yield a tetrahedral transition state that breaks
down by formal hydride transfer to the terminal sulfido ligand (Schemes 2.2 and
2.3). This work also provides new interpretations of the observed spin
Hamiltonian parameters of the “inhibited” signal giving species particularly the
magnitudes and orientations of

95,97

Mo and the

13

C hyperfine parameters. In
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addition to the magnitudes of the principal components of g- and A- tensors, the
work also provides their orientations relative to each other, and relative to the
molecular frame. The orientation of A- and particularly g-tensors with respect to
the molecular frame, or the experimentally relative orientations of g- and Atensors appears to be very sensitive probes of the local symmetry and
coordination of the “inhibited” species. This detailed analysis of spin Hamiltonian
parameters for the “inhibited” signal giving species has enabled its structural
derivation which has been under debate for about three decades. The work has
also proposed new mechanistic insights derived on the basis of the observed
EPR spectral features and altogether have given deeper understanding of the
reductive and oxidative half reactions mechanisms for XO/XDH. The proposed
mechanisms for the generation of the “inhibited” structure opens also a new room
for future theoretical investigations and analysis to further understand the
reaction coordinate of xanthine oxidase family.
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Chapter 3
Ground and Excited State Spectroscopy of LuxS
3.1

Introduction
3.1.1 S-Ribosylhomocysteinase (LuxS)

S-Ribosylhomocysteinase (LuxS) is a homodimeric enzyme with a fold that
incorporates two identical tetrahedral metal-binding sites that are formed at the
dimer interface, Figure 3.1. LuxS has been isolated and crystallized from diverse
bacterial species including Bacillus subtilis, Helicobacter pylori, Haemophilus
influenzae, Deinococcus radiodurans that show very similar overall structure and
a totally conserved active site 108-110.

Figure 3.1: A stereo representation of the luxS dimmer showing the two active
sites with Fe2+ coordinated to His-54, His-57, Cys-126 and a H2O/OH- in Bacillus
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subtilis luxS. On the right hand side is a stereo representation of the van der
Waals surface of the luxS dimmer showing the substrate channel. The protein
was downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB) 1J6X.

This metalloenzyme is encoded by luxS gene in Bacillus subtilis. Early studies
showed Zn2+ as the active central metal, but the Zn2+ form only possesses ~10%
of the activity of the native enzyme

108-110

. Recently it has been shown that an

Fe2+ ion is present at the active site and is coordinated by two histidines (His-54,
His-58), Cys-126 and either a hydroxide or water molecule in Bacillus subtilis
LuxS

109,111

Interestingly, substitution of Co2+ for Fe2+ preserves full catalytic

activity and is considerably more stable with respect to oxidation to the +3 state
in air. LuxS catalyzes

the cleavage of

the thioether linkage of

S-

ribosylhomocysteine (SRH) to produce L-homocysteine and 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3pentanedione (DHPD), a key step in the biosynthetic pathway of the type II
autoinducer (AI-2) utilized by both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria for
interspecies communication (quorum sensing) 111,112.

Quorum sensing can be defined as cell-to-cell communication by which bacteria
control their gene expression in response to cell density 113-115. It is a wide spread
system of intercellular communication among bacteria achieved through
synthesis,

release

and

detection of

autoinducers (AIs) in their environment

small

signaling molecules,

called

116-119

. However, by monitoring the local

density of cells of the same (intra-species, type-1 autoinducers, AI-1) or different

111
(inter-species; type-2 autoinducers, AI-2) species, bacteria can respond by
altering gene expression and, ultimately, their behavior to best exploit their new
120,121

. This results in the formation of complex biofilm communities

environment

that can be very resistant to antibiotics 122. The formation of bacterial biofilms and
bacterial virulence pose significant medical and agricultural threats that make
quorum sensing critically important

123-127

. It is theorized that a pathogen is

prevented by quorum sensing from prematurely alerting the host’s immune
system at low numbers and only turns virulent when present in numbers large
enough to overwhelm the host’s immune response

128,129

. Biofilm development

depends on quorum sensing pathways and inhibition of biofilm formation would
make pathogens more sensitive to conventional antibiotics

122,130

. For example,

Pseudomonas aeruginosa forms multicellular aggregates (biofilms) that are
highly resistant to most antibiotics and can be life threatening to cystic fibrosis
patients
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. Also, crop pests such as

Erwinia carotovora, Ralstonia

solanacearum, and Agrobacterium tumefaciens require an intact quorum sensing
pathway for pathogenicity

108,130

. The luxS gene is present and highly conserved

in a wide variety of bacterial species including significant human pathogens such
as Haemophilus influenzae, Helicobacter pylori, Staphylococcus aureus and
Streptococcus pneumoniae and thus makes quorum sensing pathways attractive
targets for the inhibition and development of novel antibacterial agents

131-134

.

This background formed the basis for detailed spectroscopic and computational
investigations carried out on the luxS active site. Its electronic structure and the
effects of the secondary coordination sphere on catalysis have been explored in
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depth. This work reports novel electronic structure studies of the wild type luxS
active site and two mutants (C84A and C84D) using electronic absorption,
magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), variable temperature variable field magnetic
circular dichroism (VTVH-MCD) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectroscopies. It also reports qualitative comparisons of luxS with small
molecule Co(II) analogues using the same spectroscopic methods in order to
address the correlations between the electronic and geometric structures of the
luxS enzyme and mutants.

The complexes (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS

were synthesized (Prof. David Goldberg, Johns Hopkins University) as models
for Co(II)His2CysL metalloproteins.

Spectroscopic studies have shown that

these models are remarkably similar to wt luxS, and C84A and C84D mutants,.
The amino acid residue, cysteine 84 in the secondary coordination sphere has
been proposed to play a role in abstracting a proton from the incoming substrate
during catalysis.

Our experimental results are strongly supported by

computational work that indicates C84 plays a major role in the maintenance of
the luxS catalytic geometry. Mutation of C84 to either alanine (C84A) or aspartic
acid (C84D) resulted in active site geometries with different spectroscopic
properties. Activity analysis of these two mutants indicated that C84A is
completely inactive whereas C84D possesses a greater than 220 fold reduction
in catalytic efficiency

111

. These significant electronic changes of the active site

observed upon C84 mutation are a confirmation of the conserved catalytic
geometry of the wild type luxS.

113
3.6.2 The Proposed Catalytic Mechanism of LuxS.
The active site possesses an Fe2+ ion coordinated with either water or a
hydroxide ligand which is displaced by the substrate in the initial step of catalysis
110-112,132,135,136

. Other than the metal ligands, the active site also contains highly

conserved residues, Ser-6, His-11, Arg-39, Glu-57 and Cys-84. However,
mutation of Glu-57 and Cys-84 resulted in significant reduction of catalytic
efficiency with the C84A mutation completely inactivating the enzyme and E57A
possessing only a trace amount of activity 111.

Figure 3.2: A magnified stereo representation of the of the van der Waals
surface of the luxS dimmer showing the substrate channel with Fe2+ at the active
site coordinated to His-54, His-57, Cys-126 and a H2O/OH- in Bacillus subtilis
luxS. The position of Cys-84 is also shown (4.86 Å from Fe2+ metal center). On
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the right hand side is the opposite end of the channel. The protein structure was
downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB) 1J6X

Both C84 and E57 have been proposed to participate in the luxS catalytic
mechanism as general acids/bases

136

. However, Ser-6 and His-11 are involved

in substrate/intermediate binding through hydrogen bonding interactions,
whereas Arg-39 has been proposed to stabilize the thiolate anion in Cys-84

137

135

.

Figure 3.2 shows the substrate channel containing the active site (Fe2+
coordinated to His-54, His-58, Cys-126 and a hydroxide/water molecule in
Bacillus subtilis luxS) and the positions of amino acid residues Arg-39 and Glu-57
are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: A magnified stereo representation of the of the van der Waals
surface of the luxS dimmer showing the substrate channel with Fe2+ at the active
site coordinated to His-54, His-57, Cys-126 and a H2O/OH- in Bacillus subtilis
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luxS. The positions of Arg-39 and Glu-57 are shown. Arg-39 is located at 4.04 Å
from Cys-84 and Glu-57 is located at 4.67 from Fe2+ metal center.

Scheme 3.1

The LuxS proposed catalytic mechanism is a metal-catalyzed aldose-ketose
isomerization reaction involving two consecutive carbonyl migrations followed by
a β-elimination of the thioether linkage at C5 (Scheme 3.1)

135

. The substrate, S-

ribosylhomocysteine (SRH), exists predominantly in its hemiacetal form;
however, it was proposed that binding to the LuxS active site would open the
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ribose ring so that the carbonyl oxygen of the aldehyde binds to the metal ion,
displacing a water/hydroxide molecule bound at the active site 132.
A general base, likely Cys-84 in BsLuxS, is proposed to abstract a proton from
the C2 position generating a cis-enediolate intermediate 2. This step is followed
by the ligand exchange from the C1 to C2-OH group, presumably assisted by a
second base/acid that is proposed to be Glu-57 via a five membered ring
transition state, giving enediolate 3. Reprotonation at C1 by Cys-84 followed by
enol-keto tautomerism generate a 2-keto intermediate 4. A repetition of this
isomerization reaction results into the migration of the carbonyl group to the C3
position to give a 3-keto intermediate 7. Step 7 is followed by β-elimination at C5,
and is probably catalyzed by Glu-57 releasing homocysteine (Hcys) and the enol
form of 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DHPD) 9 which tautomerizes to the keto
form. However, this mechanism is supported by substantial experimental
evidence, including the experimental observation of ketones 4 and 7 by
broadband-decoupled

13

C NMR spectroscopy

112

, direct coordination of the 2-

keto oxygen of intermediate 4 to the metal ion is observed by x-ray
crystallography

from co-crystallization of the inactive C84A mutant of Co2+-

substituted Bacillus subtilis LuxS with the 2-ketone intermediate 137, and confirms
of the proposed stereochemical course of the proton transfer reactions 136.
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3.7

Statement of the Research Problem

LuxS plays a key role in quorum sensing making its investigation an attractive
target for inhibition and the development of novel antibacterial agents. It is also
an intriguing enzyme mechanistically because it catalyzes the non-redox
cleavage of a stable thioether bond, a difficult reaction from chemist’s
perspective.

However, the electronic structure of the LuxS active site is

unknown. It is not known whether the substrate displaces a hydroxide or water
bound molecule at the active site in the proposed catalytic mechanism. It is also
not known whether C84 in the secondary coordination sphere is important for
maintaining the catalytic geometry of LuxS active site. Therefore detailed
spectroscopic investigations coupled with bonding calculations will help explain
the nature of the electronic transitions for this tetrahedrally coordinated
metalloenzyme and account for the existence of either the hydroxide or water
bound molecule at the active site. These studies will also explain observed
differences in catalytic efficiency of mutant and wild type enzyme as probably
being due to geometrical distortions of the active site caused by mutation of the
amino acid residue cysteine 84.

3.3

Hypotheses

The substrate displaces metal bound water and not a hydroxide in wt-LuxS.
Secondly, mutation of C84 induces geometric changes at the active site of LuxS
that reduces its catalytic efficiency.
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3.4

Materials and Methods

Protein samples. Purified wt-luxS samples and mutants (C84A and C84D) were
obtained from our collaborator Dehua Pei from The Ohio State University.

UV-vis Spectra. UV-vis luxS samples were prepared in 23% w/v polyethylene
glycol 8000 (2.3 g PEG/10ml HEPES buffer) and the HEPES buffer was ensured
to be a Cl- free to avoid binding of Cl- to the metal center which would in turn
interfere with the native spectrum. Higher concentrations of PEG 8000 in UV-vis
experiments scattered light. The final concentration of the luxS protein in the UVvis sample cell was about 5 µM in 20 mM HEPES buffer admixed in PEG 8000
(23% w/v PEG 8000), pH 8. The spectra were recorded using a U-3501 double
beam spectrophotometer at room temperature.

MCD experiments. An optically transparent glass is required for low temperature
MCD measurements. This was achieved by preparing the protein samples in
140% w/v polyethylene glycol 8000 (14g PEG/10ml HEPES buffer). The sample
was always prepared in a Cl- free buffer to avoid binding to the metal center that
would produce interference with the native spectrum. The final concentration of
the luxS protein in the MCD sample cell ranged from 15 to 25 µM in 20 mM
HEPES buffer, pH 8. Low temperature MCD spectra were measured in an
applied magnetic field of 7 T using a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter that is
interfaced to a computer and an Oxford Instruments Spectromagnet 4000-7 splitcoil superconducting magnet system.
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EPR spectroscopy. EPR spectra of the frozen samples were recorded on a
Bruker model EMX spectrometer operating at X-band (~9.4 GHz). A microwave
power of 20 dB was used for all the luxS experiments and spectra were collected
at 4K, 8K and 20K for high spin Co2+ (S = 3/2) using a liquid helium flow cryostat.
Computer simulations were done using xsophe software program.

Computational Methods. Geometry optimizations for the luxS computational
models were carried out at the B3LYP level of DFT in spin-unrestricted mode
using the Gaussian 03, version B.03 software package. Ammonia ligands were
used to approximate the coordination environment of the two histidines and
methyl thiolate to approximate the coordination environment of a cysteine at the
enzyme’s tetrahedral Co2+ metal site and with the fourth ligand as either water or
hydroxide. Calculations were carried out using the 6-31G* basis set with p and d
polarization functions. Angular overlap method (AOM) calculations were made
using AOMX (a FORTRAN program developed by Hoggard for d3 transition metal
ions and extended to dn systems by Adamsky

6,138

). The input file contained luxS

Cartesian coordinates of the crystal structure downloaded from PDB 1IE0.
However, during fitting, the Cartesian coordinates remained fixed and the
program was set up to calculate the best fit to the observed d-d transition
energies by varying B (Racah parameter), ξ (spin-orbit coupling constant), eσ
and eπ.
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3.5

Results and Analysis
3.5.1 Ligand Field Transitions in Tetrahedral Co(II) – d7

The free ion energy terms for Co2+ (d7)-tetrahedral are 4F, 4P, 2H, 2G, 2F, (2)2D,
2

P. However, as predicted by Hund’s rule, the 4F term is the ground state of the

Co2+ ion with the quartet term (4P) occurring at higher energy and separated by
15B. B is a Racah parameter, which is a measure of electron-electron repulsion
between terms of the same multiplicity. B has been determined for the free Co2+
ion to be 970 cm-1. When the ligand field is introduced as a perturbation on the
system due to the tetrahedral ligand field, the symmetry is lowered from spherical
(R3) to tetrahedral (Td) and splits the 4F term into three new terms, 4A2, 4T2, and
4

T1 whereby the 4A2 term becomes the ground state. The energy differences

between the 4A2, 4T2, and 4T1 (F) terms depend on the strength of the ligand field.
The 4P term does not split but becomes another 4T1 term often denoted as 4T1
(P). However, three spin allowed ligand field transitions from the ground state,
4

A2 (F) to the three excited states, 4T2 (F), 4T1 (F) and 4T1 (P) are expected for a

Co2+ ion possessing a tetrahedral geometry. These are 4A2 (F) → 4T2 (F), 4A2 (F)
→ 4T1 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) which occur in the infra-red (3,000 – 5,000 cm-1),
near infra-red (6,000 – 12,000 cm-1) and visible regions (13,900 – 20,000 cm-1)
respectively. The 4T1 (F) and 4T1 (P) energy states interact by symmetry and
they are mixed by the following 2 X 2 matrix elements:
4
4

T1 ( F )

T1 ( F ) 2∆ + 3B − E

4

T1 ( P)

6B

4

T1 ( P)
6B

∆ + 12 B − E
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Figure 3.4: Simplified Tanabe sugano diagram showing the energy differences
between terms of the three spin allowed ligand field transitions occurring in
tetrahedral d7 Co2+ complex.

Solving the quadratic equation: (2∆2 + 27B∆) - E(3∆ + 15B) + E2 = 0 resulting
from the matrix above in E and worked out for E/B gives two linear equations (i)
and (ii) corresponding to 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) transitions.
Thus equation (iii) corresponds to the 4A2 (F) → 4T2 (F) transition; the ligand field
parameter (∆), and B is the Racah parameter which is the measure of the
repulsion between terms of the same multiplicity. Figure 3.4 depicts these three
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spin allowed electronic transitions in a simplified Tanabe Sugano diagram which
plots the transitional energies (E), including inter-electronic repulsions (B) as a
function of the strength of the ligand field (∆).

E2/B = 1/2{15 + 3(∆/B) - √(225 – 18(∆/B) + (∆/B)2)}………………….(i)
E3/B = 1/2{15 + 3(∆/B) + √(225 – 18(∆/B) + (∆/B)2)}………………...(ii)
E1/B = ∆/B…………………………………...………………………….. (iii)

A series of spin forbidden transitions may also appear due to electronic
transitions to the excited states derived from the 2H, 2G, 2F, (2)2D or 2P terms and
these would make band assignments very difficult. The lowest energy
configuration (the ground state term, 4A2) of tetrahedral Co2+ has four electrons in
the degenerate e orbitals (π + σ orbitals) which are paired and three unpaired
electrons in the t2 degenerate orbitals (σ + π orbitals) (Figure 3.5). However, its
spin state, S = 3/2 which has ms = ± ½, ±3/2 degenerate spin microstates in
tetrahedral symmetry is subject to zero field splitting. This is the removal of spin
microstate degeneracy of the ground state in the absence of magnetic field as a
consequence of a distortion from tetrahedral symmetry (Td) to lower symmetry
geometries such as C3v, or C2v, and spin orbit coupling which mixes the excited
states into the ground state.
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Figure 3.5: Splitting diagram for tetrahedral Co2+ complex – ground state
configuration.

However, the ground state

4

A2 is non degenerate and their are low lying

degenerate excited states, 4T2 (F) and 4T1 (F). This ground state can not be split
by in state spin orbit coupling but is subject to splitting by out of state spin orbit
coupling and low-symmetry ligand field distortions.

Both excited states have

orbital angular momentum and are split by in state spin orbit coupling producing
twelve wavefunctions (Figure 3.6). However, the out of state orbit coupling
interaction that mixes them into the ground state must transform as A2 x T2 = T1
or A2 x T1 = T2. Since the spin orbit coupling operator (this operator transforms as
the rotations (Rx. Ry, Rz) in the character Table 3.1) transforms as T1, then the
spin orbit coupling mixes 4T2 into the ground state 4A2 (A2 x T1 = T2). Ligand field
distortions will break the excited states degeneracy of 4T2 (into 4E and 4A1 in C3v
and 4B2, 4B1 and 4A1 in C2v symmetry) and of 4T1, (into 4E and 4A2 in C3v and 4B2,
4

B1 and 4A2 in C2v symmetry). Low symmetry distortions coupled with out of state

spin orbit coupling partially removes the spin degereracy in the 4A2 ground state.
Consequently, the ms microstate degeneracy of the ground term is removed and
results in a zero field splitting (the energy difference between the two Kramers
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doublets, |S, ms> = |3/2, ±1/2> and |3/2, ±3/2> depicted in Figure 3.6) of the
ground state. The order of spin orbit coupling and distortion is immaterial and
produces the same resultant effect. However Figure 3.6 illustrates this effect in
the order of low-symmetry distortion followed by spin orbit coupling and then the
Zeeman effect (magnetic field application). The energetics of the lower symmetry
excited states terms in C3v and C2v point groups were not considered in this
illustration. It also shows the terms that result from Td symmetry upon distortion
to lower symmetry geometries and the multiplets which result from Td symmetry
terms upon spin orbit coupling of the excited states. However, the diagram does
not correlate the energetics of the two effects.

Table 3.1: Character table for tetrahedral symmetry (Td)
Td

E

8C3

3C2

6S4

6σd

A1

1

1

1

1

1

A2

1

1

1

-1

-1

E

2

-1

2

0

0

(2z2 - x2 - y2, x2 –
y2)

T1

3

0

-1

1

-1

(Rx, Ry, Rz)

T2

3

0

-1

-1

1

(x, y, z)

(xy, xz, yz)
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Figure 3.6: Splitting of the Td terms with both distortions (C2v, C3v) and spin orbit
coupling (SOC) followed by splitting of each multiplet due to magnetic field (H) for
Co2+, d7. The higher excited states, 4T1 (F) and 4T1 (P) also split in the same way
as 4T2 (F) upon application of the magnetic field (H) though not shown. The
splitting of the ground state term due to both low symmetry and spin orbit
coupling (SOC) results into zero field splitting zfs which can be probed by EPR
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spectroscopy and VTVH-MCD. Transitions to higher excited states 4T2 (F), 4T1
(F) and 4T1 (P) can be probed by electronic absorption (EA) and magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD).

Figure 3.6 illustrates these two distortions from Td symmetry. However, if the
tetrahedral active site of luxS (Co2+) is distorted to C3v symmetry, transitions to
4

A2 and 4E are expected which will appear as a C term and pseudo A term in the

MCD spectra particularly for the near infra-red transitions (4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) )
which have very little or no mixing with the spin forbidden doublet transitions. On
the other hand, a distortion to C2v symmetry will show transitions to 4B2, 4B1 and
4

A2 excited states which will all appear as C terms in the MCD spectra. The near

infra-red region is more sensitive to the geometric distortion than the visible
region due to a greatly reduced mixing with spin forbidden doublet transitions. If
departures from Td symmetry are severe, then the interpretation of the spectra on
the basis of a simple perturbation of the Td geometry becomes complicated.
However, distortions in luxS suggesting a C3v distortion splitting T states into 4E
and 4A2 terms were observed in the near infra-red region (4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F)) for
both wild type and mutant enzyme forms.

3.5.2 Observed Ligand Field Transitions in LuxS, C84A and C84D
Both the absorption and MCD spectra for the wild-type luxS and the two mutants
(C84A and C84D) (Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9) revealed absorption bands in the
near infra red and visible regions derived from 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F), 4A2 (F) → 4T1
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(P) ligand field transitions (ϵ ≈ 300 M-1cm-1). Transitions associated with 4A2 (F)
→

4

T2 (F) which occur in the infra-red region were not observed due to

instrumental limitations.

The 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) transitions for wt-luxS were

observed at 7,950 and 10,451 cm-1 (Figure 3.7). The transition at 7,950 cm-1
appeared as a pseuso A term in the MCD (with a positive C term at 7404 cm-1
and a negative C term at 8404 cm-1) whereas the transition at 10,451 cm-1
appeared as a negative C term in the MCD (Figure 3.7). These same transitions
for the mutants were observed at 7,836 (positive C term at 7351 cm-1 and a
negative C term at 8241 cm-1) and 10,451 cm-1 for C84A (Figure 3.8), whereas
for C84D the bands occurred at 8,010 (positive C term at 7366 cm-1 and negative
C term at 8487 cm-1) and 10,436 cm-1 (Figure 3.9). However, the splitting pattern
in the wild type and mutants in the near infra-red region suggests a distortion
from the tetrahedral (Td) symmetry to either C2v (4A1 + 4B1 + 4B2) or C3v symmetry
whereby the 4T1 (F) state is proposed to split axially by the low symmetry
distortion into an E and an A state. No appreciable differences in transition
energies were observed in the NIR region among wt-luxS, C84A and C84D
indicating only small perturbation of the ligand field. The 4T1 (P) state showed a
more complex splitting pattern for the wt and mutants which we attribute it to low
symmetry distortions, spin-orbit coupling, and the presence of charge transfer
transitions. Computational probes of low energy charge transfer transitions were
made using DFT (section 3.5.5.1) methods and an angular overlap model
(AOMX) (section 3.5.5.2) enabled the assignment of the ligand field transitions
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for wt-luxS and mutants. The 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) transitions for the wt-luxS were
observed at 15,386, 16,105 and 17,500 cm-1 (Figure 3.7).

Table 3.2: Energy states and observed transitions for wt, C84A and C84D
Energy State

WT LuxS

LuxS C84A

LuxS C84D

4

A2 → 4T2(F)

Not observed

Not observed

Not observed

4

A2 → 4T1(F)

7,950 cm-1

7,836 cm-1

8,010 cm-1

10,451 cm-1

10,451 cm-1

10,436 cm-1

15,386 cm-1

15,391 cm-1

15,228 cm-1

16,105 cm-1

16,147 cm-1

16,122 cm-1

17,500 cm-1

17,600 cm-1

17,246 cm-1

4

A2 → 4T1(P)

Figure 3.7: MCD and electronic absorption (EA) spectra overlays for wt-luxS

All these bands appeared as temperature dependent negative C terms in the
MCD. In C84A, these transitions were observed at 15,391, 16,147 and 17,600
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cm-1 (Figure 3.8) whereas in C84D they were observed at 15,228, 16,122 and
17,246 cm-1 (Figure 3.9). Table 3.2 summarizes the energy states and their
corresponding observed transitions for wild type and mutant enzyme forms.
However, the splitting pattern in the 4T1 (P) state suggests the presence of C2v
symmetry where all the three terms, 4A1, 4B1 and 4B2 appear as negative C terms
in the MCD spectra.

Figure 3.8: MCD and electronic absorption (EA) spectra overlays for luxS-C84A

Since the 4T1(P) state is a very sensitive probe of Co2+ ligand field, this same
splitting can be implicated in the NIR giving 4A1, 4B1 and 4B2 components where
one of these terms is positive C term (lowest in energy) and the other two terms
are negative C terms.
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Figure 3.9: MCD and electronic absorption (EA) spectra overlays for luxS-C84D

The high-energy region is comprised of bands that arise from charge-transfer
(CT) transitions. These bands, while intense in the electronic absorption
spectrum, carry considerably less MCD intensity than the ligand-field transitions.
These have been assigned as S → Co charge transfer transitions. For wt-luxS,
these CT bands were observed at 19,866 and 28,641 cm-1 whereas in C84A at
19,169 and 29,164 cm-1 while in C84D at 19,517 and 28,758 cm-1 (Figures 3.7,
3.8 and 3.9).
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3.5.3 Determination of Spin Hamiltonian and the Zero Field Splitting
Parameters Using VTVH-MCD
The EPR spectrum of wt-luxS appears as if it were a mixture of the C84A and
C84D

spectra (Figure 3.13).

Therefore, VTVH MCD data have only been

collected for the C84A and C84D mutants. The VT-MCD spectra for wt, C84A
and C84D luxS were collected at 5K, 10K and 20K and showed that all MCD
bands are temperature dependent C terms (Figure 3.10). The VTVH-MCD
magnetization curves for C84A and C84D were collected at three selected
wavelengths as indicated in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
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Figure 3.10: VT-MCD for wt-luxS, C84A and C84D collected at 5, 10 and 20K.
The MCD intensities for all bands increase with decreasing temperature, which is
a characteristic of C-term behavior.

The MCD signal intensity at a selected wavelength was measured at four
different temperatures (≈ 1.8, 3, 5, and 10 K) as a function of magnetic field
between (0 - 7 T). The resulting sets of magnetization curves for C84A and
C84D are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively.

The NIR 1364 nm

VTVH-MCD data set for C84A showed almost no nesting (Figure 3.6) whereas
the other two magnetization data sets in the ultraviolet-visible region, at 357 and
650 nm showed larger nesting indicating mixing of the ±3/2 ground spin state
with the ±1/2 excited spin state. In contrast, the corresponding VTVH-MCD data
set for the NIR band at 1354 nm in C84D showed nesting, and this suggests
differences in zfs values between C84A and C84D. The remaining two data sets
for C84D in the visible region at 580 and 638 nm showed nesting similar to those
observed for C84A (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.11: MCD magnetization curves of the luxS-C84A mutant at 357, 650
and 1364 nm. Spectral simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.300, gy = 2.300,
gz = 1.800, S = 1.5, D = -10 cm-1, E/D = 0.095 cm-1; polarizations are: xy = 1.000,
xz = yz = 0.900 at 430 nm, xy = 1.000, xz = 0.000, yz = 0.400 at 1364 nm, and xy
= 0.600, xz = 0.700, yz = 1.000 at 357 nm.
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Figure 3.12: MCD magnetization curves of the luxS-C84D mutant at 580, 638
and 1354 nm. Spectral simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.180, gy = 2.180,
gz = 2.115, S = 1.5, D = 8 cm-1, E/D = 0.045 cm-1; polarizations are: xy = xz =
0.000, yz = 1.000 at 638 nm, xy = 1.000, xz = 0.900, yz = 0.000 at 1354 nm, and
xy = xz = 1.000, yz = 1.000 at 580 nm.

The VTVH-MCD spectral simulation yielded the following spin Hamiltonian
parameters for luxS-C84A: D = -10 cm-1, E/D = 0.095 cm-1, gx = 2.300, gy =
2.300 and gz = 1.800 whereas luxS-C84D gave D = 8 cm-1, E/D = 0.045 cm-1, gx
= 2.180, gy = 2.180 and gz = 2.115. These same parameters were used for the
simulation of their corresponding EPR spectra.
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3.5.4 Determination of Spin Hamiltonian by EPR Spectroscopy
The EPR spectra of wt-luxS, C84A, and C84D were collected as frozen solutions
in 50 mM Hepes buffer, pH 8 at 4, 8 and 20K using a 9.416 GHz X-band
frequency. However, the maximum signal intensity is observed at 4K and above
20K the signal becomes reduced and eventually disappears indicating relaxation
processes are operative.

Figure 3.13: EPR spectral overlays for the wt, C84A and C84D-luxS at 4K and
20 dB.

The EPR spectral overlay of the wt, C84A and C84D enzyme forms indicated
that wt enzyme appears as a mixture of C84A and C84D type spectra (Figure
3.13). Spectral simulation revealed that luxS-C84A is characterized by three
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resonances with g-values gx = 2.300, gy = 2.300 and gz = 1.800 with E/D of 0.095
whereas C84D gave g-values; gx = 2.180, gy = 2.180 and gz = 2.115 with E/D of
0.045 and completely resolved hyperfine coupling (51 x 10-4 cm-1) at gz for
59

Co2+, I = 7/2. The EPR spectra of C84A and C84D indicate an approximate

axial symmetry for the cobalt ion at the active site.

Figure 3.14: Temperature dependent EPR spectral data (
(

) and simulations

) overlays for C84A and C84D mutants collected and simulated at 4, 8 and

20K.

However, C84A (E/D = 0.095) shows evidence for a greater distortion from
tetrahedral symmetry than C84D (E/D = 0.045). Both variable temperature EPR
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and MCD-VTVH simulations strongly suggest the value of D for C84A as -10 cm-1
which implies that the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet is the ground state doublet
(lower in energy) whereas the ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet is the excited state
(higher in energy). The features observed in the low field region (1000 – 2000G)
of the C84A variable temperature EPR spectra at 4, 8 and 20K were reasonably
reproduced by computer simulations using the same set of spin Hamiltonian
parameters (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.15: Full width EPR spectral overlays for the wt, C84A and C84D-luxS at
4K and 20 dB. The derivative shaped signal at 12000G represents the absorption
for the paramagnetic oxygen. The insert represents the signal for the empty
cavity at 4K, which interferes with the sample signals (visible between 2000 and
4000G in sample spectra).
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The signal in the 3368G region possesses an interference from the empty cavity
(The insert in Figure 3.15). The ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet, visible in the
simulation at 3800G for 8 and 20K in Figure 3.13 is buried in the corresponding
region of the data which is too broad, between 3000 and 4500G. This signal is
parallel with the one at 1228G, which results from the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet
and is observed as a sharp peak seen clearly at 4K. The low temperature lines
originating from the ±3/2 Kramers doublet are visibly sharper (line widths up to
250G) than their high temperature counterparts originating from the ±1/2
Kramers doublet (line widths up to 1300G). On the other hand, the C84D EPR
spectra indicated a degree of active site heterogeneity by having C84A type
resonances as a minor component (extra broadness visible at 1000 – 1300 G in
C84D variable temperature EPR, Figure 3.14). Particularly, the broadness of the
C84D EPR data at 20K results from C84A high temperature transitions
originating from the ±1/2 Kramers doublet. However, The MCD-VTVH simulated
value of D for C84D is 8 cm-1 which implies that ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet is the
ground state (lower in energy) whereas the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet is the
excited state (higher in energy). All other visible features in the C84D EPR
spectra were nicely reproduced by computer simulations and the transitions
originate from ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet. These were less sensitive to
temperature variations compared to corresponding transitions in C84A. Figures
3.16 and 3.17 represents energy level diagrams for C84A and C84D generated
for the three canonical field orientations (X, Y and Z) using the same set of spin
Hamiltonian parameters in order to facilitate the interpretation of these results.
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C84A however, has temperature dependent features at 9900 and 11000G
originating from ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet which were not observed in the data
probably due to being obscured by a very intense transition arising from
paramagnetic oxygen which occurs at 12000G (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.16: Energy levels as a function of magnetic field for the three canonical
orientations of the field relative to the principal zfs axis calculated for C84A using
the same set of EPR spin Hamiltonian parameters. Observed EPR transitions are
marked with red bars. However, there are four transitions in H//X and H//Y, two
originating from ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet and two from ms = ±3/2 Kramers
doublet.
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Figure 3.17: Energy levels as a function of magnetic field for the three canonical
orientations of the field relative to the principal zfs axis calculated for C84D using
the same set of EPR spin Hamiltonian parameters. Observed EPR transitions are
marked with red bars. However, there are two transitions for H//X and H//Y both
originating from ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet and two transitions for H//Z, one
originating from ms = ±1/2 and the other from ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublets.

There are two transitions for H//Z. One originates from the ms = ±3/2 Kramers
doublet, and is more intense and sharper, and the other is from ms = ±1/2
Kramers doublet. Transitions in the H//X and H//Y directions are very sensitive to
E/D compared to transitions in the H//Z direction. Furthermore transitions within
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the ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet are more sensitive to temperature than transitions
in the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet. At 4K the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet
transitions are the most intense and the intensity is reduced as the temperature
is changed to 8 and to 20K due to populating the excited state, ms = ±1/2
Kramers doublet.

3.5.5 Theoretical Calculations of Electronic Structure of LuxS Active
Site.
3.5.5.1 Density Functional Theory on LuxS-C84A and LuxSC84D
The complex splitting pattern of the 4T1 (P) state for the wt and mutants has been
attributed as being due to a combination of low symmetry distortions, spin-orbit
coupling, and the presence of charge transfer (CT) transitions (Figure 3.18). An
angular overlap model was used to assign the ligand field transitions (section
3.5.5.2) and charge transfer transition were probed using spin unrestricted DFT
calculations and Time-Dependent DFT (TD-DFT) for wt-luxS, C84A and C84D.
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Figure 3.18: Electronic absorption spectra overlays for wt, C84A and C84D
showing the splitting of the 4T1(F) and 4T1 (P) states.

Previous pH dependent studies suggested that C84A possesses a hydroxide
ligand whereas C84D possesses a water bound to Co(II)
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. The geometries of

the computational complexes modeling the active sites of these two mutants are
displayed in Figure 3.19. Selected bond lengths and bond angles (angles and
bond lengths directly coordinated to Co(II)) were frozen to acquire B. subtillis
crystal structure geometry and partial optimization was performed on the
hydrogens and imidazole rings. Methyl substituted imidazole rings were chosen
as models for the two histidines and methyl thiolate was chosen to model the
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cysteine ligand. A hydroxide at the luxS-C84A and water at luxS-C84D active
sites round out the first coordination environment.

Figure 3.19: Selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles (degrees) for
computational models of C84A and C84D which have been partially optimized by
freezing the first coordination sphere with B. subtillis wt-luxS crystal structure
values

109,110

. The Co-OH/H2O bond lengths were allowed to optimize. However,

the crystal structure value for the Co-O bond length is 1.93 Å. The crystal
structure values have been downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB 1IE0).
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Figure 3.20: Experimental electronic absorption (top) and theoretical absorption
spectra (bottom) obtained from TD-DFT computed transitional energies and
oscillator strengths for C84D and C84A mutants.

Figure 3.20 shows a comparison between the theoretical/calculated electronic
absorption spectra and the experimental spectra for the C84A and C84D
mutants. Computational analysis of bands 1 and 2 (Figures 3.21-3.24) in the
visible region (4T1 (P) state) using electron density difference maps (EDDMS),
revealed that for C84D, band 1 is a ligand field (d-d) transition whereas band 2 is
a S → Co charge transfer transition (Figure 3.23). Dark red and green represent
the loss and gain of electron density respectively.
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Figure 3.21: C84A TD-DFT calculated absorption spectrum from 40 excited
states depicted by bars. Excited states 5 and 6 constitute band 1 whereas
excited states 7 and 8 constitute band 2. Excited states 14 and 17 are the two
components of the pseudo A term in the MCD for S → Co charge transfer
transitions mixed with LLCT.

In C84A, bands 1 and 2 are mixtures of ligand field (d-d), S → imidazole rings
(LLCT), and S → Co charge transfer transitions (Figure 3.24). However, band 2
in C84A, has an increased amount of LLCT character which makes it reasonably
to assigned this band as a LLCT transition. In general, C84A wavefunctions
contain many mixed transitions an make the analysis difficult, whereas the C84D
wavefunctions are simpler and more straightforward to analyze. It is known that
TD-DFT cannot account fully for the nature and splitting pattern of ligand field
transitions observed in tetrahedral transition metal complexes due to large spin
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orbit coupling and the presence of coupled two electron transitions

206

. TD-DFT

only accounts for single electron transitions and is therefore perhaps better
suited for describing charge transfer transitions that result from one electron
promotions between donor and acceptor orbitals.

Figure 3.22: C84D TD-DFT calculated absorption spectrum from 40 excited
states depicted by bars. Excited states 5 and 6 constitute to band 1 whereas
excited states 7 and 8 constitute to band 2. Excited states 10 and 11 are the two
components of the pseudo A term in the MCD for S → Co charge transfer
transitions.

The TD-DFT calculations overestimate the S → Co CT band 2 in C84D by about
3000 cm-1 whereas in C84A band 2 (LLCT) is overestimated by about 6000 cm-1.
An energy adjustment is therefore needed to obtain reasonable agreement
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between experimental and calculated absorption spectra for both C84A and
C84D. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 depict the 40 TD-DFT calculated excited states for
C84A and C84D.

Figure 3.23: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for C84A where dark red
represents loss of electron density and green represents gain of electron density.

The higher energy transition that is observed as pseudo A term band in the MCD
spectra has also been calculated and assigned as a second S → Co charge
transfer transition. Proper assignment of this isolated transition is important in
delineating the presence of either the hydroxide or water at the active sites of
C84A and C84D. It is expected that the presence of the hydroxide ligand (σ and
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π donor) would destabilize both the t and e orbitals of the Td Co ion to a greater
extent than water, consistent with the spectrochemical series. Consequently, the
S → Co charge transfer transition is expected to occur at higher energy for the
Co-OH species than for Co-OH2 (σ donor only), as water destabilizes only the σ
orbitals of the metal ion. However, for C84A, the S → Co CT is observed at
29140 cm-1 whereas the two calculated energy components (excited states 14
and 17) of the pseudo A term are 31677 and 32637 cm-1.

Figure 3.24: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for C84D where dark
red represents loss of electron density and green represents gain of electron
density.
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Figure 3.25: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for S → Co charge
transfer transitions of C84A and C84D. Dark red represents loss of electron
density and green represents gain of electron density.

In the C84D mutant, the S → Co CT band is observed at 28816 cm-1 whereas
the two calculated energy components (excited states 10 and 11) of the pseudo
A term are found at 28432 and 29213 cm-1. These findings are in reasonable
agreement with the presence of a hydroxide in C84A and coordinated water in
C84D. Figures 3.25 and 3.26 depict the EDDMS and nature of the transitions
involved respectively for C84A and C84D.
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Figure 3.26: S → Co charge transfer transitions for C84A and C84D. The two
transitions, excited states 14 and 17 for C84A occur at 31677 and 32637 cm-1
whereas for C84D these transitions (excited states 10 and 11) occur at 28432
and 29213 cm-1.

3.5.5.2 Angular Overlap Model (AOM) Applied to Wt-luxS,
LuxS-C84A and LuxS-C84D
The AOM method calculates the d-orbital splitting in terms of weak covalent σand π- bonding interactions denoted by the bonding parameters eσ and
eπ, where eσ and eπ denote the metal–ligand interactions in a σ- and π- fashion
respectively (Figure 3.27). The basic assumption is that the strength of a bond
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formed between two atomic orbitals is related to the magnitude of overlap
between the two orbitals.

Figure 3.27: Explanation of metal-ligand interactions in a tetrahedral Co(II) – d7
by AOM.

The input data are the Cartesian coordinates for metal center (Co), two histidine
nitrogens (N), one cysteine sulfur (S) and the oxygen (O) from either water or
hydroxide of the active site crystal structure downloaded from PDB 1IE0. These
coordinates remained fixed throughout the calculations and the best fits to d-d
transition energies for wt-luxS, C84A and C84D were obtained by varying the
Racah parameter (B), spin orbit coupling constant (ξ), eσ and eπ. The values for
eσ and eπ for N, S and O were within the range of values tabulated elsewhere
139,140

. When the spin orbit coupling constant is set to zero, there are three spin
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allowed transitions 4A2 (F) → 4T2 (F), 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P).
The AOM method also calculates the spin forbidden transitions arising from the
2

G free ion term that overlap in energy with the 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) transition. All of

these transitions are labeled for easy identification when the spin orbit coupling
constant (ξ) is set to zero. However, when ξ is non-zero, all of the spin allowed
transitions split into six transitions and are no longer labeled together with the
spin forbidden transitions which creates a possibility of mis-assigning a spinallowed band arising from 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) to a transition arising from 2G that is
spin-forbidden. This problem was avoided by pre-fitting the d-d transitions first
with ξ set to zero and then extract the corresponding six transition energies when
ξ is non-zero. However, there are no possible spin-forbidden transitions that
could be mistaken for the 4A2 (F) → 4T2 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) d-d transitions
which occur in the infrared and near-infrared regions respectively. The value of
the spin-orbit coupling constant had very little effect (∆ ≈ 100 cm-1) on the
energies of the calculated transitions due to the broadness of the experimental
bands. Table 3.3 summarizes the calculated AOMX transition energies for wtluxS, C84A and C84D and AOMX using the parameters that generate the best fit
to the experimental data.

Table 3.3: Observed vs. AOMX-calculated d-d transitions for wt, C84A and C84D

Energy State
4
4
A2 → T2(F)
4

4

4

4

Wt-LuxS
Observed
Not observed
-1

A2 → T1(F)

7404 cm

A2 → T1(F)

8404 cm

-1

AOMX – Calculated
-1
4652 cm
-1

7410 cm
8444 cm-1
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4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

C84A
Not observed

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

7351 cm-1

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

8241 cm

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

10451 cm

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

A2 → T1(F)

10,451 cm

A2 → T1(P)

15,386 cm

A2 → T1(P)

16,105 cm

A2 → T1(P)

17,500 cm

A2 → T2(F)

15391 cm

A2 → T1(P)

16147 cm

A2 → T1(P)

17600 cm

A2 → T1(F)

-1
-1

-1
-1
-1
-1

C84D
Not observed
-1

A2 → T1(F)

7366 cm
8487 cm-1

A2 → T1(F)

10436 cm

A2 → T1(P)

15228 cm

A2 → T1(P)

16122 cm

A2 → T1(P)

17246 cm

Parameter
N; eσ
S; eσ, eπ
O; eσ, eπ
B
Dq
ξ, |zfs = 2D|

-1

-1

A2 → T1(P)

A2 → T2(F)

-1

-1
-1
-1
-1

-1

10443 cm

-1

15366 cm

-1

16141 cm

-1

17511 cm

-1

4511 cm
7255 cm-1
8331 cm

-1
-1

10453 cm

-1

15403 cm

-1

16135 cm

-1

17604 cm
4778 cm

-1
-1

7525 cm
8520 cm-1
-1

10440 cm

-1

15288 cm

-1

16035 cm

-1

17238 cm

BEST FIT AOMX PARAMETERS
Wt-LuxS
C84D
-1
-1
5300 cm
5300 cm
-1
-1
1900, 1350 cm
2200, 1400 cm
-1
-1
4800, 0 cm
4800, 0 cm
-1
-1
620 cm
638 cm
-1
-1
465 cm
478 cm
-1
-1
500, 18.7 cm
500, 17 cm
(D=8.5 vs. 8.0 from
(D=9.5)
VTVH)

C84A
-1
5340 cm
-1
1720, 1430 cm
-1
4900, 120 cm
-1
649 cm
-1
451 cm
-1
500, 20 cm
(D=10 vs. -10 from
VTVH)

Quality fits for C84A could only be generated with using both eσ and eπ
parameters for the coordinated oxygen atom, indicating the potential presence of
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a hydroxide ligand coordinated to the metal center. It is known from metal-ligand
interactions that a hydroxide is both a σ and π donor whereas water is a σ donor.
The AOMX ligand field parameters obtained strongly suggest that C84A is
coordinated by hydroxide whereas C84D is coordinated by water. The
calculations for the ligand field strength yields 10Dq/B values of 7.3, 7.0 and 7.7
for the wt, C84A and C84D respectively, indicating that the strength of the
oxygen atom coordinated to the metal center of the wt-luxS lies between that of
C84A (hydroxide bound) and C84D (water bound). These findings are in line with
the observed EPR results for the wt and the two mutants that show wt enzyme is
a mixture of coordinated water and hydroxide (Figure 3.13). Additional support is
also provided by the calculated eσ values for S in wt and mutants (C84A and
C84D) which indicate that the strength of the bond between S and Co for wt lies
between that of C84A and C84D.
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Figure 3.28: MCD, electronic absorption (EA) and AOMX overlays for wt-luxS

Figures 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30 depict the overlays between the d-d transitions
observed in the MCD and electronic absorption spectra and the calculated values
from AOMX for the wt, C84A and C84D. Taken together, these results indicate a
very important role for C84 in catalysis.

Figure 3.29: MCD, electronic absorption (EA) and AOMX overlays for C84A
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Figure 3.30: MCD, electronic absorption (EA) and AOMX overlays for C84D.

Thus, mutation of C84 affects the electronic and geometric structures of the
active site, likely by modifying the pKa of the bound water ligand and the catalytic
efficiency which leads to a complete disappearance of luxS activity in C84A as
observed by Zhu and co-workers
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. This is supported by the calculated eσ

values for S using AOMX (Table 3.3) which show that mutation of C84 in the
secondary coordination sphere affect the nature of bound water ligand in wt
leading to increased pKa of water bound for C84A and a decreased pKa for
C84D.
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3.5.6 Spectroscopic and Computational Study of the LuxS Model
Compounds (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.
3.5.6.1

(PATH)CoBr

and

(PATH)CoNCS

and

Their

Observed

Transitions
The effects of the low symmetry ligand field, spin-orbit coupling and the
possibility of spin forbidden transitions can make interpretations of Co(II)
electronic spectra very difficult. Single crystal spectroscopic measurements
which are made directly on crystallographically defined Co(II) sites can provide
definitive correlations of the electronic and geometric structures of Co(II)
chromophores. These studies are inconveniently labor intensive and are
generally technically infeasible for metalloproteins. Consequently, small molecule
analogues such as (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS have been synthesized
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to mimic metalloprotein active sites having Co(II)His2CystL coordination like we
observe in luxS. These small molecule analogues (Figure 3.46) possess spectra
that are remarkably similar to the luxS enzyme spectra. The spectroscopic data
have allowed for an increased understanding of the electronic and geometric
structures of luxS, particularly in the visible 4A2(F) → 4T1(P) region which is
difficult to interpret in the enzyme and mutants. Electronic absorption and MCD
spectra for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS (Figures 3.31 and 3.32) revealed
electronic transitions in the near infrared and visible regions that derive from 4A2
(F) → 4T1 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P) ligand field transitions (ϵ ≈ 500 M-1cm-1).
These transitions occurred in the region between 6000 and 18500 cm-1 and are
relatively weak in the electronic absorption but intense in the MCD. As in the wt-
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luxS and mutants, the higher energy region is comprised of bands that arise from
charge transfer transitions. These are observed as pseudo A terms in the MCD
at 25461 and 25500 for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS respectively and were
both assigned as S → Co charge transfer transitions. The 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F)
transitions for (PATH)CoBr were observed at 6573, 8442 and 11062 cm-1 (Figure
3.31). These three distinctive transitions observed in the electronic absorption
spectrum (Figure 3.31) appeared as a positive C term (lowest in energy) followed
by two negative C terms in the MCD spectrum (Figure 3.31). The corresponding
transitions for the (PATH)CoNCS were observed at 6817 cm-1 (positive C term in
the MCD), 8772 cm-1 (positive C term in the MCD) and at 11521 cm-1 (negative C
term in the MCD) (Figure 3.31 and 3.32). However, the splitting pattern in the
near infra-red region and visible regions of these model compounds suggest a
distortion from tetrahedral (Td) symmetry to C2v where both the 4T1(F) and 4T1(P)
states are split into 4A1, 4B1 and 4B2 orbital singlet states. Comparing these
results with the observed results for wt-luxS, C84A and C84D suggest the
presence of a C2v distortion in wt-luxS and the mutants. Table 3.4 summarizes
the nature of the transitions and their corresponding observed transition energies
for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.
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Table 3.4: Observed transitions for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.
Energy State
4
A2 → T2(F)

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

(PATH)CoBr Observed
Not observed
-1

A2 → T1(F)

6573 cm

A2 → T1(F)

8442 cm

A2 → T1(F)

11062 cm

-1

A2 → T1(P)

14877 cm

A2 → T1(P)

15965 cm

A2 → T1(P)

17895 cm

-1
-1
-1
-1

(PATH)CoNCS Observed
Not observed
6817 cm
8772 cm

-1
-1

11521 cm
14873 cm
16737 cm
18404 cm

-1
-1
-1
-1

Figure 3.31: MCD and electronic absorption (EA) spectra overlays for
(PATH)CoBr. The insert represents the enlarged NIR ligand field absorption
bands depicting the splitting pattern for 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F).
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Figure 3.32: MCD and electronic absorption (EA) spectra overlays for
(PATH)CoNCS. The insert represents the enlarged NIR ligand field absorption
bands depicting the splitting pattern for 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F). The shoulder at 10600
cm-1 in the MCD spectrum (positive C term or possibly a pseudo A term) could be
originating from the spin forbidden doublet transition 2E.

The high-energy region is comprised of bands that arise from charge-transfer
(CT) transitions that are similar to the transitions observed in wt-luxS and the
C84A and C84D mutants.
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3.5.6.2 Determination of Spin Hamiltonian and Zero Field Splitting
Parameters by VTVH-MCD
VTVH-MCD magnetization curves for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS were
collected on three temperature dependent C term bands as indicated in Figures
3.33 and 3.34. The signal intensity was measured at four different temperatures
(≈ 1.8, 3, 5, and 10 K) as a function of magnetic field between 0 and 7 T. The
resulting sets of magnetization curves for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS are
shown in Figures 3.35 and 3.36 respectively.

Figure 3.33: VT-MCD for (PATH)CoBr collected at 5, 10 and 20K. Bands 672,
627 and 422 nm were used for collection of VTVH-MCD magnetization data. The
MCD intensities for all bands increase with decreasing temperature, a
characteristic of C-term behavior.
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Figure 3.34: VT-MCD for (PATH)CoNCS collected at 5, 10 and 20K. Bands 672,
600 and 428 nm were used for collection of VTVH-MCD magnetization data. The
MCD intensities for all bands increase with decreasing temperature, a
characteristic of C-term behavior.

The 627 and 600 nm VTVH-MCD data sets for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS
showed no nesting whereas the remaining data sets at 672 and 428 nm for
(PATH)CoBr and 672 and 422 nm for (PATH)CoNCS showed nesting.

The

nesting is similar to the observed pattern for the luxS-C84A mutant. However, the
VTVH-MCD derived spin Hamiltonian parameters for (PATH)CoBr gave D = -12
cm-1, E/D = 0.05 cm-1, gx = 2.380, gy = 2.030 and gz = 2.025 whereas
(PATH)CoNCS gave D = -12 cm-1, E/D = 0.085 cm-1, gx = 2.300, gy = 1.900 and
gz = 1.980. These same parameters were used for the simulation of their
corresponding EPR spectra.
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Figure 3.35: MCD magnetization curves for (PATH)CoBr at 422, 627 and 672
nm. Spectral simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.380, gy = 2.030, gz =
2.025, S = 1.5, D = -12 cm-1, E/D = 0.05 cm-1; polarizations are: xy = 1.000, xz =
yz = 0.700 at 422 nm, xy = 1.000, xz = yz = 0.100 at 627 nm, and xy = 1.000, xz
= yz = 0.700 at 672 nm.
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Figure 3.36: MCD magnetization curves for (PATH)CoNCS at 428, 600 and 672
nm. Spectral simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.300, gy = 1.900, gz =
1.980, S = 1.5, D = -12 cm-1, E/D = 0.085 cm-1; polarizations are: xy = 1.000, xz =
0.500, yz = 1.000 at 428 nm, xy = 1.000, xz = yz = 0.000 at 600 nm, and xy =
1.000, xz = 0.700, yz = 1.000 at 672 nm.
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3.5.6.3

Determination of Spin Hamiltonian Parameters by EPR
Spectroscopy

EPR spectra for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS were collected as frozen
solutions in methanol at 15K using a 9.397 GHz X-band frequency. The EPR
spectrum of (PATH)CoBr is characterized by three broad resonances with gvalues; gx = 2.380, gy = 2.030 and gz = 2.025 and an E/D of 0.05, whereas
(PATH)CoNCS gave three broad resonances with g-values at gx = 2.300, gy =
1.900 and gz = 1.980 with an E/D of 0.085. Both sets of g values were obtained
from computer simulations. Both the (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS EPR
spectra were simulated using two
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Co hyperfine parameter that split the gy and

gz lines. These are estimated values, since they are not resolved in the spectra.
In the case of (PATH)CoBr a resolved hyperfine coupling for the I = 7/2
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Co

nucleus was observed on gz. The simulated principle hyperfine components for
(PATH)CoBr at gy and gz are 88 x 10-4 cm-1 and 50 x 10-4 cm-1 respectively
whereas for (PATH)CoNCS, the values are 80 x 10-4 cm-1 and 50 x 10-4 cm-1 at gy
and gz respectively. An accurate value of D for both compounds was determined
from the fitting of equations to the VTVH-MCD data and gave D = -12 cm-1 for
both compounds implying that the ms = ±3/2 Kramers doublet is the ground state
doublet (lower in energy) whereas the ms = ±1/2 Kramers doublet is the excited
state (higher in energy) doublet. The transitions involved in these model
compounds are similar to the transitions observed in luxS-C84A.
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Figure 3.37: (PATH)CoBr EPR spectral data (

) and simulation (

)

collected and simulated at 15K and 20dB. The parameters used for this
simulation are exactly the same as those used for VTVH-MCD simulation. Notice,
the resolved hyperfine structure on the gz resonance position to the I = 7/2

59

Co

nucleus.

Temperature dependent studies would be very informative as we showed for
luxS-C84A, unfortunately these were not collected.

Figures 3.37 and 3.38

depicts the overlays of (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS EPR data and
simulations at 15K and 20dB respectively.
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Figure 3.38: (PATH)CoNCS EPR spectral data (

) and simulation (

)

overlay collected and simulated at 15K and 20dB. The parameters used for this
simulation are exactly the same as those used for VTVH-MCD simulation.
Features at gz resonance position could be from hyperfine coupling due to I = 7/2
of 59Co and possibly the impurity from the empty cavity.

3.5.6.4 Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations
(PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS were also analyzed computationally for the
presence of charge transfer bands in the 4T1(P) state (visible) region of the
spectrum in order to to make accurate assignments of the ligand field bands and
for evaluation of the luxS enzyme results. TD-DFT computed transition energies
and oscillator strengths were used to simulate absorption spectra in order to
facilitate comparison with the spectroscopic data (Figure 3.39). This provided a
tentative assignment of band 2 as a LLCT charge transfer transition for both
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(PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.. Computational model geometries for these
model compounds were adapted from their corresponding crystal structures
reported by Chang and co-workers 141. The crucial bond lengths and bond angles
(angles and bond lengths directly coordinated to Co(II)) were frozen at the crystal
structure geometries.

Figure 3.39: Experimental electronic absorption (top) and theoretical absorption
spectra (bottom) from computed TD-DFT transitional energies and oscillator
strengths for (PATH) CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.

However, TD-DFT overestimates band 2 by about 2000 cm-1 whereas band 1(d-d
transition) is underestimated by about 1000 cm-1. This minor adjustment leads to
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reasonable agreement between experimental and calculated absorption spectra
for both (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS. Figures 3.40 and 3.42 depicts all 40
TD-DFT calculated excited states for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS. In
particular, excited states under bands 1 and 2 are described by electron density
difference maps (EDDMs), where dark red and green represent the loss and gain
of electron density in the transition, respectively (Figures 3.41 and 3.43).

Figure 3.40: TD-DFT calculated absorption spectrum for (PATH)CoBr from 40
excited states depicted by bars. Excited states 5 and 6 constitute band 1
whereas excited states 8, 9 and 10 constitute band 2. Excited states 15 and 18
are the two components of the pseudo A term in the MCD for S → Co charge
transfer transitions.
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Figure 3.41: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for (PATH)CoBr where
dark red represents a loss of electron density and green represents a gain of
electron density in the transition.

The electronic transitions contributing to band 1 in (PATH)CoBr predominantly
includes those from d-d and charge transfer transitions assigned as S → Co and
Br → Co whereas electronic transitions contributing to band 2 are predominantly
intra-ligand charge transfer transitions commonly denoted as LLCT and assigned
as S → Py (pyridine ring). Similarly, electronic transitions contributing to band 1
in (PATH)CoNCS includes also those arising from d-d transitions and charge
transfer transitions (S → Co and NCS → Co) whereas electronic transitions
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contributing to band 2 are predominantly intra-ligand charge transfer transitions
from S and NCS to the pyridine ring.

Figure 3.42: TD-DFT calculated absorption spectrum for (PATH)CoNCS from 40
excited states depicted by bars. Excited states 5 and 6 constitute band 1
whereas excited states 7 - 12 constitute band 2. All EDDMs for excited states 7 –
12 are almost identical displaying a LLCT. Excited states 14 and 18 are the two
components of the pseudo A term in the MCD for S → Co charge transfer
transitions. Excited state 17 also contains a one-electron transition for S → Co
charge transfer but with a smaller molecular orbital coefficient than excited state
14.
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Figure 3.43: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for (PATH)CoNCS
where dark red represents a loss of electron density and green represents a gain
of electron density in the transition.

The higher energy transitions which are observed as pseudo A terms at 25461
and 25500 cm-1 in MCD spectra for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS respectively
(Figures 3.31 and 3.32) were calculated by TDDFT as transitions originating from
SV to dxy/dxz type orbitals of the metal. This S → Co charge transfer transition,
also observed in wt luxS and the C84A and C84D mutants is important in
providing information regarding the nature of first and second coordination
sphere effects in luxS by monitoring key changes occurring in the Co-cysteine
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sulfur bonding as explained in the earlier discussion (section 3.6). Figures 3.44
and 3.45 depict the electronic transitions under the excited states 15, 18 for
(PATH)CoBr shown previously in Figure 3.40, and electronic transitions under
excited states 14, 18 for (PATH)CoNCS as shown in figure 3.42.

Figure 3.44: S → Co charge transfer transitions for (PATH)CoBr and
(PATH)CoNCS. The two transitions for (PATH)CoBr occur at 26615 and 29030
cm-1 whereas transitions for (PATH)CoNCS occur at 23846 and 26563 cm-1.

These transitions originate from a Sv (HOMO) orbital to the dxz (LUMO+2) and dyz
(LUMO+3) type orbitals for (PATH)CoBr and from Sv (HOMO-2) orbital to dxz
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(LUMO+1) and dyz (LUMO+2) type orbitals for (PATH)CoNCS. The EDDMs for
these (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS transitions are shown in Figure 3.45.

Figure 3.45: Electron density difference maps (EDDMs) for S → Co charge
transfer transitions of (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS where dark red
represents loss of electron density and green represents gain of electron density
in the transition.
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3.5.6.5

The Angular Overlap Model (AOM)

The input data comprised the cartesian coordinates for the metal center (Co), two
nitrogens (N), one sulfur (S) and either a bromine (Br) for (PATH)CoBr or
nitrogen (N) of the thiocyanate (SCN-) for (PATH)CoNCS. The geometries were
taken from the crystal structures reported by Chang and co-workers

141

. Figure

3.46 displays the adapted crystal structures for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS
and the crucial bond angles and bond lengths selected for AOMX calculations.

Figure 3.46: Selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles (degrees) for
(PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS adapted from Chang and co-workers.
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As was the case for wt-luxS, C84A and C84D, the cartesian coordinates from the
crystal structures for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS remained fixed throughout
the calculations and the best fits to d-d transition energies were obtained by
varying the Racah parameter (B), the spin orbit coupling constant (ξ), and eσ and
eπ. Table 3.5 summarizes the AOMX best simulation results for (PATH)CoBr,
(PATH)CoNCS and the AOMX parameters used to generate the the spin allowed
transitions 4A2 (F) → 4T2 (F), 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (F) and 4A2 (F) → 4T1 (P).

Table 3.5: Observed vs. AOMX-calculated d-d transitions for (PATH)CoBr and
(PATH)CoNCS
4

4

(PATH)CoBr
Not observed

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

6573 cm-1

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

8442 cm

4

A2 → T1(F)

4

11062 cm

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

A2 → T2(F)

-1

A2 → T1(P)

14877 cm

A2 → T1(P)

15965 cm

A2 → T1(P)

17895 cm

A2 → T2(F)
A2 → T1(F)

-1
-1
-1
-1

(PATH)CoNCS
Not observed
-1

A2 → T1(F)

6817 cm
8772 cm-1

A2 → T1(F)

11521 cm

A2 → T1(P)

14873 cm

A2 → T1(P)

16737 cm

A2 → T1(P)

18404 cm

Parameter
N (N1 & N2); eσ

-1
-1
-1
-1

-1

4366 cm
7055 cm-1
8442 cm

-1

11027 cm
14869 cm
16287 cm
17357 cm
4430 cm

-1
-1
-1
-1

-1
-1

7662 cm
8706 cm-1
11482 cm
15189 cm
16905 cm
18418 cm

-1
-1
-1
-1

AOMX PARAMETERS’ FITTING VALUES
(PATH)CoBr
(PATH)CoNCS
-1
-1
5340 cm
5800 cm
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S; eσ, eπ
Br/NCS; eσ, eπ
B
Dq
ξ, |zfs = 2D|

-1

1750, 0 cm
-1
3800, 120 cm
-1
630 cm
-1
436.6 cm
-1
500, 26.4 cm
(|D| = 13.2 vs. -12 from
VTVH)

-1

1700, 200 cm
-1
4200, 100 cm
-1
630 cm
-1
443.0 cm
-1
500, 17 cm
(|D| = 8.5 vs. -12 from
VTVH)

Figure 3.47: MCD, electronic absorption (EA) and AOMX overlays for
(PATH)CoBr.

Figures 3.47 and 3.48 depict MCD and absorption spectral overlays and the
positions of the d-d transitions calculated from AOMX for (PATH)CoBr and
(PATH)CoNCS. The calculations for the ligand field strength (10Dq/B) gives 6.9
and 7.4 for (PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS, respectively. This indicates that
the thiocyanate (SCN-) ligand is a stronger field ligand than bromine (Br) in these
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complexes. Summing all the results for the enzymes and model compounds in
the order of the combined ligand field strength, we have (PATH)CoBr (Br,
10Dq/B = 6.9) < C84A (OH-, 10Dq/B = 7.0) < wt-luxS (10Dq/B = 7.3) <
(PATH)CoNCS (SCN-, 10Dq/B = 7.4) < C84D (H2O, 10Dq/B = 7.7)

Figure 3.48: MCD, electronic absorption (EA) and AOMX overlays for
(PATH)CoNCS.

3.6

Discussion and Conclusion
3.6.1 LuxS Active Site Geometry and Mechanistic Implications

The intensity, energy, and the splitting pattern of the 4A2(F) → 4T1(F) and 4A2(F)
→ 4T1(P) near infra-red and visible region LF transitions has provided new
information about the active site geometry of luxS and mutants.

Analysis of
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these transitions in wt enzyme, C84A and C84D mutants, and the model
compounds ((PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS) have indicated deviations from
tetrahedral symmetry (Td) to either approximately C2V symmetry where the

4

T

states split into 4A, 4B and 4B or C3V where 4T states split into 4E and an 4A
states. Figure 3.49 shows two simple models (in boxes) which have C2V
(Co(II)(NH3)2(OH)2) and C3V (Co(II)(NH3)3OH) symmetries with their calculated
spin density maps chosen to explain the approximate geometries for mutants and
model compounds.

Figure 3.49: Spin density maps for C84A, C84D, and the model compounds
((PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS.
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These spin density calculations have indicated a ligand field distortion from Td
symmetry to approximately C3V for C84D and to C2V for C84A and the model
compounds ((PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS). Our experimental results,
together with the computational results, strongly indicate a C2V symmetry for the
model compounds. On the other hand, MCD experimental results for wt-luxS and
luxS mutants suggest the presence of both C3V, based on the near infra-red
transitions (4A2(F) → 4T1(F)), and C2V based on the visible transitions (4A2(F) →
4

T1(P)). However, computational results show a C2V symmetry for C84A and C3V

symmetry for C84D. Faye and co-workers reported an absorption spectrum for
Co(II)biquinolineCl2 which is remarkably similar to C84A. Here, they proposed a
distortion from tetrahedral geometry to C2V symmetry

142

. Ferguson also reported

absorption spectra of Co(II)X2Y2 type compounds in C2V symmetry which are
similar to the observed transitions in C84A and the (PATH)CoBr and
(PATH)CoNCS model compounds143.

On the other hand, Coleman and co-

workers reported MCD and absorption spectra for Co(II) carbonic anhydrase
(Co(II)(His)3-H2O) that is similar to C84D luxS

4,144

. Furthermore, Brader and co-

workers also reported an MCD and electronic absorption of the Co(II) substituted
insulin hexamer that consists of three dimeric units with a 3-fold symmetry axis 3.
The transitions associated with 4A2(F) → 4T1(P) state in these spectra indicated
the presence of C3V symmetry and are similar to the ones observed in C84D
luxS. However, the splitting pattern of the 4A2(F) → 4T1(F) transition in the MCD
spectra of wt-luxS and the mutants into 4E (pseudo A ) and 4A (negative C)
symmetry suggest the presence of approximately C3V symmetry. This fits well for
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C84D and agrees well with the reported and computational results. The absence
of this splitting pattern in the 4A2(F) → 4T1(P) state MCD for C84D could be due
to overlapping positive and negative C terms resulting from mixing of spin
forbidden transitions originating from the doublet 2G state. On the other hand,
the splitting pattern of the 4A2(F) → 4T1(F) state for C84A can be described as a
positive C-term and two negative C-terms consistent with C2V symmetry and
agrees well with the computational results. In the visible region, the 4A2(F) →
4

T1(P) state for C84A shows splitting consistent with C2V symmetry. Nonetheless,

the comparison between the observed transition energies for 4A2(F) → 4T1(F) in
MCD and electronic absorption for wt and mutants indicate a small perturbation
of the ligand field parameter (10Dq). EPR and VTVH-MCD show remarkable
differences in the electronic properties between C84A and C84D that are
consistent with the computational results. VTVH-MCD and EPR spectroscopy are
well known for their sensitivity in determining spin-Hamiltonian parameters that
reflect variations in the metal environment. Furthermore, these techniques have
the demonstrated capability of providing useful electronic and structural
information about the metal coordination sphere in Co(II) complexes

5,8,14,145-148

.

These findings suggest the presence of C3V symmetry in C84D luxS and C2V
symmetry in C84A luxS and have indicated the potential role of C 84 in
maintaining the catalytic geometry of luxS active site.

Another key feature that provides information regarding the changes taking place
either in the first or second coordination sphere is the S → Co charge transfer
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transition. The first band for this transition occurs between 18000 and 20000 cm-1
and the second set between 25000 and 30000 cm-1. The first S → Co charge
transfer transition (band 2 in Figures 3.20 and 3.29) is characterized by large
absorption intensity and very small MCD intensity that results in a very small C/D
(MCD intensity over optical intensity) ratio characteristic of dipole allowed ligand
to metal charge transfer (LMCT) bands

149-152

. This occurs at 18825 cm-1 for wt-

luxS, 18956 cm-1 for C84D and 20000 cm-1 for C84A and these energies are
comparable with similar S → Co/Cu charge transfer transitions observed in blue
copper proteins (azurin, stellacyanin and plastocyanin)

7,9

. However, Faye and

co-workers assigned this band as originating from a spin forbidden transition

142

.

TDDFT calculations for C84A and C84D indicate that this transition originates
from an Sv type orbital to the dxy orbital of Co(II) ion, with calculated energies of
21600 cm-1 and 24500 cm-1 for C84D and C84A respectively. The second set of
S → Co charge transfer transition occurs at 28697, 28816 and 29140 cm-1 for wtluxS, C84D and C84A, respectively, and appears as pseudo A terms in the MCD
spectra. These assignments are in excellent agreement with similar features
observed in the 25000 to 30000 cm-1 range for Co(II) thiolate complexes 2.
TDDFT calculations for C84A and C84D indicate that this transition originates
from either Sv or Sσ type orbitals to the dxz/dyz orbital set of the Co(II) ion with
calculated energies of 29100 cm-1 and 31600 cm-1 for C84D and C84A
respectively. However, the lowest energy S → Co charge transfer transition
observed for wt-luxS, when compared to C84D and C84A, strongly suggests the
presence of water at the active site and not hydroxide.
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Figure 3.50: Electrostatic interactions at the active sites of wt-luxS, C84D, C84A
and analysis of the S → Co charge transfer transition. Water is stabilized in wtluxS and C84D whereas a hydroxide is stabilized in C84A.

However, the broadness of the wt-luxS could be originating from relaxation
properties and a large spin orbit coupling. The model compounds have also
produced very broad EPR spectra similar to wt-luxS. However, the differences in
S → Co transition energies between wt-luxS and mutants (C84D and C84A) are
a result of stabilization of either water (for wt and C84D) or a hydroxide (for
C84A) resulting from electrostatic interactions between the amino acid residues
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(cysteine 84, aspartate 84 and alanine 84) and glutamate 57 in the secondary
coordination sphere (Figure 3.50). The deprotonated cysteine 84 is a stronger
base than the aspartate 84

205

. However, there is a stronger electrostatic

interaction between cysteine 84 and glutamate 57 for wt-luxS than there is for
C84D. Consequently water is stabilized more in wt enzyme than in the C84D
mutant (Figure 3.50). The reduced electrostatic interaction in C84D results in a
stronger interaction between the water ligand and Co(II). This is potentially due
to an increased sigma and pi donation to the Co(II) ion and consequently an
observed higher energy S → Co charge transfer transition. In the presence of
alanine 84, the electrostatic interaction is lost and as a result, the pKa of water is
raised through hydrogen bonding with Glu 57.

This, in turn, results in a

deprotonation of water leading to the formation of a hydroxide coordinated to the
Co(II) ion (Figure 3.50). However, the hydroxide ligand destabilizes both sigma
and pi orbitals of Co(II) ion resulting in an observed S → Co charge transfer
transition which occurs at highest energy compared to wt-luxS and C84D.

Figure 3.51 shows the energy level diagram for the molecular orbitals involved in
ligand field and charge transfer transitions for wt-luxS, mutants and the model
compounds. DFT calculations indicate that the S → Co charge transfer bands for
C84A and the model compounds ((PATH)CoBr and (PATH)CoNCS) occur at
relatively higher energy than in C84D (Figure 3.51), as expected. The lowest
energy charge transfer bands for C84A and the model compounds are S →
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imidazole and S/SCN- → pyridine, respectively, whereas for C84D the lowest
energy charge transfer band is calculated as S → Co (Figure 3.49).

Figure 3.51: Molecular orbital energy level diagram for mutants and model
compounds.

However, the hydroxide ligand in C84A, the bromine (Br) in (PATH)CoBr and
thiocyanate (-NCS) in (PATH)CoNCS are all grouped as sigma and pi donor
ligands and are expected to give similar interactions with the Co(II) ion. C84D is
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likely coordinated to a water ligand which is a sigma donor only. Angular overlap
model calculations (AOMX) strongly agree with these findings and eσ and eπ
parameters were used to obtain the best fit for C84A and model compounds,
whereas only the eσ parameter was used for the wt-luxS and C84D (Tables 3.3
and 3.4) spectral fits. The observed results coupled with computational results
strongly indicate that the substrate S-rybosylhomocysteine (SRH) displaces
metal bound water at the active site of wt-luxS at relatively minimum energy
compared with C84D and this difference originates from electrostatic
stabilizations caused by the basicity difference of deprotonated cysteine 84 in wtluxS and aspartate 84 in C84D. This explains the huge reduction in catalytic
efficiency for C84D

111

. The loss of electrostatic stabilization upon mutation of

cysteine 84 to an alanine results in a coordinated hydroxide for C84A, which
renders it completely inactive as observed by Zhu and co-workers

111,135

.

However, deprotonated cysteine 84 plays the dual role of stabilizing metal bound
water and abstracting a proton in the first step of catalysis in the proposed
mechanism. These novel findings provide substantial support to the proposed
catalytic mechanism of luxS.
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Chapter 4
Mutations in the FMN Domain Modulate MCD Spectra of the Heme Site in
the Oxygenase Domain of Inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase
4.1

Introduction
4.1.1 Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOS), Isoforms and Cofactors

The nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) are homodimeric flavocytochromes that
contain the relatively tightly-bound cofactors (6R)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrobiopterin
(BH4), FAD, FMN and iron protoporphyrin IX (heme) in each subunit of the dimer
(Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) 154-159.

Figure 4.1: Stereoview of iNOS oxygenase dimer showing the heme domain
(red) and tetrahydrobiopterin domain (green). L-arginine (cyan), the substrate is
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shown to be bound close to the heme domain. The structure was downloaded
from the protein data bank (PDB) 1NOD.

Figure 4.2: Stereoview of the nNOS reductase dimer showing different domains
of iNOS reductase. These are the NADP domain (white), FAD domain (cyan)
and FMN domain (orange). The structure was downloaded from teh protein data
bank (PDB) 1TLL.
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Figure 4.3: Redox cofactors in NOS enzymes. NADP, FAD and FMN constitute
the reductase domain, whereas H4B and heme constitute the oxygenase domain.

Each subunit contains a reductase domain that binds NADPH, FAD and FMN
cofactors (Figure 4.2) and an oxygenase domain that binds the heme and
tetrahydrobiopterin (Figure 4.1) 160-162. Three distinct isoforms of NOS have been
identified which include the constitutive isoforms, eNOS and nNOS regulated by
the Ca2+/CaM and a cytokine inducible isoform iNOS which is insensitive to
Ca2+/CaM binding

163

(Figure 4.4). These isoforms are distributed in both

eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms 164.
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Figure 4.4: Domain structure of human nNOS, eNOS and iNOS showing
oxygenase, reductase and PDZ domains denoted by solid boxes and the amino
acid residue number at the start/end in each isoform. The cysteine residue
ligating the heme and the CaM-binding site is indicated for each isoform.
Myristoylation (Myr) and palmitoylation (Palm) sites on eNOS are shown,
together with the location of the zinc ligating cysteines. The autoinhibitory loop
within the FMN regions of nNOS and eNOS are also shown. Grey bars indicate
the dimer interface in the oxygenase domain.

The nNOS, eNOS and iNOS are products of different genes, with different
localization, regulation, catalytic properties and inhibitor sensitivity. The human
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isoforms possess 51 – 57 % homology

165-168

. These are summarized in Table

4.1.

Table 4.1: NOS isoform homology

4.1.2 Proposed Catalytic Mechanism
The NOS isoforms iNOS, eNOS, and nNOS, all achieve their key biological
functions via an intriguing regulation of interdomain electron transfer (IET)
processes

168,169

. Electrons are donated by NADPH to the reductase domain of

the enzyme and proceed via FAD and FMN redox carriers to the oxygenase
domain (active site) where they interact with the heme iron and BH4 to catalyse
the two steps reaction of oxygen with L arginine. This generates citrulline and
NO as products (Scheme 4.1) 160,170-174.
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Scheme 4.1

L-Arg + 1.5NADPH + 1.5H+ + 2O2 → 1.5NADP + L-Cit + NO + 1.5H2O
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The first step involves the formation of the intermediate hydroxylation product, Nhydroxyl-L-arginine (L-NHA) where one oxygen molecule and two electrons are
consumed similar to P450 chemistry for N-hydroxylation

160,175

. The second step

is not well understood and involves only one electron from NADPH to form iron
(II) which then binds dioxygen

176

. It has been suggested that the iron (II) dioxo

complex rearranges to superoxide iron(III) complex which must accept an
electron and proton from L-NHA to promote O–O bond cleavage and
hydroxylation of the carbon atom in L-NHA followed by NO and L-citrulline
release.

The reductase and oxygenase domains in NOS proteins are linked by a
polypeptide segment containing a CaM binding site

177

. CaM binding to NOS

activates NO synthesis by triggering electron transfer from the FMN to the heme
178-180

.

It also relieves repression of NOS flavoprotein electron transfer to

external acceptors such as cytochrome c

181-183

. These processes are mostly

unknown 184.

The hydroquinone form (FMNH2) has been proposed to reduce the heme site as
in the case of NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase

185,186

.

18

O2 experiments

determined that the source of the oxygen atoms for the formation of both NO•
and L-citrulline is molecular oxygen

187,188

. It was also observed that N-hydroxy-

L-arginine is an intermediate in the biosynthesis of NO from L-arginine and that

194
1.5 and 0.5 mole of NADPH are consumed in the formation of NO2– and NO3–
from L-arginine and L-NHA respectively 189,190.

The NO released by the constitutive isoforms function as a molecular signal (in
neurotransmission and the regulation of blood flow/pressure (vasodilation))
whereas the larger amounts of NO produced by iNOS attacks proteins and DNA
either directly or as peroxynitrite following combination with superoxide
(cytotoxin)

180

. Aberrant NOS activity is implicated in cancer, stroke and

hypertension 191.

The control mechanisms for the catalytically relevant IET processes between
domains in the NOS holoenzymes are not well understood. The IET from FMN to
heme is particularly essential in the delivery of electrons required for O2
activation in the heme domain and the subsequent NO synthesis (Figure 4.5).
This has been the major concern of this study. This interdomain FMN – heme
IET is facilitated by the formation of the NOS output state, which is the electron
donating state of the FMN domain. However, the structure and functional output
state for NO production remains undetermined to date.
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Figure 4.5: Electron flow in NOS enzymes. Here, electrons are delivered to the
heme domain for NO production from the FMN domain by mechanisms that are
not well understood.

Based on the crystallographic studies it has been proposed that the FMN domain
acts as a tethered shuttle controlling important IET in NOS catalysis (Figure 4.6)
156,191,192

. It has also been suggested from recent evidence that facile IET

requires a conformational change of the FMN domain from its original electron
accepting conformation (input state) to a new electron donating state (output
state)

163

. The putative NOS output state is defined as a complex between the
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FMN-binding and oxygenase domains and facilitates IET between FMN
hydroquinone and the oxygenase domain catalytic heme.

Figure 4.6: Representation of a tethered shuttle model: FMN-binding domain
shuttles between the FAD domain and heme containing oxygenase domain. Top:
input state; bottom: putative output state. The two tethers correspond to the
hinge region between the FMN and FAD domains, and the CaM binding linker
between the FMN and oxygenase domains. CaM binding unlocks the input state,
thereby enabling the FMN domain to shuttle between the two enzyme states.

We have investigated this crucial interdomain interaction on bidomain NOS
oxyFMN constructs, in which only the oxygenase domain, the FMN domain, and
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the CaM binding regions are expressed.

Low temperature magnetic circular

dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy, variable temperature variable field magnetic
circular dichroism (VTVH-MCD) spectroscopy and electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy (EPR) were used to probe how mutations in the
adjacent FMN domain affect the heme center in a human iNOS oxyFMN
construct. The wild type iNOS oxyFMN and the mutants (E546N-iNOS oxyFMN
and E603N-iNOS oxyFMN), together with their corresponding cyano adducts,
were spectroscopically analyzed with and without L-arginine treatment. E546
and E603 are charged surface residues that are conserved in all NOS isoforms
and are located at the edge of the FMN domain in human iNOS. The iNOS
oxygenase domain was used as a control. The results indicated by spectral
perturbations of L-arginine on wt and mutants strongly suggested a role for the
FMN domain in the IET and have provided the first direct paramagnetic
spectroscopic evidence to indicate that the docked FMN domain affects the
nature of interactions between the L-Arg substrate and the catalytic heme center
located in an adjacent domain in iNOS 1. This work strongly suggests that the
FMN domain in the iNOS oxyFMN constructs has to align properly with the heme
domain for the efficient production of NO.

4.2

Statement of the Research Problem

Mechanisms and regulation of NOS electron transfer in NOS proteins have been
a subject of debate, as they are the only calcium binding (CaM) enzymes known
to utilize the four redox cofactors of FAD, FMN, H4B and heme. The presence of
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these four cofactors makes the study of interdomain electron transfer difficult.
Particular interest has been focused on the FMN/heme interactions with bound
CaM (output state). However, the important sites in the alignment of the FMN
and the heme domains are still undetermined. It is not known whether the
conserved FMN residues in NOS isoforms play any role in catalysis. Therefore,
detailed spectroscopic studies of wild type iNOS oxyFMN co-expressed with
CaM constructs and mutants will help identify important residues for the
alignment of FMN and heme domains and determine the nature of interdomain
FMN-heme interactions in facilitating the production of NO at the oxygenase
domain.

4.3

Hypothesis

The conserved residues in the FMN domain (E546 and E603) of NOS proteins
play key roles in the modulation of electron transfer by facilitating a productive
alignment of the FMN and heme domains.

4.4

Materials and Methods

Protein samples. Purified iNOS samples and mutants were provided by our
collaborator Changjian Feng and his research group from College of Pharmacy,
MSC09 5360, 1 University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001.

MCD experiments. The iNOS oxyFMN proteins used for the MCD experiments
have a A280/A400 of 2.1-2.4. An optically transparent glass is required for low
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temperature MCD measurements. This was achieved by preparing the protein
samples in 42% v/v ethylene glycol. The sample was centrifuged to remove any
precipitate, if necessary. The final concentration of the NOS protein in the MCD
sample cell was about 22 µM; buffer: 50 mM Tris-Cl, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 2
µM H4B, pH 7.6. Low temperature MCD spectra were measured in an applied
magnetic field of 7 T using a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter that is interfaced
to a computer and an Oxford Instruments Spectromag 4000-7 split-coil
superconducting magnet system.

EPR spectroscopy. EPR spectra of the frozen samples were recorded on a
Bruker model EMX spectrometer operating at X-band (~9.4 GHz). A microwave
power of 20 dB was used for all the iNOS experiments and spectra were
collected at 4K for high spin heme proteins (S = 5/2) and 20 K for low spin heme
proteins (S = ½) using a liquid helium flow cryostat. Computer simulations were
accomplished using EasySpin software program 204.

4.5

Results and Analysis
4.5.1 Perturbations of MCD Spectra From Mutations in the FMN
Domain (iNOSoxyFMN vs. E546N and E603N)

The variable temperature MCD (VT-MCD) spectra of the heme site in the as
isolated iNOS oxyFMN construct and the mutants (E546N and E603N) were
obtained at 5, 10, and 20K in a 7T applied magnetic field (Figures 4.7). Both wt
and mutant constructs display temperature dependent MCD C-term bands
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allowing for analysis of saturation magnetization and/or EPR studies of both low
(S = ½) and high spin (S = 5/2) forms of iNOS. MCD spectral overlays for the wt
and mutant enzyme forms are presented in Figure 4.7(d). These spectra were
collected at 5K and 7T and clearly show that there are differences between the
wt and mutant forms. The Soret peak for E603N mutant is red shifted by about
240 cm-1 from the wt construct, whereas the Soret peak for E546N is red shifted
by about 531 cm-1.

Figure 4.7: a, b and c are VT-MCD spectra recorded at 5, 10, 20K and 7T for the
heme site in the as-isolated human iNOS oxyFMN construct whereas d
represents an MCD overlay of wt-iNOS oxyFMN and mutants without L-arginine
recorded at 5K and 7T.
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These spectral shifts may be due to different distance dependences of amino
acid residues around the heme site. In the crystal structure (Figure 4.23), E546 is
closest to the heme domain, whereas E603 is farthest from the heme domain.

4.5.2 L-arginine Perturbations on the MCD Spectra of the iNOS
oxyFMN, E564N, E603N and iNOS Oxygenase Domain
The variable temperature MCD (VT-MCD) spectra for wt-iNOS and the mutant
(E546N and E603N) oxyFMN constructs with added L-arginine were collected at
5, 10, and 20K in a 7T applied magnetic field. These are presented in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: a, b and c are VT-MCD spectra recorded at 5, 10, 20K and 7T for the
heme site in the as-isolated human iNOS oxyFMN construct with L-arginine
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whereas d represents an MCD overlay of wt-iNOS oxyFMN and mutants with
added L-arginine recorded at 5K and 7T.

The wt-oxyFMN also displayed different L-arginine binding effects at the heme
domain compared to the mutants-oxyFMN and oxygenase domain only
constructs.

Figure 4.9: MCD overlays for wt-iNOS oxyFMN, wt-iNOS oxygenase and
mutants without and with added L-arginine MCD spectra. The overlays were
recorded at 5K and 7T.
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The iNOS oxygenase domain has only the heme domain and not an FMN
domain, so it’s MCD spectrum was used as a control in the analysis of the FMN
contributions to MCD spectral perturbations for oxyFMN constructs. Both wt and
mutants oxyFMN constructs with added L-arginine showed temperature
dependant MCD C-term behavior.

Figure 4.10: VT-MCD spectra recorded at 5, 10, 20K and 7T for the heme site of
cyanide treated wt iNOS oxyFMN and mutant constructs with and without Larginine.

However, it is noticed that the MCD spectrum of wt iNOS oxyFMN is highly
perturbed upon incubation with the L-Arg substrate (Figure 4.8a) compared to the
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MCD spectra for the E546N and E603N mutants (Figures 4.8b and c). The MCD
overlay is presented in Figure 4.8d and clearly shows the markedly different
spectra of the wt and mutant enzymes. The MCD spectrum of the iNOS
oxygenase construct (only the heme domain, Figure 4.9; iNOSoxy + L-arg)
indicated a small perturbation upon addition of L-arginine comparable to that of
mutants. Figure 4.9 compares the MCD overlays for wt, mutants and oxygenase
domains with and without L-arginine. Clearly, the spectral perturbation induced
by L-Arg binding in the wt iNOS oxyFMN is completely absent in the iNOS
oxygenase construct (possesses only a heme domain and no FMN) and the
mutants (E546N and E603N).

MCD spectral perturbations induced by L-arginine were also studied by using the
wt and mutant constructs of iNOS oxyFMN that have been treated with cyanide.
Both cyanide treated wt and mutant oxyFMN constructs with and without added
L-arginine

displayed

a

temperature

dependent

MCD

C-term

features

characteristic of only low spin heme (Figure 4.10). The MCD spectra also display
no reduction in the magnitude of the Soret peak (~ 23,000 cm-1) upon addition of
L-arginine, indicating absence of conversion from low to high spin state for cyano
adducts. EPR experiments confirmed that both cyano adducts with and without
L-arginine are low spin hemes (Figures 4.20 and 4.21). Nonetheless,
perturbations induced by L-arginine on the cyano adduct of wt iNOS oxyFMN
construct resulted in a blue shift of its Soret peak (22615 to 23252 cm-1) and this
shift is not observed in the cyano adduct of the mutant with added L-arginine
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(Figure 4.11). Taken together, these data strongly suggest a correlation between
the L-Arg perturbation of the heme MCD spectrum and the existence of a
properly aligned FMN domain in the FMN-heme complex of the wt iNOS protein.

Figure 4.11: MCD overlays for wt-iNOS oxyFMN and E546N mutant cyano
adducts without and with added L-arginine. MCD spectra overlays were
recorded at 5K and 7T.
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4.5.3 Perturbations of VTVH-MCD Spectra From Mutations in the
FMN Domain (Wt-iNOS oxyFMN vs. E546N-iNOS oxyFMN)
The VTVH-MCD magnetization curves for the wt and as isolated mutant oxy
FMN constructs were collected and compared in terms of the g values, zero field
splitting parameters, and transition polarizations. The VTVH results were
correlated with the spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained by EPR spectroscopy.
However, the magnetization curve for the wt construct (Figure 4.10) shows
nesting behavior indicative of a high spin ferric heme (S = 5/2), whereas the
magnetization curve for the mutant (Figure 4.13) shows no nesting indicating the
presence of predominantly low spin heme sites (S = ½). However, for the low
spin Fe3+ heme (S = 1/2), there is no zero field splitting. The high spin Fe3+ heme
has an 5/2 spin state and has the components Ms = ±1/2, ±3/2, ±5/2 which are
degenerate (D = 0) at cubic symmetry. The degeneracy between these doublets
is lifted when the ligand field is less than cubic and this results in a zero field
splitting (D ≠ 0). For D > 0, the ±1/2 is lowest in energy and for D < 0 the ±5/2 is
lowest in energy. Thus, VTVH spectral simulations for the high spin ferric heme
(S = 5/2) resulted in a large zfs (D = 20 cm-1 with E/D = 0.08 cm-1). EPR spectra
(Figure 4.17) indicate that both wt and mutant are mixtures of high and low spin
hemes. However, the heme center for the wt construct has a greater percentage
of the high-spin form (Figure 4.12) than the low spin form, whereas the mutant
E546N (Figure 4.13) has a greater percentage of low spin form than the high spin
form. Thus VTVH-MCD spectral simulations for the as isolated wt and mutant
forms were performed by considering 100% high spin heme for wt enzyme and
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100% low spin Fe for the E546N mutant. Nonetheless, the spectral properties for
the wt and mutant are different, indicating the role of E546 located in the FMN
domain which facilitates FMN-heme interdomain electron transfer (IET) and the
subsequent synthesis of NO.

Figure 4.12: MCD magnetization curves for the as isolated wt human iNOS
oxyFMN construct at 406, 420 and 444 nm without L-Arginine. Spectral
simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.003, gy = 1.949, gz = 2.015, S = 2.5,
D=20 cm-1, E/D = 0.08 cm-1, Ax = Ay = Az = 0 cm-1, Lx = 90, Ly = 40, Lz = 50;
polarizations are: xy = 1.000, xz = 0.000, yz = -0.100 at 420 nm; xy = 1.000, xz =
-0.010, yz = -0.08 at 406 nm, and xy = 1.000, xz = -0.030, yz = -0.040 at 444
nm.
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Figure 4.13: MCD magnetization curves for the as isolated E546N-iNOS
oxyFMN construct at 414, 430 and 458 nm without L-Arginine. Spectral
simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.6740, gy = 2.3048, gz = 1.8540, S = 0.5,
Ax = Ay = Az = 0 cm-1, Lx = 60, Ly = 15, Lz = 110; polarizations are: xz at 430
nm; xz at 414 nm, and xy at 458 nm.
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4.5.4 L-arginine Perturbations on the VTVH-MCD of iNOSoxyFMN,
E564N, and E603N
The wt-iNOS oxyFMN with added L-arginine magnetization curves displayed
different L-arginine binding effects as determined from thier g values, zero field
splitting parameters, and transition polarizations when compared to mutant
oxyFMN constructs with added L-arginine. Analysis of the EPR data indicated
variations in spin composition of low and high spin states forms between wt and
mutants (Figure 4.17 and 4.18).

Here, the magnetization curve for the wt

construct (Figure 4.14) shows a very small nesting and a large zero field splitting
(zfs). I’ts corresponding EPR spectrum (Figure 4.18 and 4.19) indicates that the
heme center is predominantly a high-spin form. On the other hand, the mutant
(E546N) magnetization curve (Figure 4.15) shows a higher degree of nesting
than the wt, indicating a relatively smaller zfs value and the greater presence of
the high spin state form (S = 5/2) than the low spin state form (S = ½). The EPR
spectrum for the mutant (Figure 4.16) still indicates the presence of a small
percentage low spin state heme. VTVH spectral simulations were performed
assuming 100% composition of high spin ferric heme for both wt and mutant.
The VTVH simulations gave D of 20 cm-1 and an E/D of 0.08 cm-1 for the wt
compared to a D of 18 cm-1 and an E/D value of 0.08 cm-1 for the mutant. VTVHMCD simulations for the E603N mutant (Figure 4.16) gave a D value of 22 cm-1
and an E/D of 0.08 cm-1. In general, this observation correlates directly with the
observed MCD perturbations upon addition of L-arginine and the MCD spectral
features are associated with conversion of low spin to high spin states. Thus,
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these results explain the key roles played by E546 and E603 in the productive
FMN-heme interdomain interaction of iNOS.

Figure 4.14: MCD magnetization curves of the as isolated wt human iNOS
oxyFMN construct at 408, 424 and 444 nm with added L-Arginine. Spectral
simulation has been achieved with gx = 2.020, gy = 1.949, gz = 2.024, S = 2.5, D
= 20 cm-1, E/D = 0.08 cm-1, Ax = Ay = Az = 0 cm-1, Lx = 90, Ly = 40, Lz = 50;
polarizations are: xy = 1.000, xz = -0.010, yz = -0.100 at 424 nm; xy = 1.000, xz =
0.019, yz = 0.100 at 408 nm, and xy = 1.000, xz = 0.140, yz = -0.130 at 444 nm.
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Figure 4.15: MCD magnetization curves of the as isolated E546N-iNOS oxyFMN
construct at 414, 430 and 458 nm with added L-Arginine. Spectral simulation has
been achieved with gx = 2.030, gy = 1.949, gz = 2.030, S = 2.5, D = 18 cm-1, E/D
= 0.08 cm-1, Ax = Ay = Az = 0 cm-1, Lx = 90, Ly = 40, Lz = 50; polarizations are:
xy = 1.000, xz = 0.000, yz = -0.100 at 430 nm, xy = 1.000, xz = -0.012, yz = 0.050 at 414 nm, and xy = 1.000, xz = -0.010, yz = -0.040 at 458 nm.
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Figure 4.16: MCD magnetization curves of the as isolated E603N-iNOS oxyFMN
construct at 408, 430 and 456 nm with added L-Arginine. Spectral simulation has
been achieved with gx = 2.0030, gy = 1.9600, gz = 2.0092, S = 2.5, D = 22 cm-1,
E/D = 0.08 cm-1, Ax = Ay = Az = 0 cm-1; polarizations are: xy = 1.000, xz = 0.008, yz = -0.090 at 430 nm; xy = 1.000, xz = -0.010, yz = -0.080 at 408 nm, and
xy = 1.000, xz = -0.020, yz = -0.050 at 456 nm.

4.5.5 L-arginine

Perturbations

on

the

EPR

Spectra

of

Wt-

iNOSoxyFMN and the E564N Mutant
The final experimental analysis of iNOS heme spin states in wt and mutant
oxyFMN constructs,as a function of L-arginine was probed using EPR
spectroscopy in order to determine their spin Hamiltonian parameters. EPR is
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useful in providing information about heme symmetry, identifying heme ligands,
and in understanding the electronic structure of the heme site. It possesses
much higher sensitivity for determining heme symmetry than other spectroscopic
methods, and this makes it a very useful tool in delineating the structural
perturbations caused by the binding nature of axial ligands.

Figure 4.17: EPR spectra collected at 20K for wt-iNOS oxyFMN (top) and E546N
mutant (bottom) without L-arginine showing a mixture of low and high spin states.
Notice the relative ratios of low and high spin states for wt and mutant forms.
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Both wt and mutant enzyme without L-arginine were shown to be mixtures of low
and high spin states. The EPR spectrum for wt-iNOS oxyFMN taken at 20K
indicates a greater percentage of the high spin state (S = 5/2) than the low spin
state (S = ½), whereas the mutant (E546N-iNOS oxyFMN) EPR spectrum
collected at the same temperature, contains a greater percentage of low spin
state than high spin state (Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.18: EPR spectra collected at 20K for wt-iNOS oxyFMN (top) and E546N
mutant (bottom) with added L-arginine showing ratios of low and high spin states
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present. Notice the wt is predominantly a high spin heme whereas the mutant still
has both low and high spin states.

The EPR spectrum of wt-iNOS oxyFMN with added L-arginine indicates that
binding of L-Arg near the wt construct heme center results in its conversion to a
predominantly high-spin form (Figure 4.18). The EPR spectrum for the L-Argbound mutant (E546N) still indicates a low-spin (S = ½) heme is present.

These EPR results indicating the composition of low and high spin states for the
wt and mutants with and without L-arginine directly correlates with observed
spectral changes in the MCD and VTVH-MCD spectra presented in the previous
sections. The relaxation behavior of the high and low spin heme EPR are
different

193-195

.

However, the high spin state becomes well resolved at 4K

(Figure 4.19) whereas the low spin has its maximum intensity at 20K. Thus, the
spin Hamiltonian parameters for the high and low spin states can best be
analyzed at 4 and 20K respectively.

The marked difference in relaxation

behavior of the two species reflects the different mechanisms that dominate in
each case. The low spin center relaxes via a Raman relaxation process and
exhibits an approximate T7 temperature dependence arising from the low
frequency modulation of the orbital magnetism

193-195

. The relaxation of the high

spin heme is dominated by coupling to nearby Kramer’s doublets, and this is an
Orbach relaxation process

195,196,197

. Treatment of the wt and mutant constructs
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with cyanide converts the high spin state of the heme to exclusively low spin
(Figure 4.20), and thus avoids these issues.

Figure 4.19: Data and simulation EPR spectra overlays for wt human iNOS
oxyFMN construct with added L-Arginine. Spectral simulation has been achieved
with gx = 2.020, gy = 1.949, gz = 2.024, S = 2.5, D = 20 cm-1, E/D = 0.08 cm-1, Ax
= Ay = Az = 0 cm-1, Lx = 90, Ly = 40, Lz = 50. These values are the same ones
used for the VTVH-MCD simulation for wt construct with added L-arginine (Figure
4.17).

Further analysis of the L-arginine perturbations on the EPR spectra of the cyano
adducts of wt and mutant was performed. Since cyanide is a strong field ligand π
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acceptor ligand, its treatment with the wt and mutant converts the heme sites to
exclusively low spin states.

Figure 4.20: EPR spectra overlays for the cyanide treated wt human iNOS
oxyFMN and E546N mutant construct with and without L-arginine (top). Bottom;
EPR overlays between wt construct in normal buffer and in deuterated buffer.
Notice, the asymmetrical splitting at g2 position disappears in deuterated buffer.

Thus the cyano adducts with and without L-arginine both give characteristic low
spin EPR and MCD spectra. The results also indicate similar shifts of g2 and g3
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values for both wt and mutant with cyanide upon treatment with L-arginine
(Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Data and simulation EPR spectra overlays for cyano-wt human
iNOS oxyFMN construct and cyano- E546N mutant with and without added LArginine. Notice that the g values for the mutant are slightly higher than the wt
construct.

The cyano adducts with added L-arginine are more rhombic than the cyano
adducts without L-arginine as recognized by the larger separation between g2
and g3. Furthermore, all cyanide bound wt and mutant constructs with and
without L-arginine have characteristic broad EPR resonances which have been
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implicated by binding of a water molecule at the active site. However, the wt
construct possesses a more pronounced asymmetric splitting at the g2 position
than is observed in the mutant, which we associate it to a different mode of Larginine binding at the wt heme site leading to a greater interaction with a water
molecule. This splitting disappears when the reaction is carried out in deuterated
buffer (Figure 4.20, bottom spectrum).

4.6

Discussion
4.6.1 L-arginine Perturbations on Wt-iNOS oxyFMN and E546N-iNOS
oxyFMN

In this study, both as isolated wt and mutant forms are mixtures of low (S = ½)
and high spin (S = 5/2) Fe3+ states. However, the ratio between the two spin
states in the wt and mutants are different. The wt is dominatly high spin whereas
the mutant is dominatly the low spin.

EPR and MCD spectroscopic studies

indicate that the substrate, L- arginine, converts the wt to an exclusively high spin
state, whereas the mutant still possesses a greater percentage of low spin heme.
Combination of the VTVH-MCD and EPR spectroscopic studies enabled the
determination of the intrinsic values of the high spin heme spin Hamiltonian
parameters by computer simulations. These values have not been reported
previously. Tsai and co-workers reported characterization of the heme structure
of eNOS by EPR spectroscopy on 16 heme complexes formed with different
ligands including L-arginine. It was also observed that L-arginine converts the
resting state of eNOS to an exclusively high spin state
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. A similar observation
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was also reported by Salerno and co-workers using EPR
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. Berka and co-

workers observed similar a perturbation on the MCD spectrum of a heme
complex formed with L-arginine for eNOS. The reduction in the amplitude of the
Soret peak upon treatment with L-arginine indicates conversion from the low spin
to the high spin state as confirmed by EPR spectroscopy 200. The MCD spectra of
as isolated iNOS oxyFMN and L-arginine-treated enzyme also closely resemble
those

reported

chloroperoxidase

for

nNOS

and

those

of

5-coordinate

P450cam

and

201

. The VTVH-MCD experiments in these investigations gave

very large zero field splitting with D = 20 cm-1 for the wt with added L-arginine
and D = 18 cm-1 for the mutant (E546N) with added L-arginine contrary to the D =
5.7 cm-1 for nNOS L-arginine complex reported by Galli and co-workers using
EPR spectroscopy
L-arginine

202

202

. The zero-field splitting of the heme in nNOS with added

was determined by measuring the integrated intensity of the heme

iron gx EPR transition as a function of temperature. We attribute the differences
between the wt and the mutant zero field splitting parameters as being due to
differences in the binding modes of L-arginine in the wt and mutant heme sites
caused by disruption of the electrostatic interaction at the mutant heme site that
facilitate inter-electron transfer between FMN and heme domains.

4.6.2 L-arginine Perturbations on Wt-iNOS oxyFMN and E546N-iNOS
oxyFMN Cyanide Complexes
The catalytic conversion of L-arginine to nitric oxide (NO) and citrulline by NOS
enzymes is a two-step mechanism (scheme 4.1) that requires binding of
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molecular oxygen to an Fe2+ heme complex obtained upon reduction of the heme
from Fe3+ to Fe2+. This oxygenated heme Fe2+ intermediate complex is similar to
that of P450cam, hemoglobins, and myoglobins

203

. It has been proposed that

the oxy-heme complex (Fe2+-O=O) rearranges to a ferric superoxo complex
(Fe3+-O-O-) to facilitate ligand binding followed by auto-oxidation to products, NO
and L-citrulline. In P450cam, which has many of the same characteristics as
NOS enzymes, cyanide has been reported to bind isosterically with oxygen and
has a negative charge at the nitrogen atom.
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Therefore, cyanide is a good

oxygen mimic in the superoxide form when bound to the low spin Fe3+ heme.
Figure 4.22 compares the ligand field splitting of β-orbitals obtained from spin
unrestricted DFT calculations for L-arginine, CN- and CN-.L-arginine bound at the
heme site. Input geometries were adapted from the crystal structures and the
ligands positions in the complexes were frozen to mimic those observed in the
crystal structures (PDB 3NOS for bound L-arginine in eNOS and PDB 1N2N for
bound CN- and L-arginine in iNOS oxy).

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show these

geometries and the spin density maps respectively. Cyanide binds directly to the
heme iron resulting in a low spin heme complex with the electron residing in a dyz
orbital, while L-arginine induces the formation of a high spin complex by indirectly
perturbing the heme structure. For the high spin L-arginine bound heme, the
electrons are residing in all five d-orbitals. Consequently, the ligand field splitting
energy (the energy between the lowest (most stable) and the highest (least
stable) d-orbitals) for L-arginine bound to the high spin heme is 12340 cm-1
which is much smaller than the ligand field splitting energies for CN- and CN-. L-
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arginine bound heme which are 50249 cm-1 and 52910 cm-1 respectively. Thus,
analysis of the wild type iNOS oxyFMN and mutant cyanide complexes with and
without L-arginine gave the expected characteristic low spin Fe3+ heme EPR
spectra (Figure 4.17). The cyanide complex of iNOS- oxyFMN with added Larginine and the cyanide complex of the mutant (E546N) with added L-arginine
gave characteristic broad EPR spectra possessing asymmetric splitting at the g2
position. We have associated this splitting with the nearby water molecule that
couples to the Fe3+ low spin heme center but failed to account for its asymmetric
splitting nature.
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Figure 4.22: Calculated molecular orbital energies for L-arginine, CN- and CN.L-arginine bound at the Fe3+ heme site for iNOS. The ligand field splitting
energies are 12340 cm-1 for L-arginine, 50249 cm-1 for CN-1 and 52910 cm-1 CN.L-arginine. The molecular orbital energies have been normalized to LUMO+2
which is the first unoccupied metal orbital.

Figure 4.23: Optimized geometries for computational model compounds of Larginine (high spin), CN-.L-arginine (low spin), CN- (low spin) and bound at the
Fe3+ heme site. Note: L-arginine does not bind directly to the Fe3+ heme site.
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Figure 4.24: Calculated spin densities for L-arginine (high spin), CN-.L-arginine
(low spin) and CN- (low spin) and bound at the Fe3+ heme site. Notice: the spin
density for low spin CN- and CN-.L-arginine bound is in the dyz type orbital.

Fedorov and co-workers observed that the interaction of cyanide with L-arginine
in the iNOS oxy construct induces the binding of a water molecule at the active
site and is located 2.8Å from the nitrogen atom of the cyanide. Since the splitting
of the wt iNOS oxyFMN construct is greater than the mutant, we attribute this
effect as being due to a reduced L-arginine perturbation in the cyanide complex
of the mutant caused by a disruption of electrostatic interactions between the
heme and FMN domains.

4.6.3 Nature of Interdomain FMN - Heme Interactions with L-arginine
Binding
The FMN cofactor of nitric-oxide synthase (NOS) plays a major role of
transferring NADPH-derived electrons to the enzyme heme active site for use in
oxygen activation and eventually NO synthesis from oxidation of L-arginine. This
work provides considerable new spectroscopic information indicating how the
docked FMN domain affects the nature of interactions between the L-Arg
substrate and the catalytic heme center located in an adjacent domain in iNOS.
These FMN domain and heme interaction studies are based on earlier work done
by Panda et al., using a mutational and kinetics study that indicated the
involvement of the equivalent FMN sites (E762, E819) in rat nNOS FMN/FAD
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alignment

184

. The crystal structure shows that the face of the FMN domain that

interacts with heme is electronegative, whereas the complementary interacting
surface is electropositive (Figure 4.25).

This implies that charge interactions

enable function. However, the output state is likely promoted and stabilized by
electrostatic interactions between conserved, charged surface residues of the
FMN and oxygenase domains (Figure 4.26) which are facilitated by CaM binding.

Figure 4.25: Representations of selected positively charged surface residues at
the back face of the heme in a human eNOS oxygenase domain (left,
downloaded from PDB; 3NOS), and the negatively charged surface residues
near the FMN edge in a rat nNOS reductase construct (downloaded from PDB;
1TLL). GLU 762 in nNOS corresponds to GLU 546 in iNOS whereas GLU 819 in
nNOS corresponds to GLU 603. The charged surface residues are conserved in
NOS isoforms.

Site-directed mutagenesis has been used to investigate the roles of six
electronegative surface residues of the FMN domain in electron transfer and
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catalysis in neuronal NOS indicated that neutralizing or reversing the negative
charge of each residue altered the NO synthesis. However, the largest effects
occurred at the NOS-specific charged residue Glu762

184

which is equivalent to

Glu 546 in iNOS at the FMN domain.

Figure 4.26: Electrostatic interactions between the FMN (blue, negative) and
heme (red, positive) domains guide the CaM-induced docking, resulting in
formation of the IET-competent FMN/heme complex (output state). The FAD and
NADPH cofactors are omitted for clarity.

These investigations indicate that binding of L-arginine to the mutants induces
less perturbation to the heme site than binding of L-arginine to the wild type
construct. This large perturbation of the heme site in the wild type construct
suggests the interaction of the heme domain to a properly docked FMN domain.
It is therefore suggested from this work that charge neutralization of E546 and
E603

sites

disrupt

complementary

electrostatic

interdomain

FMN-heme

interactions, disturb the FMN-heme complex, and thereby diminish the L-Arg
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perturbation

1

(Figure 4.27). This disruption should alter the NO synthesis in

iNOS as observed by Panda and co-workers in their nNOS mutation studies.

Figure 4.27: Schematic diagram of the truncated bidomain oxyFMN construct of
human iNOS (left). Charge neutralization mutation at E546 or E603 of the FMN
domain diminishes the L-Arg perturbation of the heme MCD spectrum,
presumably by disrupting proper alignment of the FMN and heme domains
(right).

4.7

Conclusion

This work highlights the joint application of EPR, low temperature MCD and
VTVH MCD spectroscopic techniques as very sensitive probes of the heme and
heme environment in NOS in terms of structural and domain-domain interactions.
For the first time, we have observed effects of mutations at the FMN site on the
electronic structure of heme center. Although L-arginine does not bind directly to
the heme, it induces a significant spectroscopic change which is likely indicative
of the productive FMN/heme alignment that allows change of spin state to a
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predominantly high spin heme. The use of cyanide as a stable oxygen analogue
has allowed for a characterization of redox orbitals involved in both high and low
spin states when L-arginine is bound at Fe3+ heme site. It also shows the
involvement of a water molecule which can have stabilization or destabilization
effect at the heme site upon CN-.L-arginine binding and might be involved in a
proton provision for NOS catalysis. In general, these techniques will continue to
be key in the structural elucidation of heme sites and of interaction sites in the
domains of NOS flavoproteins and other metalloenzymes involving interacting
domains for catalysis.
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